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WELCOME TO

This month we’re getting celestial with Eternals – four different 
covers to choose from of all-powerful beings who swoop in 
to save the world after chaos, destruction and sadness. Feels 
like we could all do with a bit of that right now… We’re also 

on the set of Edgar Wright’s love letter to TF’s screening-room stomping 
ground, Soho. The many hours we’ve spent as a team in this tightly packed, 
grubby/wonderful part of London, running from screening to junket to 
film festival to launch, and we’re just starting to get back to it. Things are 
beginning to get less weird in our world so we’re feeling (ahem) eternally 
optimistic about cinema getting back to full power. We’ve got loads of 
great things coming down the line for you, so you should be very excited 
about this issue in your hands, as well as the amazing issues incoming…

Jane Crowther, Editor-in-Chief

ENJOY THE ISSUE!

GROUP EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
JANE CROWTHER (JC) jane.crowther@futurenet.com
@totalfilm_jane Sang karaoke. For an hour longer than we’d booked. 
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@mattmaytum Watched The French Dispatch.
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@totalfilm_mattl I got to see Matt Maytum for the first time in over a year, so it was kinda historic.

NEWS EDITOR JORDAN FARLEY (JF) jordan.farley@futurenet.com
@jordanfarley Had a very disappointing chicken burger (and also saw The French Dispatch after).

PRODUCTION EDITOR ERLINGUR EINARSSON (EE) erlingur.einarsson@futurenet.com
@ErlingurEinars Went into Hamleys. I am extremely hip.

ART EDITOR MIKE BRENNAN mike.brennan@futurenet.com
@mike_brennan01 We don’t talk about that night!
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MATT MAYTUM
DEPUTY EDITOR

Found out that Angelina Jolie 
finds audio-only Zoom as 

odd as I do. “I know we’re not 
recording but it just seems 
really weird,” she smiled as 
she switched on her video.

JORDAN FARLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Spent the first few minutes 
of this month’s interview with 
Karen Gillan discussing our 

respective wallpapers. Clearly 
there’s no better ice breaker in 
2021 than Zoom backgrounds.

JAMIE GRAHAM
EDITOR-AT-LARGE

I thoroughly enjoyed my hour-
long Zoom chats with Edgar 
Wright and Andrew Garfield 
this month. Sure beats getting 
20 minutes at a junket. And 
boy, can both of them talk.
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Mail, rants, theories etc.

TF’S CINEMATIC AGONY 
UNCLE HAS YOUR BACK.

EMAIL totalfilm@futurenet.com  WRITE Total Film, 1-10 Praed Mews, London W2 1QY (postal addresses 
will be used for the sole purpose of sending out prizes) gamesradar.com/totalfilm twitter.com/totalfilm  
facebook.com/totalfilm Drop us a line totalfilm@futurenet.com

JUNGLE BOOGIE
And for their next 
challenge… facing 
down the queues for 
the donut van.
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STAR LETTER

★Following the success of Jungle 
Cruise and Pirates Of The Caribbean, 

there’s a rumour that Disney is looking 
for another theme-park-inspired hit. 
Could it be an adventure centred on 
the perils of the tram ride that collects 
visitors from their car park stops en 
route to the park entrance? The mind 
simply boggles at the Jason And The 
Argonauts-style challenges facing our 
heroes: “Did we park in Sleepy 46 or 
Sneezy 46?”, “I haven’t got the park 
tickets!” and of course, “What time is 
the three o’clock parade?”
DAVID W., LEEDS

Throw in a meatball-
bothering canine romance 
and you’ve got Lady And 
The Tram! But when is 
someone going to bite the 

meta bullet and make a movie based 
on an attraction based on a movie? 

Harry Potter And The Half-Drunk 
Butterbeer? Jaws: Just When You Thought It 
Was Safe To Buy Tickets On The Day? David 
and everyone with a letter printed here 
will receive a copy of Oscar-winner 
The Father, out now on digital download, 
Blu-ray and DVD via Lionsgate UK. 
Didn’t send an address? Email it! 
We’re not (dad)joking!

OUT OF TUNE

L ong, long, long-time reader; first 
time I’ve written in, but felt I had 

to. In issue 315, the answer to the first 
question in the ‘Hard’ section of the 
quiz says Randy Newman’s song ‘We 

DEAR WINGMAN
I would like to ‘thank’ you for 
getting me in trouble with the 
missus. Now, I think Total Film 
is like a great movie; you want to 
revisit it again and again. So (and 
I’ve just checked), issue 305 is in 
the conservatory, issue 301 is in 
the living room, issue 310 is by 
the bed and issues 294 and 284 are 
currently in the toilet (where all 
men read). Apparently, this makes 
the house look untidy. I disagreed 
with this statement, hence I am 
now in trouble. 
MARTIN JACKSON, 
BLETCHLEY

WINGMAN SAYS…
Sad to see a TF fan in the doghouse 
(which edition do you have stashed 
there, out of interest?). On the 
other hand, you have been a little 
inconsiderate: only one issue in 
the living room? You need to think 
more of visitors and have copies 
covering every available inch (back 
issues from www.magazinesdirect.
com if you’re running low). If 
there’s space for anyone to put 
their coffee down or feet up then 
something’s gone wrong.

  REFLECTIVE INTEREST CURVE™
THRILLED

ENTERTAINED

FLIPPIN’ ECK!

BAD TIMES…

WEEK 0 1 2 3 DEADLINE

Crucial summer-
hol debate:  

what to watch?

Wondering if Watcher ever 
googles ‘What to watch’

Idle paranoia that 
Watcher is watching 
us watch What If…?

Planning 
next holiday 
watch-list
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HAVE  
YOUR SAY

gamesradar.com/
totalfilm

• VIDEOS • REVIEWS   
• TRAILERS • NEWS    

Belong Together’ is from Toy Story 4, 
but it’s actually from TS3. The reason I 
know this is that I watched it 100 times 
when my daughter was one. Keep up 
the good work (besides getting quiz 
answers wrong). 
ANTHONY NELSON, VIA EMAIL

That’s why it’s the ‘Hard’ section: 
you have to answer the questions, 
then question the answers. Could be 
our quizmaster was so traumatised 
by Toy Story 3 they still can’t bring 
themselves to type the title. Tell us 
if you spot other weepie-wary typos, 
like ‘Gravy Of The Fireflies’, ‘Steel 
Ambrosia’ or ‘Perms Of Endearment’. 

TALK OF THE DEV

I really enjoyed reading your 
interview with Dev Patel [TF313].  

He came across as modest and 
humble and un-actorish. So many 
interviewees are quite intense and 
up themselves; Dev is like a breath 
of fresh air in comparison. 
LORRAINE SLATTERY, LONDON

Lovely thing is, Dev’s still as down 
to earth as he was during one of our 
earliest encounters (circa 2008), when 
he cosplayed as a strung-out Renton 
from Trainspotting for a photoshoot. 
Except these days he tends to wear 
a shirt during interviews. 

PAW show

T he popular television show Paw 
Patrol has finally come to the big 

screen. However, children all over the 
world who’ve been waiting for this 
movie must be disappointed to find the 
dogs now voiced by strangers. Bit of a 
surprise to have a cast that includes 
Kim Kardashian voicing a poodle with 
lash extensions. My three-year-old 
cousin saw the film and came back 

distraught. Here’s hoping she hasn’t 
been put off cinema for life!
ELLA TRIBE, SOUTHAMPTON

Sounds like Bambi’s mother all 
over again, only with more salon 
pampering. Always disconcerts when 
the film isn’t quite like the TV show; 
we still haven’t got over the Masters 
Of The Universe movie ditching 
the series’ moral wrap-up: 
“In today’s story, we 
discovered death-faced 
homicidal loonies don’t 
make the best friends…”

BUM RUSH

J ust read your 
Resignations Top 10 [TF 315] 

and shame on you for missing out the 
ultimate ‘Take this job and shove it’ 
speech! Of course, I’m talking about 
Phil Daniels as top Mod Jimmy Cooper 
in 1978’s Quadrophenia, who bins off his 
dead-end post room nine-to-five 
drudgery with the immortal words: 
“Yeah, I’ll tell you what you can do 
with your eye teeth and your job, you 
can take that mail and that franking 
machine and all that other rubbish that 
I have to go about with and you can 
stuff them right up your arse!” 
Absolutely pure, career-ending class 
from the Parklife legend. Stay well 
Team TF, keep on keeping on!
PHIL SLOAN, BEXLEY

A good shout, but unfortunately we 
already had an entry with ‘arse’ in it 
(number six, Bridget Jones’s Diary). And 
you know, too many arses in a mag, 
and cracks will start to appear. 

ON A ROLL

A fter watching John David 
Washington’s performance in 

the movie Beckett, I now think  
he’s a natural for the Cooper’s 

Hill Cheese Rolling event. 
Basically, the film  
mainly consists of him 
entertainingly throwing 
himself down cliffs, 

slopes and hillsides, 
then running, tumbling, 

bum-shuffling, bouncing and 
combinations of the same. And 
judging by the number of holes 
put into him (via crashing, 
stabbing, shooting, etc), it 
would need to be a Swiss cheese.
LILLY, LEEDS

Sounds like JDW would be a natural 
for the Peter Rabbit franchise, 
if Domhnall Gleeson ever gets 
too tired (or too incapacitated) 
of being electrocuted by sassy 
farmyard animals. As for 
cheese rolling, surprised 
it hasn’t pinged on 
Vin Diesel’s radar yet…  
2 Kraft 2 Furious, anyone?

* Brilliant value – HALF PRICE
*   Exclusive subscriber covers and content
* Stay in the know on all things film
* Delivered to your door 

GET THE BEST 
 PACKAGE

Visit www.magazinesdirect.co.uk/TFSEP21

WHO’S WHO?
Paw Patrol had a 
Hollywood makeover 
– betrayal of their 
roots or inevitable 
pitfall of success?

OFFICE SPACED
Chatter ‘gems’ overheard in the 
Total Film office this month…

* “Sequel that needs to happen 
right now? 28 Dresses.” * “That 
old adage ‘You’ve got to get 
back on the horse’? I didn’t.” * 
“Pitching a Best Exotic Marigold 
horror spin-off: CandyNan.”

WAS £4.99
NOW  

£2.50*
AN ISSUE
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Riding High

I t’s out with the Old West and in with the New West. Director Jeymes 
Samuel wanted to present a fresh take on the Stetsons and gunslingers 
genre in The Harder They Fall, his debut feature. “I love westerns so 
much but the depiction of people of colour and women is thoroughly 

uneven and unrealistic,” he says. “I wanted to bring balance.” Don’t expect 
any damsels in distress here.

The British filmmaker and singer/
songwriter, who is also known as The 
Bullitts, has assembled a killer cast to 
tell the story of real-life Black outlaw 
cowboy Nat Love (Jonathan Majors), 
who goes on the hunt for revenge after 
discovering that his mortal enemy 
Rufus Buck (Idris Elba) has been 

sprung from jail. Reuniting his old 
gang featuring ex-girlfriend Stagecoach 
Mary (Zazie Beetz), Jim Beckwourth (RJ 
Cyler) and Bill Pickett (Edi Gathegi), 
Love must face off against Buck’s own 
motley crew led by ‘Treacherous’  
Trudy Smith (Regina King) and 
Cherokee Bill (LaKeith Stanfield).

“It’s about one man’s quest to find 
the killer of his parents,” explains 
Samuel, “and in doing so find himself. 
Love as a character is a symbol of hope. 
You can rip everything someone loves 
away but they can still persevere and 
pass through the other side of that 
tunnel, no matter how long it takes. 
He’s also a symbol of swag. He’s a 
G! He reminds me of Sean Connery 
in Dr. No. He has a coolness and a 
calmness about him that is relatable.”

Samuel, who binged on westerns 
growing up, wrote the script with 
Boaz Yakin while rapper Jay-Z came 

THE HARDER THEY FALL  I  Jeymes Samuel spotlights the forgotten 
faces of the American West…
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CLASS ACTS 
Delroy Lindo (left) 
and RJ Cyler (above) 
are among Nat Love’s 
contemporaries.

“Jay wasn’t just involved musically, 
he’s been involved from before 
I wrote the script. He helped me 
in the notes stage. He’s a student 
of cinema himself, that’s why his 
music is so cinematic. He’s been 
involved in every aspect and he’s 
been awesome. I composed the 
entire score and produced the 
soundtrack. We collaborated on 
what artists we’re bringing in and 
what songs Jay’s on.”

The Harder They Fall was one of 
many films thrown into disarray by 
the Covid-19 pandemic. Production 
was halted just before filming was 
due to begin in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
Once it got off the ground, there were 
more delays after a member of the 
production tested positive for the virus. 
“Shooting was gruelling,” Samuel 
admits. “You can’t stand within six 
feet of each other. You have to wear 
goggles, face masks and shields. But 

I still had a blast. 
I loved every 
single second.”

Samuel is 
hoping that the 
film will draw 
attention to the 
forgotten stories 
of Black cowboys, 
who have been 
sidelined for so 
long. “These 
characters 

actually existed. The Old West 
wasn’t so narrow as [it] has been 
presented. People of colour had lives 
and personalities. They were a huge 
contribution to building America. Just 
because you show people of colour and 
women in a period piece, [it] doesn’t 
mean we were slaves or subservient. 
We can carry stories.”

It might not be the last we see 
of Love and his gang. Hinting at the 
possibility of a sequel, Samuel is 
perhaps not quite ready to let these 
characters ride off into the sunset just 
yet. “I never thought of The Harder 
They Fall as one film,” he teases 
enigmatically. “I’ll always be working 
on a western in some shape or form, so 
you can read between the lines…” AL

ETA | 3 NOVEMBER / THE HARDER THEY FALL 
COMES OUT ON NETFLIX IN TWO MONTHS. 
IT PREMIERES AT THE LONDON FILM 
FESTIVAL ON 6 OCTOBER AND COMES  
OUT IN SELECT CINEMAS ON 22 OCTOBER.

on board as co-producer. The director 
describes the Netflix film as “an 
action-adventure thriller”, one that 
captures the humour and attitude of life 
on the streets - even if those streets are 
dusty ones trampled by horses in the 
19th century. 

His influences were diverse and 
wide-ranging. Hat tips to western 
greats John Ford and John Huston 
might not come as a big surprise 
but he also points out how the film 
honours Spike Lee in a scene shown 
in the trailer. “When Regina King 
stops the horses and she raises her 
hand, that’s me paying homage to 
Malcolm X,” he says. 

“In The Harder They Fall, you can 
see all the filmmakers I like in there. 
Some people have made reference to 
[Quentin] Tarantino but there’s this 
shot in the movie that I get from 
Ingmar Bergman’s Wild Strawberries. 
[Other influences range from] Billy 
Wilder with 
pacing and 
humour to 
Hitchcock with 
his nuances and 
dealing with 
split screen and 
suspense.”

The film plays 
fast and loose 
with history 
as part of its 
maverick energy. 
While many of the characters are based 
on actual cowboys that stormed the 
Wild West, The Harder They Fall takes 
creative licence with hard facts and 
chronology. The real Buck, for instance, 
was hung to death when he was 18.

“Idris is a man of many talents, but 
he’s not 18,” Samuel laughs. “It’s not 
a biopic. That gives you more freedom 
to do what you like storywise and 
just have fun with it. Some of these 
people have never been depicted 
before on screen so to assemble them 
like superheroes and supervillains, 
and put them in one place at one 
time is a joy.”

Samuel teamed up with close 
friend and collaborator Jay-Z to create 
the original music for the film. The 
pair go way back, and worked together 
on the soundtrack for 2013’s The Great 
Gatsby. The rap superstar was hands-on 
in his role as co-producer, the director 
reveals, helping to guide the story 
from its inception.

‘SHOOTING WAS 
GRUELLING. YOU 

CAN’T STAND 
WITHIN SIX FEET 
OF EACH OTHER’

JEYMES SAMUEL
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OLD LOVE 
Zazie Beetz plays 
Nat’s ex Stagecoach 
Mary (above, 
above left).

JOIN THE GANG 
Idris Elba stars 
as convict Rufus 
Buck, freed by 
Regina King’s Trudy 
Smith (left).

11
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“I’m going to work with Scorsese and Leo 
[DiCaprio] and Bob De Niro… I might be sick. I’m  
a little anxious,” he said, to which the fan chirped, 
“There are so many people out there who love you, 
and we’re rooting for you, and we can’t wait to see 
what you do next.” So moved was the 52-year-
old actor, he visibly teared up and had to pause 
to sip his water before tipping his hat and saying, 
“Shucks, ma’am.”

If anyone was in any doubt before, there’s 
no arguing it now – the ‘Brenaissance’ is in full 
swing. After years of being out of the spotlight, still 
working but not in anything you might have heard 
of, the star who once lit up family adventures George 
Of The Jungle and The Mummy (plus its lesser sequels) 
as well as serious dramas Gods And Monsters and The 
Quiet American is now back back back. 

First he gained traction as Cliff Steele/Robotman, 
the former NASCAR driver with a robotic body 
in HBO’s superhero series Doom Patrol, based on 
the DC comics, and then he starred with Don 
Cheadle, Benicio Del Toro and Jon Hamm in Steven 
Soderbergh’s 1950s-set crime caper No Sudden Move. 
Also in post-production is Darren Aronofsky’s The 
Whale, based on Samuel D. Hunter’s acclaimed play, 
in which he plays a gay, reclusive English teacher 
who is severely obese – aiming to eat himself 
to death, he now weighs 600lbs – and tries to 
reconnect with his estranged teenage daughter  
as his health fails.

It’s hard to top a Soderbergh-Aronofsky double-
punch, but Scorsese’s latest, based on David Grann’s 
non-fiction book Killers Of The Flower Moon: The 
Osage Murders And The Birth Of The FBI, promises to 
do just that, investigating a series of killings that 
plagued the Osage people after oil was discovered on 
their land. Fraser is playing lawyer W.S. Hamilton.

“Man, I got fucking old,” the actor said to GQ in 
2018. Chances are he’s feeling revitalised now. JG

UK RELEASE DATES FOR NO SUDDEN MOVE, THE WHALE 
AND KILLERS OF THE FLOWER MOON ARE TBA.
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BRENDAN 
FRASER
IS BACK IN BUSINESS…

HOT RIGHT NOW
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Worlds Apart
SPIDER-MAN: NO WAY HOME  I  Peter Parker enters the Multiverse of Sadness.

02

04

His secret identity well and truly blown by J. Jonah Jameson, and 
framed for murder in the process by Mysterio, Peter starts No Way 
Home a wanted man. “This is hurting a lot of people.”

Strange cocks up the spell, destabilising space time and opening up 
the multiverse. But is the good Doctor acting out of sorts in this trailer 
for a reason? And what’s that peculiar artefact Peter’s holding?

A very familiar-looking pumpkin bomb drops onto the George 
Washington Bridge, accompanied by a cackle that can only belong  
to Willem Dafoe’s Green Goblin. Sinister Six incoming?

Fortunately, Peter is on first-name terms with a certain sorcerer who 
can make the world - including MJ - forget Peter Parker and Spider-
Man are one and the same. “Be careful what you wish for, Parker.”

We already know Jamie Foxx’s Electro will return in No Way Home, but 
that almost-humanoid form next to Electro’s bolt looks an awful lot 
like Thomas Hayden Church’s Spider-Man 3 villain Sandman.

“Hello, Peter”. The teaser ends with the return of Alfred Molina’s 
iconic Doc Ock. But is he actually speaking to Tobey Maguire’s 
web-slinger? Our Spidey-Sense is tingling…  JF

06

01

03

05

ETA | 17 DECEMBER / SPIDER-MAN: NO WAY HOME OPENS IN CINEMAS THIS CHRISTMAS. 

The MCU/Knives 
Out crossover no 

one expected…

TRAILER BREAKDOWN

SO
NY
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“We’d always thought that if we 
treated Finch as a relationship drama 
road trip, it would ground the post-
apocalyptic setting, ground the sci-fi 
aspect so from the very beginning Scott 
Stokdyk [VFX supervisor] and I agreed on 
a process of filming that would always 
put the relationship drama first over the 
VFX requirements,” explains director 
Miguel Sapochnik (Game Of Thrones). 

Adapted from a short film script, 
Finch is, according to Sapochnik, 
“a simple story about growing up 
and growing old.” The solar event 
that turned the world into a desolate 
wasteland is very much in the 
background, despite some huge visuals 
and impressive set-pieces; the film 
picks up with Finch, living in a bunker, 
making the occasional excursion 
outdoors for tinned food. He’s looking 
after his dog, Goodyear, and developing 
a robot to help look after the pupper in 
the event he no longer can.

If there’s anyone you want to be 
stuck with in an apocalyptic scenario, 
it’s Hanks, but there’s also another 
crucial actor in the film, even if he’s 
never physically seen on screen. Caleb 
Landry Jones is the human performer 
behind Jeff the robot, and according 
to Sapochnik, he was present for 
every single shot. “He acted alongside 
Tom every day in a displacement suit 

MAN’S BEST FRIENDS
FINCH  I  It’s the end of the world as Tom Hanks 
knows it, but he has a dog and a robot for company.

How do you give the post-apocalypse subgenre an unexpected 
shot of humanity and warmth? Put Tom Hanks in it and give him 
(and his robot creation) a dog to look after. That’s the unusual, 
surprisingly heartfelt premise of Finch, which blends the scale of 

end-of-the-world sci-fi with the intimacy of a chamber piece.

and stilts which is basically a partial 
costume so he looked in part like Jeff. 
Every detail of Jeff was taken from 
Caleb’s performance.”

Having him there helped realise 
the intention of shooting like a drama. 
“Almost the entire film was shot on 
location and Caleb, Tom and Seamus 
the dog were there every day,”  
says Sapochnik.

Ah yes, Seamus. The third paw 
in this three-hander. “He’s a rescue 
dog and has a very laid back attitude 
to everything,” explains the director. 
“Occasionally he’d play up - we 
accumulated some hilarious outtakes 
- but whenever it came to his coverage, 
he’d just light up and be done in one 
or two takes.”

As well as being an atypical 
apocalypse movie, it also feels like it’s 
arriving at just the right time, given that 
it was filmed in early 2019 but now lands 
in a post-pandemic landscape. “I think 
it’s more and more relevant [now],” 
considers Sapochnik. “The future it 
depicts is less and less science fiction 
and the story it tells is simple: We’ve 
lost touch with each other. We need to 
remember how to be with one another. 
Hope is what keeps us alive.” MM

ETA | 5 NOVEMBER / FINCH PREMIERES ON 
APPLE TV+ THIS AUTUMN. AP
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Are you talkin’ to me?
Oh, [adopts Travis Bickle accent] you talkin’ 
to me? Robert De Niro’s amazing. I just 
watched The King Of Comedy. I love that 
film so much. I hadn’t seen it before 
I saw Joker. Before I thought, “Oh, Joker 
is Taxi Driver.” But now I’m like, “Wow, 
actually, it’s The King Of Comedy.”

Do you feel lucky, punk?
Nebula in the Marvel movies is based on 
Clint Eastwood. I turned up to set, and 
I was kind of playing a generic villain 
for my first day. I was like, “Who is this 
character? I’m just kind of plain evil.” 
And then James Gunn said, “Now, 
can you do an impression of Marilyn 
Monroe and Clint Eastwood?” So she’s 
a hybrid of both of those people. 

How much can you know about 
yourself if you’ve never been in a fight?
In [Gunpowder Milkshake] there’s a 
sequence where my character’s arms 
are injected, and they’re basically 
paralysed, and she has to fight three 
guys without her arms, and it just results 
in this really cartoonish, goofy fight 
sequence. And that is where I thrive! 

Have you ever danced with the devil 
in the pale moonlight?
My favourite Batman is The Dark 
Knight, hands down. It’s probably my 
favourite superhero film… I know that’s 
terrible to say, being with Marvel!

Do you have an off-switch?
I’ve been struggling with my off-
switch lately. I’ve just been lying 
there, not able to sleep. And my 
dad always says to me, “If Winston 
Churchill could switch himself off 
while World War 2 was happening, so 
can you.” [laughs] It’s a fair point.

Why don’t you tell me the story of 
your life?
I’m from Inverness in Scotland, 
in the Highlands. I grew up being 
obsessed with horror films. I started 
making horror films as a kid with a 

video camera, and then I became an 
actress, and now I’m making horror 
films with a better camera and a crew.

What’s your favourite scary movie?
Probably The Shining in terms of the 
artistry of the whole thing. Kubrick 
is probably my favourite director.

Why do we feel it’s necessary  
to yak about bullshit in order to  
be comfortable?
That’s a great question. If there’s an 
awkward silence I can’t just sit in it. 
I’ll just start talking. I’ll be like, “What 
is falling out of my face, right now?” 
But some people can just sit there. 
And when I’m with them, I’m deeply 
uncomfortable. I don’t know what 
that is. I don’t know why we panic. 

Why so serious?
Yesterday, I looked up “why do we 
laugh?” – where did that come from? 
What the hell is a laugh, when you think 
about it? And when you make an oink? 
They think it originates with exerted 
breathing from play when you’re a kid, 
and then you realise that if you laugh, it’s 
a fast path to a social bond. But then we 
learn as humans that we can fake-laugh 
to get the bond that we’re looking for. 

Is life always this hard, or is it just 
when you’re a kid?
It’s the opposite way around in reality, 
isn’t it? Everything’s easy when you’re a 
kid. Everything’s the best. And then you 
grow up, and you long for the times when 
all you had to worry about was whether 
Leanne is coming out to play or not. 
Those were the days! I’m still like that, 
though, I think. I don’t cook anymore. 
I don’t do anything responsible. I 
embrace the element of the child!

If I say to you, “Don’t think about 
elephants,” what do you think about?
Elephants are the coolest animals. 
There’s elephant art – they can paint 
with their trunks. Although I feel that 
how they’re getting them to do that 
is maybe not the nicest, so source 
your elephant art responsibly.

What, no guns today?
I actually hate firing guns – fun fact. I 
have a hard time keeping my eyes open, 
and that’s annoying when you’re in a film 
called Gunpowder Milkshake. I’m really 
good with the hand-to-hand combat, but 
when I have to fire a really old, antique-
looking gun, and it’s got the worst recoil, 
and it’s loud? I don’t want to keep my 
eyes open – especially when I’m firing at 
people. It’s such a weird feeling that you 
have to override in order to do that. JF

ETA | 17 SEPTEMBER / GUNPOWDER 
MILKSHAKE OPENS IN CINEMAS AND 
STREAMS ON SKY CINEMA THIS MONTH.

YOU TALKIN’ TO ME?
Film quotes pose as questions. Film stars try to cope. 

IN THE CROSSHAIRS THIS MONTH KAREN GILLAN

‘IF THERE’S AN UNCOMFORTABLE 
SILENCE I CAN’T JUST SIT IN IT. 
I’LL JUST START TALKING’
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Gillan with Chloe 
Coleman in the upcoming 
Gunpowder Milkshake.
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original screenplay since 1995’s In The 
Bleak Midwinter) came surprisingly easily.

“I once read about someone asking 
a composer the question: ‘How did you 
write that piece of music?’” Branagh 
recalls. “The composer said, ‘I listened, 
and I wrote down what I heard.’ [I heard] 
that Belfast humour, and that energy.”

Unfolding primarily during a 
sweltering summer in August 1969, 
Belfast stars Catriona Balfe and Jamie 
Dornan as Ma and Pa, but is seen 
through the eyes of nine-year-old 
Buddy (newcomer Jude Hill) who 
loves three things: football, cinema 
and a girl called Katherine. At a time 
of great change, Buddy finds himself 
transitioning into adolescence amid an 
alarming rise in sectarian violence.

“The film is about the joys and 
sorrows of one working-class family 
in one street, dealing with catastrophic 
change to their previously peaceful 
neighbourhood,” says Branagh, whose 
own family fled Northern Ireland in 1969 
to escape the Troubles. Describing the 
film as a work of “auto-fiction” which 
recounts the “emotional truth of what I 
remember”, the script (Branagh’s first 

T his is a story and a picture that I wanted to make for a long time,” 
Kenneth Branagh tells Teasers. He may be best known for his love of 
the Bard, but Sir Ken’s first love was the city he grew up in, now the 
setting for his most personal movie to date. “The sounds of Belfast, 

the sounds of the street - really, that sound has been going through my mind and 
my spirit for the 50 years or so since I left.”

Home Truths
BELFAST  I  Kenneth Branagh revisits his 
childhood for a ’60s-set coming-of-ager.

TRUE TO LIFE
The story in Belfast is 
inspired by Kenneth 
Branagh’s own lived 
experiences.
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Branagh isn’t the only filmmaker 
to look inward over the last year - 
Steven Spielberg is currently making 
The Fabelmans, a similarly semi-
autobiographical saga. This is no 
coincidence; the circumstance of the 
pandemic helped bring Belfast to fruition. 
“I’m writing about a city that went into 
a kind of lockdown,” says Branagh, who 
shot the film on the streets of Belfast in 
August and September 2020. “Through 
the lens of our own lockdown, this 
story found its way onto the page.”

Also pertinent to our current 
moment is the fact the film is “about 
a love of cinema, when the cinematic 
experience is under threat”, according to 
Branagh. Shot in “immersive” black and 
white, Buddy’s burgeoning imagination 
is greatly expanded by his love for film, 
and becomes a way for him to process a 
loss of innocence. 

“A significant movie for this kid 
is High Noon,” says Branagh. “And 
The Searchers, and The Man Who Killed 
Liberty Valance. They become a way to 
codify this now-dangerous exploding 
environment around him, and make it 
understandable, because so much of it 
was overwhelming. Looking at things 
through cinema becomes a salvation for 
him.” It’s a feeling we all know well. JF

ETA | 12 NOVEMBER / BELFAST OPENS IN 
TWO MONTHS.
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13,000
The number of motorbike 

jumps Tom Cruise 
landed (in addition to 500 
skydives) to prepare for 

Mission: Impossible 7’s most 

70%
The chance that 

Deadpool 3 starts 
shooting next year, 

according to Ryan Reynolds’ 
improvised maths.

“YOUR SYSTEM 
BACK THEN WAS 

DRACONIAN 
AND MYOPIC. 
THANKFULLY, 

 still hasn’t forgiven 
The Evil Dead.

“I remember Keanu 
and his first line. 
I looked up, and 
there was Keanu, 
and I said, ‘Oh  
s***, I’m really  
in The Matrix’.”
Yahya Abdul-Mateen II had a very 
relatable first day on The Matrix Resurrections.

that Ridley 
[Scott] 

watched 
Chappie  

and he was 
like, ‘This 
guy can’t  

do Alien.’”
Neill Blomkamp knows why he 

failed the Aliens sequel interview.

“I DON’T THINK IT 
PLAYS THE SAME ON 
STREAMING, EVER… 
I’M NOT A FAN OF 
DAY-AND-DATE  
AND I HOPE TO 
AVOID IT FOREVER.”
Patty Jenkins  
a film for Netflix any time soon.

“I HAD TO READ  
IT MORE THAN 

THREE TIMES TO GO, 
‘WAIT, HOW DOES 

THIS WORK?’”
Michael Keaton couldn’t get his  

head round the multiverse in The Flash.

GOOD THING
BAD THING
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SOUND BYTES
Quotable dialogue from this 

month’s movies – and their stars.
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ED ASNER RIP

Best known to film fans as 
the voice of irascible Carl 

Fredricksen in Pixar’s Up and 
Elf’s Santa, actor Ed Asner 

has died aged 91.

  
THE 

ROCKETEER 
RETURNS

A sequel to Joe Johnston’s 
pulp adventure movie The 

Rocketeer is heading to 
Disney+. David Oyelowo 

is producing, and 
may star.
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EXCLUSIVE 

me and also people that I’ve worked 
with. A guy I witnessed… he collapsed in 
the middle of a service once and he had 
a stroke. He was in his thirties, doing 
lots of cocaine, drinking and working 
himself into the ground. Everything 

Admittedly, you might find spending 
80-minutes real-time in the company 
of Andy (Graham), head chef at hip 
eatery Jones & Sons, exhausting. 
When he arrives, the health and safety 
inspector is picking holes in the hygiene 
and the food order is a mess. On top 
of that, Andy’s ex-boss turned top TV 
chef (Jason Flemyng) is coming in for 
a meal – a bucket-load of stress that 
leads Andy to continue down the rabbit 
hole of secretly abusing his body with 
drink and drugs. 

“I worked in restaurants,” says 
Barantini. “I’ve got no shame in saying 
I’m six years sober now. And I did go 
down a really dark path when I was 
working in kitchens. The character 
that Stephen plays is loosely based on 

I n 2019, when director Philip Barantini directed his 22-minute one-shot 
short, Boiling Point, with Stephen Graham playing a chef hitting rock 
bottom, he had no idea it would form the basis for a movie. “Then I sat 
up in bed one night, when I was shooting Villain, my first feature. And 

I was just like, ‘What if we were to do it all in one take, the whole thing?’ Not 
just follow Stephen but see all these little pockets of people’s lives and 
introduce other characters – a slice of life, basically.”

Heat of the moment
BOILING POINT  I  A chef unravels in Philip 
Barantini’s stunning one-take movie…

TOO MANY COOKS
Vinette Robinson, Ray 
Panthaki and Stephen 
Graham feel the heat 
in Boiling Point.
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that’s in the movie is something I’ve 
witnessed, or experienced, personally.”

Filmed in Dalston (at the real 
restaurant, Jones & Sons), Barantini 
thoroughly rehearsed his cast, bringing 
in real chefs to train them authentically. 
The plan was to shoot an entire 
unbroken take twice per night for four 
nights on the trot, giving the cast and 
crew eight shots at getting it right. But 
after a first evening of two satisfactory 
takes, the spread of Covid-19 meant 
the production had to shut down at 
the end of the second night. “Because 
everybody knew that the energy was 
so, so high.” 

All the actors knew to style out 
any mistakes – fluffed lines, on-set 
stumbles – to make sure the cameras 
didn’t stop rolling. “These actors were 
just on it,” says the director, “and it was 
very nerve-wracking for them.” Despite 
some technical flaws (like a clock 
showing the wrong time) fixed later in 
post, it was the third take that ticked the 
right boxes, with performances good 
enough to fool viewers. “Somebody 
said to me, ‘So were they real chefs, the 
guys who were with Stephen?’” grins 
Barantini. “I’m like, ‘No, but that’s the 
best compliment I could ever get.’” JM

ETA | 19 NOVEMBER / BOILING POINT COMES 
OUT IN TWO MONTHS.
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Jack Dylan Grazer (Luca, Shazam!) 
stars as 13-year-old Barney, a middle 
school outsider whose oddball family 
- including WFH dad Ed Helms and 
Bulgarian Grandma Olivia Colman - 
buy him a B*Bot for his birthday. 
In Barney’s world, ‘Bubble Bots’ are 
as ubiquitous as smartphones, 
customisable robo-pals who know 
everything about you out of the box. 
But ‘Ron’ fell off the back of a van 
(literally), and Barney’s broken 
robo-buddy has a lot to learn.

Voiced by Zach Galifianakis, the 
‘cheerfully 
dysfunctional’ 
Ron is two 
microchips short 
of a circuit board. 
Think, what if 
your “baby 
cousin was Borat, 
and came to live 
with you” says 
Smith, who 
co-wrote the script with Borat scribe 
Peter Baynham. While a standard 
B*Bot can display slick hi-res visuals 
around its capsule body, Ron can barely 
muster a few pixels. But that literal 
blank slate is what makes Ron special. 
“It’s like the Penguin in The Wrong 
Trousers,” Smith points out. “It’s what 
you do with less.”

Ron’s ability to learn and operate 
outside the strict parameters of his 
programming make him a threat to 
tech giant Bubble, and a target for 
disgruntled COO Andrew (Rob Delaney). 

Friend Chip
RON’S GONE WRONG  I  A boy bonds with 
a wonky ’bot in new Brit animation.

Inspiration can strike in the strangest places. Take Ron’s Gone Wrong, 
the first film from box-fresh British animation studio Locksmith. 
Co-written and co-directed by Aardman veteran Sarah Smith (Arthur 
Christmas), Ron… was born during a viewing of - believe it or not - 

Spike Jonze sci-fi Her. “I thought, ‘We have to make that film for kids,’” says 
Smith of the unlikely influence. “I wanted to make a movie about kids’ 
relationships with screens and online friendships.”

The darker side of our dependence on 
technology won’t be ignored, but 
Smith and co-director Jean-Philippe 
Vine had no intention of telling an 
‘anti-technology’ story. 

“The B*Bot is pure technological 
joy,” Vine says. “We really wanted to 
sell that idea to the max, and use the 
comedy of Ron to make sure we’re not 
preaching at anybody.” Smith and Vine 
are confident they’ve hit the right 
balance. “We asked kids after one very 
early screening: what sort of bot would 
they want?” Smith recalls. “And they 

said, ‘We want 
ones that are a 
bit like Ron!’ I 
went, ‘OK, we did 
it. Yay!’”

As the debut 
film produced by 
the UK’s first 
dedicated CG 
animation studio, 
Locksmith, 

Ron… may yet prove a landmark film 
for British animation. Alongside 
producer Julie Lockhart, Smith set 
out to create a hub for computer 
animation in the UK after making 
Arthur Christmas
“My  

website, and here we are!” JF

ETA | TBC /
OUT IN CINEMAS SOON.

EXCLUSIVE

‘WHAT IF YOUR 
BABY COUSIN WAS 
BORAT, AND CAME 
TO LIVE WITH YOU’  

SARAH SMITH
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BOY’S BEST FRIEND 
Teen Barney is 
voiced by Jack 
Dylan Grazer, while 
his wonky pal Ron 
is played by Zach 
Galifianakis (above).

MEAN KIDS 
Barney already 
struggles with fitting 
in at school – Ron 
definitely doesn’t 
help (right).
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 BOX FRESH 
The standard 
B*Bots are 
high-resolution 
marvels (below).
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GROUP PORTRAIT

filmmaker John Waters to critic Amy 
Taubin. Reed died in 2013, although 
his famously prickly nature might not 
exactly have made Haynes’ task any 
easier were he still alive. “People are like, 
‘What would you have said to Lou Reed 
if he was around?’ And I’m sort of like, 

‘Wow, I’m so glad I dodged that bullet!’”
What can’t be discounted, though, 

is the influence the Velvets had. As 
producer Brian Eno famously notes, the 
band’s first album The Velvet Underground 
& Nico “only sold 10,000 copies, but 
everyone who bought it formed a 
band”. “What I particularly love about 
that comment by Eno… what it really 
describes is that this band inspired 
creative production, this band inspired 
artists,” elaborates Haynes. “And that’s 
what I felt when I first heard it, I felt it 
made me want to make something and it 
made it seem possible to do that.”

While Haynes’ career in ‘making 
things’ stretches back to the ’80s, The 
Velvet Underground is also his first-ever 
doc – one that he embraces with all the 
experimental zeal you might expect 
from him. “It was incredibly fulfilling, 
but I think it was so much to do with 
this particular subject, and the fact we 
were using these raw materials from this 
particular time and place,” he says. “I 
made a decision to not let the oral history 
be the dominant experience you leave the 
film with. The images and music really 
guide us through the experience.” JM

ETA | 15 OCTOBER / THE VELVET 
UNDERGROUND COMES OUT IN SELECT 
CINEMAS AND ON APPLE TV+ NEXT MONTH.

Chronicling the band’s formation in 
1964 through to its demise in the early 
1970s, Haynes’ doc The Velvet Underground 
makes full use of this Warhol-shot 
footage, along with some stunning 
archive that recreates New York of the 
period. “I think there’s about 45 minutes 
of just Warhol [footage] alone in the 
film,” says Haynes, who even uses split-
screen elements to show Reed and fellow 
band members, including Welshman 
John Cale, framed in B&W close-up via 
Warhol’s trusty Super 8 camera.

There are, of course, fresh and hugely 
entertaining interviews with Cale and 
drummer Moe Tucker, not to mention 
others who were on the scene, from 

T odd Haynes may have explored glam rock in his 1998 movie Velvet 
Goldmine, then dug into the different facets of Bob Dylan in 2007’s 
groundbreaking I’m Not There. But when it came to exploring 
The Velvet Underground, he was always dead set on making a 

documentary – not least because ’60s pop art sensation Andy Warhol, who 
became their manager, captured the band on film. “Why would you ever want 
to try to replicate those images? When, instead, I can introduce them to the 
world,” says Haynes. “Because this work doesn’t get seen that much.”

VELVET VIEW
Todd Haynes 
points the lens at 
one of rock’s most 
formative bands.
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THE VELVET UNDERGROUND  I  Todd Haynes 
deep dives into the seminal ’60s band…
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THIS MONTH    FILM CRITICS VS. STUDIOS.

You won’t find Jamie 
in the middle of this  
lot just yet.

XX
XX

X

‘DIGITAL SCREENERS ALSO 
ALLOWED FOR GREATER 
DIVERSITY IN FILM WRITING’

A
s I write this 
column, a storm 
is brewing 
between film 
studios and 

critics, with Variety and Indiewire 
penning articles on the bone 
of contention and Twitter 
aflame. What has caused 
this contretemps? Studios’ 
withdrawal of digital screening 
links, a provision that has, for 
the past 17 months, allowed 
journalists to continue the 
service of reviewing new releases 
while cinemas were shuttered. 
Or, at certain times, open, but a 
worrying proposition to some.

With many people now 
fully vaccinated and cinemas 
returning to something like the 
old normal, the studios have 
restarted in-person screenings 
in central London, a move that 
has seen screening links begin 
to disappear. The reasons given 
are that the studios believe in the 
theatrical experience, and the 
filmmaker wants everyone to see 
their movie on the biggest screen 
possible. It is actually the same 
reason, and fully understandable 
– especially if the film is a $200m 
blockbuster that will lose its 
impact if viewed alone at home, 
its effects less special, its scale 
diminished, its finely calibrated 
sound design mashed and 
muzzled, and with no laughing, 
gasping audience to create a 
palpable energy in the room.

VENTING SPLEEN
I get it. I am obsessed with 
cinema and cinemas – the 
medium itself and the temples 
that provide it under the best 
possible conditions. To me, 
watching a movie in a state-of-

I have, naturally, made the 
studios aware of my condition, 
and they have largely been 
understanding, continuing to 
provide links that are no longer 
afforded to all. But twice I have 
been forced to travel on a busy 
train an hour into London to 
watch a film I had to see in order 
to complete interviews (the 
anxiety was such that I won’t be 
doing it again). And just yesterday 
I received an email from a major 
studio that read, “I am sorry to 
hear you are unable to attend 
screenings but we are unable to 
supply links for any of our titles.”

HELLO, GOODBYE
What that means is I can’t do my 
job, and already I’ve lost three big 
reviews and a couple of features – 
a couple of weeks’ work – because 
of this inflexibility. Given the last 
17 months have proved that secure 
links can be provided and piracy 
has not been an issue, it is, in my 
opinion, an unconscionable stance, 
and such a non-inclusive policy 
is not a good look. And it’s not 
just me and the other journalists I 
know with medical conditions, as 
digital screeners also allowed for 
greater diversity in film writing, 
opening doors to those who don’t 
live in London and can’t attend 
physical screenings – people 
from marginalised communities 
or with childcare issues or with 
disabilities, say. To slam the door 
in their faces is thoughtless at 
best, cruel at worst.

What studios need to realise is 
that film critics adore movies and 
95 per cent of them will always 
choose the physical screening. But 
there must be the option for those 
who can’t. It’s really not hard. We 
all want to embrace the theatrical 
experience but people’s health 
is more important, and a little 
empathy is all it takes.

Jamie will return next issue…  
For more misadventures, follow:  
@jamie_graham9 on Twitter.

It Shouldn’t 
Happen  
To A Film 
Journalist
Editor-at-Large JAMIE GRAHAM  
lifts the lid on film journalism.

the-art multiplex or a characterful 
independent cinema is life at its 
finest. It is my happy place, my 
passion, my religion.

But with the Delta variant 
swirling and some people not yet 
ready to sit in busy theatres where 
most don’t wear masks, why 
should the studios make film 
journalists do it? In my case, 
I am immunocompromised, 
having lost my spleen in a car 
crash when I was five. I have 
been advised to continue to shield 
as there is not yet data to know if 
the vaccines offer any protection 
to people like me, and I will be at 
high risk should I catch Covid.





Bull must have been fun to play. Did you 
lick your lips?
I was always trying to root it, to feel his anger. 
Like, Jack Nicholson is brilliant as the Joker 
and we can all have a moustache twiddle, 
but actually, on this piece, if I did lick my lips, 
we’d be in trouble. I could have tilted over 
into cartoonish-ness.

But he does have crazy, over-the-top 
moments, like when he’s laughing 
hysterically on the Waltzer…
For the last take, I said to Paul [Andrew 
Williams, director], “I really feel like I want to 
look at the lens. Have I gone fucking mad?” 
Paul said, “Do it.” I said, “I’m really gonna cut 
loose.” It felt like that’s where the catharsis 
was, in this spinning madness. And truthfully, 
I did enjoy doing that!

Shooting violence can be tedious and 
technical for an actor, but are you ever 
shocked when you see the finished film?
It is very technical. I’ve never thought, 

‘This is horrible,’ while shooting violence, 
apart from hitting Mark Kempner in 

the head with the hammer in Kill 
List. And when I saw it in the film, 

I went [pained, sickened voice], 
‘Cor, dear, fucking hell.” JG

NEIL 
MASKELL

EXCLUSIVE 

Kill List

Made for “peanuts money”, Bull is 
punctuated by sudden, shocking violence 
– “I don’t think about it being nasty until 
everyone goes, ‘It’s really nasty,’ and 
then you’re like, ‘Oh, yeah, I suppose 
it is’” – and gifts Neil Maskell his best 
role since Kill List. His raging Bull is full 

bricking it.

just look at me like this [
Teasers with a death stare
be like [scared voice], ‘Is there a 

just my thinking face.’” JG

ETA | 5 NOVEMBER /
CINEMAS IN TWO MONTHS.

Like London To Brighton, Bull is a 
crime thriller that deals in the down and 
dirty. No mafia dons here, just guys in 
crumpled clothing who grab brekkie at 
the greasy spoon. But they have money, 
influence, power, and you don’t want to 
mess with them. Which is just what Bull 
(Neil Maskell) does, taking them out one 
by one on a brutal revenge mission.

“I remember working in a pub, and 
these guys came in who all worked in 
refuse,” says Williams. “And they all 
dealt in cash. There were things going on 
there. Maybe not severely bad, but things 
going on. I was like, ‘These guys are 
fucking fascinating.’ So it was important 
to me that it’s like: look, these guys have 
got their fingers in pies. They’ve got 
shitloads of money but absolutely zero 
taste, and zero care for what money can 
buy. It’s more about the fact that they 
can earn it, and they can be powerful.”

D o you know what?” says writer-director Paul Andrew Williams 
down the barrel of a Zoom lens. “There are two films in my  
career that I’ve made with little interference, London To Brighton 
and Bull.” Given that his 2006 debut and new film Bull are the  

two best movies of Williams’ career, the lesson to financiers is clear: leave  
him the hell alone.

UNSTOPPABULL
Neil Maskell wields a 
gun – and his serious 
face – in Bull.
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BULL  I  Neil Maskell goes on a roaring rampage 
of revenge…
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FINAL COUNTDOWN
TICK, TICK… BOOM!  I  Lin-Manuel Miranda 
makes his feature directorial debut adapting a little 
known stage play with a very personal connection…

NE
TF
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X

T he name Jonathan Larson might not mean much to you, but it 
means a lot to Hamilton and In The Heights creator Lin-Manuel 
Miranda, who’s making his directorial debut with an adaptation 
of one of Larson’s lesser-known stage productions.

Prodigious composer and playwright 
Larson died aged just 35, on the 
morning of the first Off-Broadway 
preview of his musical Rent in January 
1996; Miranda saw the show a year 

later on his 17th birthday. “It was 
the first truly contemporary musical 
I’d ever seen,” he beams. “It was the 
first time I’d felt like writing a musical 
was possible.”

TOTAL FILM  |  OCTOBER 2021   
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But tick, tick… BOOM! isn’t really 
about Rent. It’s adapted from a 
three-person show (itself adapted 
from a one-person ‘rock monologue’) 
about the stresses and frustrations 
Larson felt while attempting to produce 
his first musical, Superbia. The title 
refers to an approaching deadline of 
a pivotal performance and his 
impending 30th birthday.

Miranda saw a production as his 
graduation from theatre studies 
beckoned. “It felt like: this is how hard 
it’s going to be, but also it’s worth it, 
if this is really what you want to do,” 
he says. “It was a very clarifying 
experience for me.’”

After playing Jon on stage in a 
two-week revival of tick, tick… BOOM! in 

2014, Miranda caught the eye of 
producer Julie Oh. “I’ve never 
responded so quickly to an email,” he 
says. “I just wrote back, ‘Your search is 
over. I’m the only person who could 
make this.’ Because it just felt so 
personal to me. I’ve experienced my 
own version of what Jonathan has 
experienced as a struggling songwriter 
trying to get what is in your brain out 
of it, and onto a stage.”

Andrew Garfield plays Jon in the 
film; Miranda knew he could do it after 
seeing him on stage in Angels In America 
(for which he won a Tony). “He had 
never really sung before but had 
always wanted to explore that,” 
explains Miranda. “And he said, 
‘When are you doing it?’ I said, ‘Not 

for at least a year.’ And he said, ‘Then 
I can sing.’ And I believed him.”

Though Miranda hadn’t made a 
movie before, he knew exactly how 
he wanted to handle this one. “I 
understood my take on it as soon as 
I heard tick, tick… BOOM! was a movie. 
I was like, ‘As soon as Andrew’s hands 
touch the keys; as soon as Jonathan’s 
hands touch the keys, we go inside the 
world according to Jonathan. And that 
can be as fantastical or as musical as he 
wants to show us.’ I really just felt like, 
if they only ever let me make one 
movie, let it be this movie...” MM

ETA | 12 NOVEMBER / TICK, TICK…BOOM! 
PLAYS IN SELECT CINEMAS BEFORE 
STREAMING ON NETFLIX ON 19 NOVEMBER.

OCTOBER 2021  |  TOTAL FILM   

LIFE FOR RENT
Andrew Garfield is 
playwright Jonathan 
Larson (above); with 
director Lin-Manuel 
Miranda (left).
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Scare Home
THE MANOR  I  The real horror is being old in a care home in this 
Welcome To The Blumhouse anthology chiller…

I’ve had anxiety around ageing for as long as I can remember,” 
says writer-director Axelle Carolyn (The Haunting Of Bly Manor, 
Creepshow). “My very first short films starred Jean Marsh in a 
nursing home, so I guess it’s a setting I’ve found intriguing 

for a long time. But it’s really the experience of seeing my grandad, 
then my dad, in retirement homes, which inspired this story. Those 
places confront you to your own mortality.”

being released on Prime Video 
(see boxout, left). The Welcome 
To The Blumhouse scheme, in its 
second year, is devised to develop 
original, diverse storytelling, 
and Carolyn feels such an active 
opening of doors is still very much 
necessary. “I do love that female 
directors have a bit more visibility 
these days,” she says. “When I 
started in the industry 15 years 
ago, I didn’t personally know any, 
and I think that unconsciously 
held me back. But we all still lose 
jobs to less experienced men, and 
we’re all still told on occasion 
that we ‘don’t look like a horror 
director’. Things are not changing 
as quickly as some may think.” JG

ETA | 8 OCTOBER / THE MANOR  
IS RELEASED ON PRIME VIDEO  
NEXT MONTH.

Carolyn’s The Manor sees Judith 
(an excellent Barbara Hershey) 
placed in a nursing home after 
suffering a stroke. She still has 
her mobility and her mental 
faculties, but is increasingly 
treated like a child, her autonomy 
stripped away. Judith’s escalating 
nightmarish visions don’t exactly 
help matters either, and the more 
she becomes convinced the home 
is being haunted by a malevolent 
force, the more the staff feeds her 
meds for the onset of dementia. 
But what if Judith’s right and the 

residents aren’t just dying of  
old age?

“As a horror-movie setting, 
you’re locked inside, there’s no 
escape, and people won’t believe 
you,” says Carolyn of the large, 
gothic care home. And she’s right 
– it’s terrifying, even before you 
factor in a supernatural threat. 
“I really believe we’re overdue 
a conversation around how we 
treat the elderly, and how to best 
prepare for that part of our lives.”

The Manor is one of four 
Blumhouse Television movies 

EXCLUSIVE

TERROR 
VISIONS
The other three Welcome  
To The Blumhouse titles…

BLACK AS NIGHT
It’s been 15 years since Hurricane 
Katrina ravaged New Orleans, and 
now its displaced population is 
facing a new threat in the form of 
centuries-old vampires. Teenager 
Shawna (Asjha Cooper) fights back 
after her addict mum becomes the 
latest victim, rounding up three 
trusted mates for a high-stakes 
battle. Maritte Lee Go’s tale is The 
Lost Boys with less gloss and more 
social conscience.

MADRES
A young Mexican-American couple 
(Tenoch Huerta, Ariana Guerra) 
expecting their first child move to  
a small town in California to manage 
a farm. But being cut off from the 
community is a problem, and Diana 
starts to be plagued by nightmares 
en route to making a horrifying 
discovery in the rundown company 
ranch that is their home… An 
accomplished debut from  
Ryan Zaragoza. 

BINGO HELL
A low-income community is 
delighted when its beloved bingo 
hall is taken over by mysterious 
entrepreneur Mr. Big (Richard 
Brake), who offers huge cash 
prizes. But neighbourhood activist 
Lupita (Adriana Barraza) smells a 
rat and fights back against what 
transpires to be a truly diabolical 
scheme. Gigi Saul Guerrero’s tale 
of ghastly gentrification has a whiff 
of Stephen King’s Needful Things 
about it. JG

WELCOME TO THE BLUMHOUSE 
BEGINS 1 OCTOBER ON PRIME 
VIDEO.
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EXCLUSIVE 

was never the only, or even primary, 
intent according to Shaw. “To me, 
the point was that they are imaginary 
beings, and the zoo is more like a 
museum,” says Shaw, who also wrote 
the film’s screenplay. “In an attempt 
to introduce these radical imaginations 
to the public, you’re damaging them. 
But, of course, I think of them as radical 

“For me, movies are dreamlike – just 
to cut in a movie is a strange leap in 
space and time,” says Shaw, a suitably 
eccentric opening gambit. “And I’m 
saying all movies, not just surreal 
movies. It’s part of the film language.” 

Dream logic factors into Cryptozoo in 
more ways than one. The film follows 
zookeeper Lauren Gray (Lake Bell) and 
her gorgon partner Phoebe (Angeliki 
Papoulia) on a globetrotting mission 
to rescue a dream-eating Baku and 
return it to the Cryptozoo - a safe haven 
for endangered cryptids and mythical 
creatures run by Grace Zabriskie’s 
Joan. But the government is also on the 
Baku’s trail, and plans to weaponise 
the elephantine being against the 
burgeoning counterculture movement.

Though easy to see the film as a 
parable about animal conservation, that 

H ere’s an overused, but in this case entirely accurate, statement: 
you’ve never seen a film quite like Cryptozoo. A rough-around-the-
edges, but undeniably beautiful indie animation from American 
comic-artist-turned-filmmaker Dash Shaw, Cryptozoo starts with  

a starkers hippie (played by Michael Cera) getting impaled by a unicorn, and  
only gets more surreal from there.

Mythic Quest
CRYPTOZOO  I  Indiana Jones meets Pokémon 
in Dash Shaw’s oddball indie animation.

FLIGHT OF FANCY
Cryptozoo brings a 
load of mythical 
beings into the same 
world, in a unique 
animated style.

M
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artworks, whereas other people would 
think of them as actual animals.”

Cryptozoo is illustrated almost entirely 
by Shaw, who adopted a fluid drawing 
style for the human characters, and his 
artist wife Jane Samborski, who designed 
and painted most of the cryptids. Shaw 
cites Windsor McCay’s unfinished 1921 
animation The Centaurs as an influence 
on the film, alongside Samborski’s all-
female Dungeons & Dragons group, who 
inspired the film’s central female trio. 
But before anyone put pencil or brush to 
paper, Shaw set out in search of a cast. 

“I promised myself I would only 
design the characters after they had 
been voice-recorded and we knew 
what the performance was like,” the 
filmmaker explains. “For Lake Bell, her 
voice reminded me of the Dante Gabriel 
Rossetti paintings of Jane Morris. If it 
had been a different actor, that character 
would have looked different, and it 
would have been a different movie.”

If all that makes Cryptozoo sounds 
like an acquired taste, fear not - it can 
be an entertainingly wild ride. “I wanted 
it to be like a blockbuster movie that’s 
fun to watch in a crowd, while still 
obviously independently made and lo-fi, 
DIY,” smiles Shaw. “I try to turn every 
disadvantage into an advantage.” JF

ETA | 22 OCTOBER / CRYPTOZOO STREAMS 
ON MUBI FROM NEXT MONTH.
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Gale Anne Hurd
The producer legend on terminating the patriarchy.

At what point did you believe the 
opportunity had arrived for a female 
producer to make it in Hollywood?
The interesting thing is that my mother 
and her four sisters all worked in film at 
MGM Studios, so I knew that there was 
a path to working in the film industry. 
However, I never knew there was a path 
to producing. That all changed on my 
first day of interviewing for a job with 
Roger Corman at New World Pictures…

You worked with Corman until you 
produced The Terminator…
Roger was a great inspiration – he asked 
me what I wanted to do as a career, not 
as a job but as a career. I had a degree in 
economics and communications, and 
I said to him, “Roger, I would like to 
be a producer,” which he immediately 

encouraged. Working with Roger was 
an eye-opener because women worked 
in every capacity at his company. The 
first film I worked on the set of was even 
directed by a woman – a low-budget 
horror movie called Humanoids From The 
Deep. The big surprise was leaving Roger 
and working at the major studios where 
women were generally not on the set or 
higher up in the ranks. It was a totally 
different playing field.

Talking about a different playing 
field, The Terminator changed 

everything for you. How did you 
know you had the right leading man 
with Arnold Schwarzenegger? 
We needed a good actor who could also 
be larger than life. Character actors tend 
to become the character they are playing, 
but they might not be larger than life. 
However, that most certainly was the 
case with Arnold Schwarzenegger. 

Was James Cameron always going to 
direct the sequel to The Terminator?
Actually, when we were filming Aliens 
in London, we had been watching a 
series on British television at the time 
called Edge Of Darkness. We both thought 
the director of that, Martin Campbell, 
would be great for the sequel to The 
Terminator, so we set up a meeting 
with him. I can still remember the 
restaurant we all met in and, of course, 
we spoke with him about Terminator 2. 
Obviously, the sequel went in a different 
direction and Jim wrote and directed 
it himself, but I did get to work with 
Martin later, including on a great film 
we did in Australia called No Escape.

Sigourney Weaver received an Oscar 
nomination for her role as Ripley in 
Aliens despite the Academy rarely 
recognising sci-fi or horror…
I think what people might not realise 
is Sigourney Weaver can literally play 
everything. When she was at Yale 
studying drama, it was at the same time 
as Meryl Streep was there. I remember 
Sigourney told me, “All of the great drama 
roles went to Meryl,” so she carved out 
a niche doing comedy, including in Off-
Broadway productions. And even though 
you don’t see that side so much in Aliens, 
it’s still there, and I think it makes her 
warm and accessible. When she is talking 
to Newt that warmth and accessibility 
is right there in her performance. 

Did her performance in Aliens change 
things for actresses in Hollywood?
Yes! And more than just her performance 
because what was groundbreaking for 
the time is that Sigourney asked for $1m 
to do the sequel and she would not take a 
penny less. That was monumental. She 
was the first actress to break the million-
dollar barrier. She is just as tough and 
fair and as committed to being a fighter 
for women’s equality now as ever, but 
she started the idea that an actress was 
worth as much as an actor with Aliens, 
and thank goodness she did! CW & NH 

ETA | OUT NOW / S11 OF THE WALKING 
DEAD IS CURRENTLY AIRING.

‘PEOPLE MIGHT NOT REALISE 
THAT SIGOURNEY WEAVER 
CAN PLAY EVERYTHING’

A trailblazing producer, Gale Anne Hurd’s credits include The 
Terminator (1984), Aliens (1987), The Abyss (1989), Tremors (1990), 
Terminator 2 (1991), Armageddon (1998) and The Walking Dead TV 
show, among many other generation-defining blockbusters. 

Having reinvented genre storytelling for screens big and small, Hurd talks to 
Teasers about humble beginnings and establishing girl power in the ’80s…

GALE FORCE
(top to bottom) 
Hurd has produced 
films including The 
Terminator (1984), 
Aliens (1986) and 
No Escape (1994).
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THE HERO

Gale Anne Hurd has 
produced many of the biggest 

blockbusters in history.
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POWER UP
RICHARD MADDEN

 IKARIS
“His powers are pretty cool. He’s 

really very strong, and has the ability 
to fly and shoot lasers from his 

eyes. I suppose the main 
challenge was trying to make 
something look effortless.”

TRUE BLUE
Chloé Zhao talks 
Richard Madden 
through a scene on set.
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with them,” she laughs. “I think not a 
lot of people are familiar with them.” 
But she saw something there. “I loved 
the idea that it’s an ensemble film,” 
Zhao continues. “And it is a film that 
allowed me to really explore a lot of 
the inner struggles and questions 
that I have about us as human beings, 
and our place in the universe, and 
our purpose, and things like identity. 
When I read the treatment for Eternals, 
I thought, ‘What an incredible way 
to explore that in an allegorical and 
fantastical way,’ which is the type of 
storytelling that really excites me.”

The scope of Eternals also held its 
own geeky appeal. “To be a fan of 
the MCU, and to be able to go back in 
time to sort of explore the mythology 
and history of the MCU as a fan, was 
definitely a treat,” she adds. Ever 
since casting Robert Downey Jr. as a 
second-tier superhero back in 2008, 
Marvel Studios hasn’t been afraid of 
a hard sell, going on to make heroes 
of a Norse god, a goateed sorcerer and 
a trisyllabic space tree. But the title 

characters in Eternals represent the 
biggest swing the studio has yet taken 
with its heroes…

P R OTE C T  A N D  S E RV E
As Zhao sums up the premise, “They’re 
a group of immortal aliens, really. They 
came from outer space, they were sent 
here by the Celestials 7,000 years ago 
to come and protect humans from the 
Deviants. We’re going to see this group 
of people, this family of 10, throughout 
history, and how they are affected by 
that experience. They have one more 
very important mission to do.” Got 
that? The Celestials are an ancient race 
outdating most other lifeforms. As 
seen in the trailer, they’re imposing 
mechanical-looking giants with glowing 
red eyes. The Deviants, meanwhile, are 
monstrous creatures in various beastly 
forms. Seems they’ve been pretty quiet, 
for long enough at least for the Eternals 
to drift apart.

However, when Tony Stark reversed 
Thanos’ blip and brought back the half 
of the population that had been wiped 

ince Jon Favreau 
helmed Iron Man in 2008, Marvel 
Studios has been fearless in hiring 
directors not typically associated 
with blockbusters. Kenneth Branagh, 
Shane Black and Taika Waititi are just 
a few of the names you wouldn’t have 
previously considered for big-budget 
capes-and-spandex adventures. The 
latest pleasant surprise in the fold is 
Chloé Zhao, the Chinese filmmaker 
known thus far for Songs My Brothers 
Taught Me, The Rider and Nomadland, 
the latter earning her Best Director and 
Best Picture Oscars (among countless 
other accolades). It makes her the first 
Best Director Oscar-winner behind an 
MCU movie, even though her pitch was 
made just before she hit the road with 
Frances McDormand.

“I actually pitched Eternals to Kevin 
[Feige, Marvel Studios President] and  
Nate [Moore, Vice President of Production 
and Development] the day before I 
got into my van and drove to do 
Nomadland,” Zhao tells Total Film  
with a laugh. “I remember, as I was 

leaving, Victoria [Alonso, Executive Vice 
President of Production] said, ‘Make  
sure you come back. It’s going to be  
a long journey.’ I drove away the next 
morning to the desert.”

Her filmography might mark 
Zhao out as an unusual choice, given 
that her films have been defiantly 
character-driven, naturalistic, intimate 
affairs, but this garlanded filmmaker 
is also a proud genre geek. Growing 
up in China, she didn’t have access 
to Hollywood movies until her teens 
(True Lies is the first US movie she 
remembers seeing). “Earlier on, it was 
a lot of anime and manga, and also the 
Chinese wuxia genre of TV shows and 
things like that,” she recalls. “But my 
early exposure was definitely like Star 
Wars and James Cameron’s movies.” 
Zhao made sure the word got out 
via her agent that she’d love to do a 
Marvel Studios movie. 

When she did end up getting a 
meeting, Zhao gravitated towards 
Eternals, despite not knowing the 
source material. “I was not familiar 

S

‘ I F  T H E R E ’ S  A  L E A D  I N  T H I S  E N S E M B L E , 
I T  I S  S E R S I ,  I T  I S  G E M M A  C H A N ’ 

KEVIN FEIGE
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SIBLING REVELRY
Lauren Ridloff and 
Barry Keoghan are 
members of the 
Eternals extended 
family (right).

THE RIDER
Salma Hayek’s Ajak 
in western mode 
(above top).

KIRBY EFFECT
Some of the alien 
environments are 
inspired by comic 
artist Jack Kirby 
(above middle).

SEEING RED
Ikaris unleashes his 
superpower (above 
bottom).

ANgelina Jolie
THENA

As this is your first superhero movie, what 
was it that drew you in?

Honestly, like a lot of parents and people that 
just enjoy a fun experience at the movies, I’ve 
been watching the Marvel films for a long time 
with my family, and watching them evolve. We 

really did love Black Panther in my house.

How do you train for Thena’s power of 
manifesting weapons?

I knew she had the staff with the crescent, 
because they had to do that, because that’s 
from the comics. When I was first training, 

rhey’d make a list of multiple [weapons], and I 
kept thinking that they were not very focused. 
As it got closer, I realised that it was going to 
be a bit of almost everything. But it’s a funny 
thing to coordinate a fight if you’re sticking 
somebody with one thing, and then you can 
quickly make a sword into a spear. It was fun.

Is it true you did a lot of ballet training to get 
used to the movements?

I did. Maybe because I’ve done a lot of these 
action-type films. I think there often is an 

instinct in your mind to think, ‘To be a strong 
woman, I’m going to mirror a fight of a male 

energy.’ Which I’ve done, when I’ve done 
action films. And I kind of felt like to be fully in 
my strength, and to be this particular woman, 

I would go to what is most feminine about 
me, and the softer, longer, lighter side of the 

female body. I wanted her to be very feminine, 
and fight from that place.

Chloé encouraged the actors to bring aspects 
of themselves to their characters...

She developed them [that way] – or we’d  
been cast with that in mind, and then it 

developed further. And we felt very much  
who we were playing. It was much more 
emotional and personal than I certainly  

had anticipated coming in.

This film could be a game-changer in terms  
of representation on screen…

I think a good thing about this film is, it’s 
not diversity for the sake of diversity. Part 

of the original idea is, if you’re going to 
have Eternals and they’re going to blend 

into the Earth across the globe, they have 
to be of the globe. And still we have places 
we need to go, that are unexplored. But it 

certainly just felt right.

Is the door left open for you to revisit Thena 
in future, and explore this world more?

I don’t think I can say that. Good try, though! 
[laughs] MM
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the one that has this real connection 
to human beings, because she is 
living amongst them – she’s kind 
of the audience’s way in, I suppose. 
So it made sense to me, in that way, 
that she’s your window into relating 
to these beings.” Chan sees the 
Eternals as “kind of like a big, slightly 
dysfunctional family”.

At the head of the family is leader 
Ajak, played by Salma Hayek. “Chloé 
decided to take on the concept of 
leadership from the perspective of 
motherhood,” says Hayek, a blast of 
unfiltered energy over Zoom. “I’m not 
a mother. I’m an alien. I can’t have 
kids. However, my character used to 
be a man in the comics, now it’s a 
woman. So instead of just changing 
the gender, I proposed to [Zhao] to 
really bring something that is very 
specific from womanhood.” Ajak is 
the mama bear of the group, and that 
influences her every interaction. “I 
need to guide them into things,” she 
explains. “We have a mission in life, 

 

. 

 
DON LEE

out five years earlier, the resulting 
surge in energy kicked off ‘the 
emergence’, which seemingly finds 

for the Eternals to stage a reunion. 

does make you think, ‘What else?’” 
says Zhao. “Again, what excited me 

exploring [the time

does the MCU go back in time? And 
that brings us to the mythology of  
the Celestials. Anything involving  

scale level of complication, let’s put  
it that way.”

protectors didn’t step in as Thanos 
was amassing Infinity Stones. “[The 
audience] will understand why,” 

that in the film. The Eternals were 
instructed not to interfere with any 
human conflict unless Deviants are 

POWER UP
LAUREN RIDLOFF

MAKKARI
“Her most obvious power  

is speed, but how she 
manipulates speed as a weapon 

is just brilliant, so her true 
power is her smarts.”

POWER UP
BARRY KEOGHAN

DRUID
“He uses mind-control to 

manipulate and control people. 
He doesn’t do anything with 

his hands. He just stares, 
which is kind of cool.”
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is of course thousands of years old. 
“Sprite is very different from any 
other character in the MCU,” McHugh 
explains. “I would describe her as 
an old soul who struggles with being 
alive for centuries stuck in the body 
of a child.” As for how she fits in with 
the family unit, McHugh says, “Sprite 
is definitely the smartest of all the 
Eternals. She keeps everyone in check, 
that’s for sure!” Although, she admits 
to not being aware of quite what a 
big deal this ensemble was when she 
signed up. “Honestly, when I joined 
the cast of Eternals, I wasn’t totally 
aware of how high-level the rest of 
the cast was. I knew Angelina from 
Maleficent and Richard [Madden]  
from Cinderella!”

Druig “is obviously the coolest one 
out of all of them” says Barry Keoghan 
(Dunkirk, Calm With Horses), who plays 
him. “He’s like the cool cousin that 

to get 

I’m not allowed to have empathy, 

it interesting.”
Angelina Jolie makes her 

Eternals
comic-book movie Wanted

of Marvel I wanted to join – this 

that family. And I also was a fan of 
Chloé’s films. I had a faith that she 
would bring something special to 
the MCU.” As for Thena’s role in 
the family, Jolie is nervous about 
dropping spoilers. “I have to 
check my notes about what I’m 
not allowed to say,” she laughs, 
looking off to the side of the 
screen. “You know what’s funny? 
You read the thing that says what 
your character is, and you think, ‘Is it 
[right]? That I’m often ‘surly and aloof’! 
I suppose she is.”

Kumail Nanjiani’s Kingo is - in 
the words of the Big Sick actor - “sort 
of like the kid, the young boy of the 
group”. “He’s very excitable and 
full of joy, but also he’s arrogant. 
But he also really loves his family. I 
think of him as a mix of opposites, 
you know? He’s very sincere and 
sarcastic. He’s like a little kid but also 
has a lot of authority.” Given that the 
family has been on Earth for 7,000 
years, there has been plenty of time 
for disagreements. “There’s a lot of 
drama, obviously,” Nanjiani says. 
“There are various members that 
aren’t excited to see one another. But 
he’s definitely the one who’s excited 
to see everybody. He’s just excited that 
the gang’s back together.”

Nanjiani had actually read the 
comics ahead of landing the role. “I 
knew the world really well. I knew 
how big, bold, cosmic and weird it 
was. I was really curious to see what 

POWER UP
KUMAIL NANJIANI 

KINGO
“He can shoot beams from his arms. 
From his hands, he shoots beams. 
Obviously, they add laser beams in 

post. I didn’t go that method with it. I 
took martial-arts and dance classes 

to figure out what his motion 
would be when he was 

shooting.”

POWER UP
BRIAN TYREE HENRY

PHASTOS
“They like to call him a 

techno-path, which basically 
means he can use his mind and 
his energy to literally assemble 

anything out of any 
technology around him.”

‘ D R U I G  I S 
O B V I O U S LY  T H E 

C O O L E S T  O N E  O U T 
O F  A L L  O F  T H E M ’ 

BARRY KEOGHAN
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Lauren Ridloff (The Walking Dead) 
says her character, Makkari, “is a fast 
and fierce fighter who runs with her 
heart leading. She is bored to death 
on this little planet called Earth, but 
it doesn’t diminish her love for art, 
literature and justice. And the people 
behind those creations.” Ridloff is 
Deaf and so is Makkari, a first for an 
MCU character. In the comics, Makkari 
was male, and not Deaf. “I believe 
the evolution of Makkari came as a 
response to the ongoing conversation 
about representation on the screen,” 
says Ridloff. “Black Panther felt like 
a call to action and look at what has 
emerged since then! If you think about 
it, it’s stunning how quickly something 
radical can become something very 
necessary and natural. To make those 
swaps from a conventional comic-book 
hero to a real-world hero feels very 
natural to me. This is the direction the 

world is headed in, so why not have 
comic books follow suit?”

Gilgamesh is the “strongest warrior 
of the Eternals” according to the 
person who plays him; Don Lee is a 
Korean-American actor perhaps best 
known for his role in South Korean 
zombie actioner Train To Busan. “He’s 
very mighty and he can be in the 
highest ranks of the MCU’s strongest 
characters,”  says Lee. “At the same 
time, he is fiercely loyal and protective 
of his fellow Eternals.” Having lived 
in Montana and Texas, Lee says he 
was drawn to Zhao’s films like The 
Rider. “I felt that Eternals is going to 
be an MCU movie like no other, with 
both the grand scale audiences expect, 
and the impact and beauty of Chloé’s 
character-driven movies.”

Game Of Thrones and Bodyguard 
star Richard Madden rounds out 
the superpowered cast as Ikaris, the 

INTO THE WOODS
Kingo (Kumail 
Nanjiani) and friends 
await trouble 
(below).

WONDER STUFF
Chan’s Sersi and 
Hayek’s Ajak will be 
seen in real-world 
locations and 
otherworldly 
environments 
(below right).

everyone wants to be like. But he 
stands up for what he believes in. If 
that decision or belief he’s standing for 
puts him in a division with the others, 
he’s not afraid of that.” Less hostile 
is Brian Tyree Henry’s Phastos, who is 
reportedly the openly gay member of 
the group, although that has not been 
confirmed. “He’s one of the kindest 
characters I’ve ever played, which is 
really nice because I have a reputation 
for playing really tough characters,” 
says the Atlanta and Widows actor. 
“And what I like about Phastos is that 
he is really just love.” His brain has 
been useful to people of Earth over 
the past 7,000 years. “Phastos is the 
scientist of the group,” Henry adds. “I 
like to say he’s like the evolutionary 
revolutionary. Everything he does is for 
the advancement of humankind. So, 
he’s created different things over the 
years, like steam engines.”

POWER UP
GEMMA CHAN

SERSI
“Sersi can manipulate matter. So 

inanimate – I suppose – substances 
or objects, she can transmute them 

into other things. Which is pretty 
useful. That’s a good thing.”

POWER UP
LIA MCHUGH

SPRITE
“Sprite can cast illusions! Her 
powers are utilised in a lot of 
creative ways in Eternals that 

become very relevant to 
the story.”
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Eternal who acts as the “right-hand 
man” to Hayek’s leader Ajak, a “kind 
of loyal soldier, confidante” according 
to the Scottish actor. He’s unlike any 
existing superhero. “That’s why I was 
drawn to him,” explains Madden. “I 
don’t see him as a superhero I’ve seen 
before. I see him as a man first, and 
quite a complicated character, before 
a superhero. You know, superheroes 
have laser eyes. Superheroes can fly. 
So, there’s lots of parallels. But as a 
character, I’ve not seen anyone like 
him before.”

What drew Madden towards Eternals 
was “the concept of these characters, 
and how deep Chloé wanted to go 
with these people who have been alive 
for so long, and have experienced so 
many different things. So that’s what 
really intrigued me – how these people 
interact with each other, and also the 
rest of the world when they’ve seen 
everything and done everything. That 
was kind of fascinating.” In the first 
trailer, Ikaris suggests he could step 
up to lead the Avengers in the absence 
of Tony Stark and Steve Rogers. Does 
Madden think Ikaris has what it takes 
to do that? “  I don’t know,” he says. 
“I know that he’s a good leader and a 
good soldier. If those are two traits 
you need to lead the Avengers, then 
he has them. But I wouldn’t be 
able to predict that.”

D A N E  E V E N T

 

Of Thrones

Eternal. He’s a character who 
works with the Natural History 

, even on the 

Eternals cast 

beings, in keeping with the shooting 
style Zhao had developed in her 
previous films, which frequently 
feature non-professional actors playing 
variations on themselves. “I do find 
that when they are willing to open 
themselves up and give you a sense 
of who they are on screen, it really 
adds something, especially in this 
type of filmmaking,” explains Zhao. 
That approach to performance was a 
bonus for such heightened, fantastical 
material. “When you’re fighting with 

cosmic energy at the same time,” 
laughs Zhao, “it’s something that 
grounds the character.”

What makes Eternals a particularly 
‘Zhao’ film also extends to the 
locations, cinematography and lack 
of the greenscreen-heavy soundstage 
environments these films usually 
shoot on. “We always said there was a 
sort of National Geographic approach 
to things,” says Zhao. “We wanted it 
to feel like these are real places, and we 
moved the camera that way.”

POWER UP
ANGELINA JOLIE 

THENA
“I was given the ‘could manifest 
weapons in my hands’ [power]. 
A lot of my training was really 

fun, to try to figure out 
how to fight that way.”

‘ W E  WA N T E D  I T  T O  F E E L  L I K E  
T H E S E  A R E  R E A L  P L A C E S ’ 

CHLOÉ ZHAO
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LONG TERM
Ikaris and Sersi’s 
relationship spans 
thousands of years.

GEMMA CHAN
SERSI

After Captain Marvel, presumably you thought 
you were done with the MCU…

I thought that was probably that. [laughs] I 
assumed that was me done with the MCU. And I 
was on the awards circuit with Crazy Rich Asians, 

and I ran into Kevin Feige. I think he’d seen the 
film, and he said, “I really love your work. I’d like 
for us to work together again.” I thought, ‘Well, 
maybe he’s just being nice. Who knows when, if 
ever?’ I really was not expecting to be back this 

soon. But I’m very grateful, and very appreciative 
of people being kind of cool with it, actually, on 

the whole. [laughs]

How would you describe Sersi?
I’ve described her previously as an empath, 

despite the fact that she is immortal, and she does 
have certain powers. She definitely has a great 

affinity with humankind.

Is Sersi’s ability to manipulate matter similar to 
Thena’s power?

I think they’re very, very different. I would say that 
half of the Eternals are more fighter/warrior kind 
of powers and strengths, whereas the other five, 
we’re sort of the nerdier, brainier bunch – which 
we like to think of it as. [laughs] They’re more 

invention and creation and that kind of thing. So 
we sort of have two factions within the Eternals.

Do you think it’ll feel like a game-changer in 
terms of representation?

Possibly. I mean, certainly when you look at us 
as a group, I don’t feel like I’ve seen a group that 

is made up of… It’s not just about ethnicity or 
nationality, but in terms of disability and sexual 

orientation and the whole of it. It is very diverse, 
and it does feel special. I suppose it shouldn’t be. 

Hopefully we’ll get to a point where it’s not an 
exception. But I also should say, especially when I 
read the script and then I met everyone, it doesn’t 
feel like a tokenistic thing, the way it’s been cast. It 
really feels like these were the people that should 

play these roles, because we’re encouraged to 
bring ourselves to the character. I don’t want to 
diminish either the significance of, for example, 
having Lauren playing the first Deaf superhero. 

Representation, when you have it, it’s something 
you can take for granted. When you haven’t, it 

really does mean a lot.

Is the door open for you to return as Sersi?
Ooh. I don’t know if I’m allowed to say on that 

front. Maybe. [laughs] Maybe.

Given how these films cross over, you could even 
run into Captain Marvel again at some point.
Yeah, that would be interesting. [laughs] MM
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“Something Chloé is very good at 
– and Josh [James Richards], who is our 
camera operator, who’s been the DoP 
of all her movies, was also really good 
at – is capturing people in the context 
of their surroundings,” says Nanjiani. 
“If you watch Nomadland or The Rider, 
there’s really broad, beautiful vistas. 
So you see the context these characters 
exist in. And Eternals definitely has 
a lot of that. We’ve barely used any 
bluescreen or any greenscreen. It was 
all on location, on islands, in deserts, 
on mountains. Everything was real.”

“Sometimes it felt like the world’s 
biggest-budget indie movie,” says 
Harington. “She stuck true to her way 
of directing, but with all these means. 
I felt a bit like it was the MCU stepping 
out of the soundstage, and into the 
real world. The camerawork was very 
freewheeling and beautiful.” It gave 
the cast further freedom to roam. “If 

they love improvising, that’s a plus for 
me,” says Zhao. “If they love giving 
things from their real life, that’s, you 
know, the icing on the cake.”

“I think that’s true for a lot of the 
people playing the parts,” adds Jolie. 
“It was funny, we would talk about it 
as actors, and say, ‘Oh, it’s so strange. 
My character’s so much like me in 
this area. It’s so funny!’ And then 
you realise it’s something Chloé had 
done.” Many of the cast also speak in 
their own accent, adding to the sense 
of naturalism and the story’s global 
flavour. “We had conversations about 
if we’re all doing the same accent, 
or a different accent,” remembers 
Madden. “It just kind of naturally fell 
on everyone using different accents. 
Some of them were their own accents, 
and some were other accents that 
they’ve adopted. And I think it kind 
of helped paint this picture of these 
very different people, that I don’t 
think we’d be able to get if we all just 
sounded American. I think it’s really 
good we have this diversity.”

F O R C E  F O R  C H A N G E
Diversity is a crucial word for this 
lineup. While it’s clearly not tokenistic 
or a box-ticking exercise, this lineup 

‘ O U R  D I V E R S I T Y 
G O E S  B E YO N D  T H E 
G E O G R A P H Y.  I T ’ S  A 
G R O U P  O F  U N I Q U E 

I N D I V I D UA L S ’ 
SALMA HAYEK

POWER UP
KIT HARINGTON
DANE WHITMAN

“I’d just like a power. It was very 
cool, my interaction with those 
characters. It was cool to see 

– and also very jealous-
making.”

POWER UP
SALMA HAYEK

AJAK
“Another thing that inspired me 

was that her superpower is 
healing. That very much is the 

sensation of a mother.”
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ASSEMBLY LINE
Kingo, Sprite, Sersi, 
Ikaris, Thena and 
Gilgamesh unite 
(above).

HUMAN INTEREST
Kit Harington is 
regular dude Dane 
Whitman (left). 

POWER UP 
DON LEE 

GILGAMESH
“Gilgamesh is immortal, has 

superhuman strength, and is considered 
the strongest of the Eternals. He has a 
unique one-punch knock-out attack like 

a heavyweight boxer. As a long-time 
boxer myself, I tried to add a lot 

of real boxing movements.”

representation of the world we  
live in.”

If the level of representation 
breaks new ground, it’s not the only 
thing that makes Eternals significant 
within the Marvel Cinematic Universe. 
Though none of the actors will 
actually be drawn on whether they’re 
set to return in the universe (“The 
Marvel snipers will take me out if I 
say anything,” deadpans Madden), 
there’s a palpable sense that Eternals 
marks the beginning of a bold new 
era in for the MCU. “I think we stand 
alone as a film for sure,” says Zhao. 
“But I do think we will have a very big 
effect on the future of the MCU with 
what happens in this film. Which, you 
know, as a fan, is really satisfying for 
me! I geek out.”

ETERNALS COMES OUT IN CINEMAS  
ON 5 NOVEMBER.

you are one of the leads. And you 
get to be a superhero in your fifties, 
when you’re Mexican Lebanese.’ 
The Eternals were smarter than 
Hollywood. You see that they’ve got 
the essence of something. Our diversity 
goes beyond the geography. It’s just 
a group of unique individuals.”

“I think that the comics give us 
hope and that is what the MCU does,” 
says Ridloff. “I feel that with more 
representation and diversity within  
the MCU, that sense of optimism  
and ‘can-do’ becomes more strong, 
more palpable. I hope that people  
who feel seen also feel empowered  
to dream bigger.”

“It’s insane that it has taken this 
long, and that it’s not already regularly 
this form of representation, because it 
didn’t feel special – it just felt correct,” 
says Jolie, almost laughing in disbelief. 
“It just felt like an appropriate 

of heroes is a powerful leap forward in 
terms of representation, comprising 
characters that are older, younger, gay, 
Deaf and racially diverse. To have that 
array of superpowered heroes fronting 
a blockbuster on the biggest imaginable 
scale is quite something. 

“I hope more people will be able to 
see a version of themselves with these 
characters,” says Zhao. “Not only  
with what they look like, but also the 
more complex, inner struggles they  
go through; the flaws they have...  
I’m excited for the world to meet these 
characters for the obvious reasons with 
diversity and representation. But I very 
much hope it goes a lot deeper than  
that as well.”

Hayek says Eternals is “completely 
a game-changer” in that sense. “No 
one [normally] calls and says, ‘I’ve 
been thinking about you for my next 
film. And it’s also a huge movie, and 
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t’s 8 August 2019, and Total Film is 
clubbing. Never mind that it’s only 5pm 
on a blinding hot summer’s day; inside 
the Inferno nightclub in Clapham, 
London, it’s day 56 of a 70-day shoot on 
Edgar Wright’s sixth feature, Last Night 
In Soho, and a Halloween party is in full 
swing. Orange lanterns hang from the 
ceiling. Paper flames ripple upwards 
from the floor. Black balloons shimmy 
in swirling dry ice.

“HERE WE GO! ENJOY YOURSELVES, 
LADIES AND GENTS!” booms first 
AD Richard Graysmark through a 
microphone, and 307 teenage extras 
dance to ‘Happy House’ by Siouxsie 
and the Banshees as the drums kick in 
and strobe lights pulse. Their leaping 
and writhing on the dancefloor is lent 
a jerky, stop-motion quality by the 
staccato lighting, and their costumes 
glare impressively, with 230 of the 
307 outfits designed by the extras 
themselves. Wright will later judge 
a competition for cash prizes, and 
his work will be cut out given the 
craftsmanship of the horns, skeletons 
and pumpkin-orange fright wigs  
on display.

 Dressed rather more plainly and 
standing out from the crowd is 19-year-
old New Zealand actress Thomasin 
McKenzie of Leave No Trace, Jojo Rabbit 
and Old fame. She is playing shy Eloise, 
newly arrived in London from Cornwall 
to pursue her dream of becoming a 
fashionista. McKenzie wanders into 
the middle of the melee in a simple 
black dress, her kohl eyes peering from 
a whitened face. Behind her snakes 
the camera of Chung Chung-hoon, 
the genius DoP who lensed Andy 
Muschietti’s blockbuster adaptation 
of Stephen King’s It and Park Chan-
Wook classics Oldboy, Thirst and The 
Handmaiden. It’s hard not to think of the 
famous shot that circles Carrie White 
and Tommy Ross on the dancefloor in 
Brian De Palma’s Carrie as the camera 
twirls around McKenzie. Red lighting 
soaks the set like blood from a bucket.

NIGHT REVELLERS 
Anya Taylor-Joy and 
Matt Smith stomp 
out in a period-
accurate Soho.

(W)RIGHT STUFF 
DoP Chung 
Chung-hoon and 
Edgar Wright on set.
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 Eloise is dancing, arms above her 
head, and then she stops, stock still. 
Her shoulders heave and her breath 
hitches. Her eyes widen in terror. What 
she sees, dotted among the dancers, 
are the Shadowmen, grey-faced figures 
without eyes. They have been haunting 
Eloise’s dreams for a while now, but 
here they seem to have entered the 
waking world, closing in on her.

 Tonight’s shoot will go through to 
3am. At 7.30pm, snacks come out, with 
a couple of extras dressed as a vampire 
and Frankenstein’s frizzy-haired bride 
nibbling on pitta bread and hummus, 
olives and sun-dried tomatoes. The 
Shadowmen, designed by Edgar’s 
brother Oscar Wright (Wonder Woman, 
Solo: A Star Wars Story), drink through 
thin straws. They can’t eat as the only 
access to their mouths is a pinhole.

 Graysmark takes to the mic again, 
getting everyone ready and pumping 

 
“In Death Proof, Quentin uses a Dave Dee, 

Dozy, Beaky, Mick & Tich song, ‘Hold Tight’. I 
was talking to him about that song, and that 

band, and he said, ‘Have you ever heard ‘Last 
Night In Soho’?’ He played it for me, and he 
goes, ‘This is the best title music for a film 

that’s never been made.’
 “I started amassing this playlist called ‘Soho’ 
that was 300 songs from the ’60s. I hadn’t 

thought what the film was going to be called. 
Then for a long time, it was called Red Light 
Area, but there was a film called Red Lights, 
with Cillian Murphy. And then I thought, ‘OK, 
the film is The Night Has A Thousand Eyes’. 

And then I looked on IMDb, and there’s 
already a film called Night Has A Thousand 
Eyes. Fuck. So then it was staring me in the 

face, because I’d heard this song, and I thought 
it was great: Last Night In Soho.

 “Quentin was deep into Once Upon A 
Time In Hollywood, so I hadn’t really had time 

to tell him. And then it was in the trades. I 
said, ‘Hey, did you hear what my movie’s 

called?’ He said, ‘Yeah, I read it.’ I said, ‘Are you 
annoyed with me?’ He goes, ‘You know what? 
Only you could make that movie.’ I said, ‘Well, 
I’m going to thank you on the end credits for 
giving me the song.’ He goes, ‘OK, but I’ve got 
to fess up now. What I said about it being the 
best end-credits song for a movie that doesn’t 

exist, is something that [writer, director, 
producer] Allison Anders used to say. So if you 

credit me, you’ve also got to credit her.’
 “So on the thanks list, A to T, Allison 

Anders and Quentin Tarantino are the first 
and last people thanked. I haven’t told Allison 

Anders this yet, so I’ve got to email her…”

them up. And… action! Drums, strobes, 
McKenzie freezing in terror. Who are 
these Shadowmen and why do they lurk 
at the periphery of her vision? What are 
the other nightmares in her (damaged?) 
brain? And can Wright, the filmmaker 
behind Shaun Of The Dead, Hot Fuzz, The 
World’s End, Scott Pilgrim Vs. The World 
and Baby Driver, change gears to truly 
unnerve viewers with a psychological 
horror movie?

 
BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY
Wright has been sitting on the idea of 
Last Night In Soho for almost a decade, 
letting it quietly percolate as he made 
The World’s End and Baby Driver (to say 
nothing of the film he almost made in 
between, Ant-Man). Then untitled (see 
boxout, right), the movie in his head 
offered him the chance to embrace 
his love of horror, most notably 

Edgar explains how 
Quentin Tarantino 
named Last Night  

In Soho…
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psychological, emotional genre films 
like Repulsion and Don’t Look Now, and, 
equally importantly, British dramas of 
the 1960s.

 “They’re always interesting as a 
time capsule,” Wright says on Zoom in 
July 2021, a full 23 months after Total 
Film was on set. The unusually long 
delay between the film’s shoot and 
release has been caused, of course, by 
the pandemic. “And there’s a particular 
subgenre of these cautionary-tale 
movies, usually written by men, which 
are about women coming to the big 
city, and wanting to be a star, and being 
roundly punished for the temerity of 
wanting to succeed.”

 Wright’s addition to the subgenre 
would trace dual storylines, one set in 
the present day, as Cornish lass Eloise 
arrives in London to study fashion, and 
one in the 1960s, as wannabe singer 
Sandy (Anya Taylor-Joy) meets man-

about-town Jack (Matt Smith), who 
promises to open doors for her. Just 
how these plots intertwine is best seen 
for yourself, with Wright desiring that 
viewers experience the journey as Eloise 
does… one shock, thrill, gasp, wince 
and scream at a time.

Aware that Last Night In Soho was 
to be his first film centred on female 
protagonists, Wright co-wrote the 
screenplay with Krysty Wilson-Cairns 
(Penny Dreadful, 1917), who also, as a 
young, aspiring screenwriter, worked 
in The Toucan pub, a key location in 
the movie. (It should also be pointed 
out that the majority of the team who 
Wright developed the film with, from 
producers Nira Park and Rachael Prior 
to researcher Lucy Pardee, are female.) 
But the story is also a personal one, 
echoing elements of his own journey.

“On paper, it would seem like, ‘What 
have I got in common with an 18-year-

old girl from Cornwall?’” starts Wright. 
“But in a strange way, her experience 
of going to London is not dissimilar 
to mine. That thing of feeling like the 
country mouse… It’s a very humbling 
experience. I love the city now, but it 
took me, like, a year to love it when  
I moved here. When you first come,  
it can be an incredibly unfriendly 
city.” He shrugs. “And there are other 
elements that are personal – I have  
this recurring time-travel fantasy of 
going back to decades that I never  
lived in myself.”

Not that Wright is fooled into 
thinking that London in the swinging 
’60s must have been all excitement and 
thrills – it’s the darkness behind the 
glittering lights that his film seeks to 
illuminate. “I’ve worked in Soho for 25 
years and it’s such a fascinating place,” 
he says. “It’s the epicentre of film and 

music and fashion. Certainly in the ’60s, 
and it still is now. And yet it coexists, 
still to this day, with the darker side – 
literally the underworld – in a way that 
was always very strange to me.”

He runs a hand through his hair. 
“I mean, we literally show it in the 
movie… the most famous members’ 
bar in London, the Groucho Club, is 
directly opposite a walk-up [a flight of 
stairs leading to prostitutes’ flats] in 
plain sight. Soho is an exciting area, 
but obviously something to be feared 
as well. And also, the architecture is all 
the same. So even if the restaurants 
and bars and cinemas all change, the 
buildings have been here for hundreds 
of years. You can’t help thinking: ‘What 
have these walls seen?’ I’ve always had 
a very profound feeling about that.”

It was a feeling that was confirmed 
whenever he chatted to Terence Stamp, 

‘That thing of feeling 
like the country 

mouse… It’s a very 
humbling experience’ 

Edgar Wright

psychological thrillers…

PEEPING TOM  
1960

Unlike Hitchcock’s megahit Psycho, 
Michael Powell’s shocking thriller 
of the same year was a career-

ender for him. It remains a highly 
disturbing portrait of a killer, 

impossible to look away from.

SÉANCE ON A WET 
AFTERNOON 1964

Bryan Forbes’ film sounds like a 
supernatural tale, but in reality it’s a 
black-hearted ransom thriller that’s 
centred on a killer premise and the 
extraordinary performances of Kim 
Stanley and Richard Attenborough.

RED ROOM 
Taylor-Joy’s Sandy 
bathed in the film’s 
defining, eerie 
lighting.

XX
XX

XX
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The two had lunch in LA, a general 
meet, and Wright wound up pitching 
the entire movie, selling her on the 
film and the part. Sorted. Only by the 
time he finally got around to writing the 
screenplay with Wilson-Cairns, Taylor-
Joy had starred in movies like Split and 
Thoroughbreds and by this point seemed 
like a better fit for the role of Sandy, the 
go-getting ’60s singer who looks and 
sounds fabulous.

“Anya is such a chameleon,” says 
Wright. “There’s what she’s like on 
film, and then also what she’s like 
when you see her in a fashion spread 
or on a red carpet.” Originally, Wright 
had envisaged the ’60s segments 
of the film being dialogue-free and 
playing more like musical scenes. 
But Wilson-Cairns had sold him on 
adding dialogue and beefing up the 
Sandy role so that we might fall in 

Rita Tushingham and Diana Rigg (whom 
Last Night In Soho is dedicated to, it being 
her last film before she sadly passed 
away in September 2020), three ’60s 
icons who bring fascinating baggage – 
and great performances – to the movie.

“I’d say, ‘Oh, wow, it must have 
been amazing in the ’60s’ and there 
was always this answer where it was 
like: ‘Yes…’ That dot dot dot, to me, is 
almost the story of the movie.”

 
CLASS ACT
Back in 2015, Wright was on the 
Sundance Film Festival jury that gave 
Robert Eggers the Directing Award 
for The Witch. As Wright watched an 
18-year-old Anya Taylor-Joy carry the 
weight of that extraordinary movie on 
her slender shoulders, he knew he’d 
found his Eloise for Last Night In Soho.

DEEP END
 1970

Not really a psychological thriller, although the 
final seconds turn a quirky coming-of-age 
story into something tragic. A little like a 

British cousin of Harold And Maude, 
complete with Cat Stevens on the 

soundtrack. Incredible 1970 Soho footage too.

ALL THE COLORS  
OF THE DARK 1972

A niche subgenre I enjoy is Italian giallo 
movies set and shot in London, and Sergio 

Martino’s is perhaps its zenith. Edwige 
Fenech spends the movie trapped in a 

lucid nightmare, made even more surreal 
by its unlikely grounding in North London.

DON’T LOOK NOW 

1973
I regret mentioning this film as an 

inspiration as I don’t think my finished 
film is that similar. However, it is, of 

course, the best British horror film of 
all time, and finds horrible beauty 

within eerie premonitions.

love with her. “So when I finished 
the screenplay,” continues Wright, 
“I emailed Anya, and I said, ‘Guess 
what? Last Night In Soho is coming 
your way. However, I would like for 
you to look at the part of Sandy.’” He 
laughs. “So I was a bit nervous. But to 
my delight, she emailed back and said, 
‘I’ve read the script. I love it. I want to 
do it. And I’d love to play Sandy.’”

“Sandy was a bit more spicy,” recalls 
Taylor-Joy with a grin when Total Film 
catches up with her. “My initial instinct 
was just: ‘God, this girl doesn’t give  
a shit. She’s got balls of steel.’” It was  
a mindset that Taylor-Joy had to 
assume. “I’d finished Emma the day 
before, so I had to go straight from 
Emma Woodhouse to Sandy… and my 
first scene was the beginning of the 
dance sequence [in which Sandy first 
meets Smith’s Jack at the Café de Paris].  
It was walking out, onto that platform, 
in front of 200 supporting actors. And 
so ‘Brass-balls Sandy’ became the way 
that I looked at her. I had to very much 
check any insecurities at the door.”

Smith grimaces. “At first, I 
thought, ‘Christ, I’ve got to dance? 
I’m going to look like a right burk,’” 
says the Northampton-born actor, 
who enjoyed trashing his Doctor Who 
image – or, indeed, that of Prince Philip 
in The Crown – as the sharp-suited, 
charismatic, toxic Jack. “But actually, 
we had a wonderful movement coach. 
I think it all came quite easily to Anya, 
but I’m no Travolta. But I thought, ‘If  
I can smoke and have a drink in it, then 
I might get away with it.’”

For McKenzie, playing Eloise was 
like looking in a mirror. “It reminded 
me of the journey that I was on in my 
life, and still am on, entering into the 
international film world and trying to 
figure out who I am, or to feel grounded 
amidst all of this chaos,” she reflects.

Wright being Wright, of course 
he provided his actors with a list of 
movies to watch in preparation (“I was 
like, ‘There’s 167 films on here!’” says 
Taylor-Joy), but McKenzie points out 
that soaking up ’60s cinema was only 

IN FASHION 
McKenzie’s Eloise 
dreams of making it 
in London’s fashion 
scene (below).

SETTING UP 
Taylor-Joy prepares 
for a shot with 
director Wright 
(bottom).
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“I was constantly listening to the 
film’s playlist, and when I was still in 
Wellington, I spent a lot of time with 
one of the head teachers at the fashion 
school,” she says. “She taught me how 
to sew, and how to sketch different 
designs. I made a couple of clothing 
items, and did a lot of drawing in my 
Ellie notebook.”

But nothing could prepare the cast 
for actually stepping into ’60s Soho...

 
THE NAKED CITY
“I think the film is a love letter to Soho 
in many ways,” says Smith. “I’m a 
Soho regular, and I think London really 
comes across quite beautifully in it.”

Taylor-Joy shakes her head in 
disbelief. “When we shut down Soho 
– like, actual Soho – it blew my mind. 
You realise how many people go out in 
London. Like, I used to be quite a party 
girl, and still I was surprised that people 
were out at five o’clock in the morning 
on a Wednesday. I’m like, ‘What are 
you doing? Go home!’”

“Central London is its own beast, 
and you cannot tame it,” shrugs 
Wright. “You might be able to close 
streets off for traffic for filming, 
which we did, thanks to the City 
of Westminster, but you can’t stop 
modern people coming into shots.”

The exteriors shot in Soho are 
astounding, with production designer 
Marcus Rowland dressing all of Frith 
Street and Bateman Street, and parts 
of Greek Street. “Satellites and modern 
stuff”, says Wright, were removed 
via digital work done at DNEG, but 
everything else was shot in-camera, 
including the staggering scene, teased 
in the trailer, in which Eloise weaves 

XX
XX

XX

THEN AND NOW 
According to Wright, 
the stories of Eloise 
and Sandy (right), set 
half a century apart, 
will inform each 
other.

GENTLEMAN JACK 
Matt Smith, who 
plays Jack, was keen 
to shed the image of 
his roles in Doctor 
Who and The Crown 
(below).
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of mental darkness in it. So I was really 
lucky to have my family with me in 
London to go home to at the end of  
the day.”

It wasn’t until McKenzie watched 
the finished movie that she realised 
“how much of a feminist voice there 
is throughout the film”. And though 
Wright is a tad uncomfortable when 
asked about it, he’s clearly made a 
psychological horror movie that speaks 
to the #MeToo era.

“I’m cautious about comparing the 
movie with the movement as it wasn’t 
the inspiration for it,” he says. “The 
idea came much earlier than that. But 

obviously there are many parallels with 
the stories that have had a light shone 
on them in the last four years. All the 
same things were happening back in 
the ’60s, of course, but the press or 
society at large were not talking about 
them, in the same way they’ve been 
rightly amplified now. There are many 
stories that have likely gone to the 
grave and those victims will never get 
justice. It’s absolutely part of the point 
of the film, to show that this kind of 
exploitation was extremely prevalent 
then, and to make us question how 
much has really changed.”

Like Soho itself, Wright’s film 
thrums with excitement and menace, 
beauty and ugliness, rapture and terror. 
It’s a night out you’ll never forget.
 
LAST NIGHT IN SOHO OPENS IN CINEMAS 
ON 29 OCTOBER.

and all of the period extras are there. 
So we had period cars all around there, 
including a period double-decker bus 
with a Typhoo advert, and an old-school 
green taxi hut. In the far distance – and 
this is, again, a credit to Tom Proctor 
and the team at DNEG – you’ve got 
a digital Piccadilly Circus. I think it’s 
brilliantly done.”

In fact, Last Night In Soho so brims 
and bristles with all of the brio that 
we’ve come to expect from Wright 
– camera movies, cutting, music – 
that you’re almost so intoxicated, 
so entertained, that you forget to be 
scared. Almost. But Wright’s movie 

is also emotionally distressing, as it 
should be.

“When I first read Soho,” says 
Taylor-Joy, “I was like, ‘It’s like 
going on an acid trip. You’re going 
to be bombarded with all of these 
images, and colours, and music, and 
everything’s a bit swirly. It’s like the 
floor is quicksand.’” She takes a beat. 
“And I was bang on! I think sometimes 
people associate being frightened with 
not having a good time, or not finding it 
enjoyable. That’s certainly not the case 
with this one. I think that people will 
be traumatised, but always with a really 
good soundtrack and very pretty things 
to be looking at.”

McKenzie sucks in a breath. “It was 
a very intense shoot, because of how 
physical and emotional it was,” she 
explains. “There was a lot of running 
away from terrifying things, and a lot 

LAST NIGHT IN SOHO

‘It reminded me of the journey that 
 I was on in my life, and still am on’ 

Thomasin McKenzie
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SET AROUND A FICTIONAL MAGAZINE, WES ANDERSON’S 
COMIC ANTHOLOGY THE FRENCH DISPATCH IS A TRIBUTE TO 
BOTH A BYGONE ERA AND THE WRITTEN WORD. TOTAL FILM 
LISTENS UP AS THE CAST AND CREW GIVE THE LOW-DOWN 

ON THE DIRECTOR’S MOST AMBITIOUS MOVIE YET.
WORDS JAMES MOTTRAM ADDITIONAL REPORTING DAMON WISE
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chatted about [Joseph] Duveen, who 
is an art dealer, and Mavis Gallant, 
another person that Wes exposed me 
to. So it’s hard to really pin it down…
[but] in essence, The French Dispatch 
started a year or two, to my recollection, 
prior to really sitting down and writing 
in earnest. The early conversations are 
almost more like just bouncing ideas 
over a meal, discussing things that 
impress us and how there’s a feeling of 
something there that’s worth pursuing 
and inquiring about. 

WA: I thought making a movie that 
was about this magazine that I’ve been 
interested in for so long, a version of 
it, was a way to contain a collection 
of short stories, which are really 
fiction stories, but they pretend to be 

THE BRAINSTORM
WES ANDERSON [SCREENWRITER, 
DIRECTOR, PRODUCER]: I don’t think 
I really read The New Yorker until I 
was maybe 16. First, I read it because 
I wanted to read the short stories… 
that was what first interested me. 
Then I got interested in the reportage 
and the magazine changed over the 
years and leaned more towards that… 
the journalistic pieces became more 
important to the magazine, I think. 

ROMAN COPPOLA [STORY, 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER]: I remember 
sitting with Wes over a meal, and 
talking about A.J. Liebling, who is the 
writer from The New Yorker who often 
wrote about Paris and food. And we 

et’s start at the end. As the credits 
roll on Wes Anderson’s The French 
Dispatch, he pays tribute to a dozen or 
more writers whose work appeared in 
The New Yorker. It was the publication 
that shaped his tastes, long before 
he became the celebrated filmmaker 
of Rushmore, Moonrise Kingdom and 
The Grand Budapest Hotel. “So many 
writers who I loved happened to be 
published there,” the 52-year-old 
writer-director explains.

Now it’s the inspiration for his 
newest masterwork. Set in the mid-
20th century around the (fictional) 
French town of Ennui-sur-Blasé, the 
titular French Dispatch is a supplement 
of a Kansas newspaper dedicated to 
bringing European art, politics and 
cuisine to readers back home. With 
the magazine edited by the eccentric 
Arthur Howitzer Jr. (played by Bill 
Murray), the film primarily takes the 
shape of three short stories – articles 
from the latest issue. 

‘The Concrete Masterpiece’, penned 
by J.K.L. Berensen (Tilda Swinton), 
recounts the tale of an incarcerated 
artist (Benicio Del Toro), his affair with 
a prison guard (Léa Seydoux) and the 
machinations of an art dealer (Adrien 
Brody). ‘Revisions To A Manifesto’, 
inspired by the May ’68 protests, sees 
dogged reporter Lucinda Krementz 
(Frances McDormand) profile quirky 
student activist Zeffirelli (Timothée 
Chalamet). Finally, ‘The Private Dining 
Room Of The Police Commissioner’, 
by Roebuck Wright (Jeffrey Wright), 
delves into a culinary curiosity involving 
a chef (Stephen Park) and a police 
commissioner (Mathieu Amalric). 

So sit back for a little oral history, 
as TF prepares to take you through 
Wes Anderson’s latest dispatch…
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New York, about modernist painters 
and impressionists. So she was more 
a teacher. And then a piece by S.N. 
Behrman, ‘The Days Of Duveen’, about 
Joseph Duveen, the art dealer...[though] 
what’s in the movie is quite different 
from anything to do with [this]. But 
those were the inspirations. The second 
story very specifically was something 
I wrote after re-reading Mavis Gallant’s 
piece about May ’68, her experience 
of it, her journalistic account of it and 
some of her other journalism… At the 
same time, Roman Coppola and I talked 
about the Cinéma du look, [ ] 
Jean-Jacques Beineix, Luc Besson, Leos 
Carax. Their films, a new kind of French 
cinema that started happening in the 
late ’70s or ’80s. 

RC: That was sort of a sub-sub-genre of 
film that includes movies like Subway, 
and even One From The Heart, my dad’s 
film, in which more hyper colour [was 
used] and visual, stylish filmmaking… 
Even a film like Diva, I would put in that 
category. But that just felt right for [a 
story about] youthful characters who are 
passionate about their cause.

WA: Then the third story is A.J. Liebling 
writing about food. Some specific 
thoughts coming from James Baldwin. 
And then I think policier type French 
cinema and also Bandes dessinées 
[comics]. 

ROLE CALL
WA: Jeffrey Wright and Benicio Del 
Toro… those parts were written for 
them. Those are actors who I’ve been 
wanting to work with for years and 
years and years. Timmy, on the other 
hand, is very young and not someone 
who’s been working for so long. When 
I started wanting to work with Benicio 
and Jeffrey, Timmy was probably eight 
years old! But I will say once we had 
that character [Zeffirelli], it was very 
quick to say… “Well, there’s really one 
person in the world who is absolutely 
perfect for this.”

TIMOTHÉE CHALAMET 
[ZEFFIRELLI]: I felt great joy. I was 
just simply super-stoked to get 
the call. Rushmore was a movie I’d 
seen in middle school that I was 
deeply inspired by; when I saw The 
Grand Budapest Hotel, I thought Ralph 

PLAY IT AGAIN 
Timothée Chalamet 
plays student activist 

Zeffirelli, and Lyna 
Khoudri his girlfriend 

Juliette (left).

SUIT UP 
The French Dispatch 
writer and director 

Wes Anderson 
(below).

stretch of the imagination that those 
other images, ideas, and notions for 
character, might appear in some other 
future thing. Wes is very diligent about 
keeping notebooks and notes. Here, it 
was not at all clear that these were the 
three stories that would form the film. 
In fact, as the film ultimately took its 
shape, it made sense to have multiple 
stories, but some of these stories were 
just ideas on their own, and then it 
was kind of drawing elements in and 
bringing them together.

WA: The first story… there are two 
big journalistic inspirations. I don’t 
know if you call this journalism. 
I mean, there was a woman, 
Rosamond Bernier, who gave lectures 
at the Metropolitan Museum in 

reportage. It sort of came from several 
directions at once: wanting to do a thing 
about the magazine, wanting to do a 
collection of stories, wanting to do a 
French story. Inspired, in particular, by 
French cinema and French directors of 
the ’30s and ’40s. Like, [Julien] Duvivier 
and [Henri-Georges] Clouzot and [Jean] 
Renoir and then later ones, like the New 
Wave directors.

RC: [For the main three stories] there were 
many rejected ideas. And again, it’s so 
tricky, because as you write something, 
it starts to gel and take more form. And 
the things that are rejected fall aside, 
but there were some other threads of 
story ideas that didn’t quite make it. But 
interestingly, those are in notebooks. 
It would not surprise me by any 
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Fiennes’ performance in that was one 
of the greatest things I’ve ever seen. 
And so I was happy to get any part, 
because I know he gets the biggest 
movie stars in the world. Like Edward 
Norton or Saoirse Ronan in this [film] – 
they don’t have the biggest parts.  
Or Jason Schwartzman. But then  
they’re part of the ensemble, you  
know? So when I saw that the role  
was not only sizable, but deeply 
inspired, I was very grateful.

STEVE PARK [LIEUTENANT 
NESCAFIER]: As someone who has 
been chosen by Wes to be in a movie, 
you feel like he loves you – there is this 
feeling of love.

WA: Bill’s character, Arthur Howitzer 
Jr… It was sort of written with him  
[in mind]. In some way, this is probably 
Bill. I don’t know if it’s based on 
anybody. But it’s inspired by Harold 
Ross, by William Shawn. Those are the 
people in mind. Bob Silvers too. Pretty 
early on, I guess we were saying…  
This will probably be the Bill part. Bill 
would be an interesting editor. [In 
reality] I think he’s a little less of an 
editor and a little more of a star. 

PREP TIME
TILDA SWINTON [J.K.L. BERENSEN]: 
With most of us, I think there was 
one particular peak model [for our 
characters]. In my case, Rosamond 
Bernier. Actually it was a much tighter 
and more mimicked performance 
than we really intended it to be 
because we couldn’t resist. If 
you look at her on YouTube, she 
was an American in love with 
European art. She lived in France 
for many years. She was a great 
friend and intimate of all  
sorts of people from Picasso  
to Magritte to Man Ray. And  
she started a very influential  
art magazine in the ’50s in  
Paris called L’ŒIL. And she did 
these extraordinary lectures 
– dressed in couture, to the 
max – all over America. And 
that ridiculous – I say that with 
all love – delivery was kind of 
entirely inspired by her. And it was 
very theatrical. You really get the 
impression that she practised in 
front of a mirror. 
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ADRIEN BRODY [JULIAN CADAZIO]: 
There is a lot of truth in [our segment] 
as well as humour, which is rare. 
Cadazio’s belief of this creation 
becoming his own… I can understand 
how a notable art dealer could take 
ownership of that. And at the same 
time, the artist cannot achieve 
that scope without someone 
within the community that is 
respected, who can vouch for 
you and pull you out of your own 

torment enough to expose you and 
commercialise you. 

BENICIO DEL TORO [MOSES 
ROSENTHALER]: I talked to Wes. We 
talked a little bit about painters… 
Picasso, Matisse. But he talked to me 
about a movie called Boudu Saved From 

Drowning. It’s a Renoir film, with Michel 
Simon. And my character was similar 
to that character in that movie. And I 
knew the movie, so I rewatched it. So 
there’s a little of that, Michel Simon. 

One of the great French actors of all 
time in the world. Wes put that on my 
plate to check it out. 

TC: We’d have specific discussions 
about the student revolution, but I 
think it’s an understanding you get 
– or at least that I got growing up or 
just spending time in France, over the 
summers – that that tension of that 
rebellion is different in many ways 
than that of young people today. But in 
some ways it’s similar. It’s universally 
relatable and it kind of plays across 
generations. 

SP: We had talked about my character’s 
haircut! I sent him a picture of me when 
I was a little boy with the same haircut, 
like a bowl cut. And the interesting 
thing is that I had the pleasure of, uh, 
celebrating with director Bong Joon-
ho after he won an Oscar for Parasite. 
We were in a restaurant in Koreatown, 
and I showed him a picture of me as 

BATH TIME 
Frances McDormand 

plays journalist 
Lucinda Krementz, 
profiling Chalamet’s 

Zeffirelli (right).

STAND AT EASE 
Léa Seydoux 

is prison guard 
Simone (below).

MAN IN CHARGE 
Anderson favourite 

Bill Murray plays 
editor Arthur 
Howitzer Jr. 

(opposite, second 
from bottom).

SKETCHY BUSINESS 
Adrien Brody is art 

dealer Julian Cadazio 
(opposite, bottom).
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COMMUNAL LIVING
AB: [During production], we all come 
home together, and we sit down 
together, and we dine together. And 
we share our stories. And it’s a very 
familial environment. Now more than 
ever, I see the value of that in our 
lives. And that’s very uncommon on 
a film set. People have busy lives. But 
you somehow have this continued 
responsibility to be there for each 
other. And that’s all Wes’ doing. That 
is not an accident. That is something 
that is by design. 

BCT: I’m the baby here. I’m the rookie! 
I didn’t know what to expect! I was 
told that I had to stay in a hotel with 
everybody else. There was no room 
service. You have to go get breakfast 
at a certain time. Hmm… that’s not 
for me! And it was truly a thing to see 
every night when you came back from 
work and you went into your room. And 
then you thought, ‘It’s like the Golden 
Globes down there. Henry Winkler. 
Tilda. Adrien. Léa Seydoux.’ When I 
sat down to dinner, I didn’t know how 
to leave. I stayed there and I ate, and 
I waited till everybody started to go 
and I go, “Wes, it’s midnight, I gotta 
get up at six, I got the make-up.” He 
said, “You can leave at any time!” I go, 
“Then I love it!”

TS: There was a shelf in the hotel  
that always had a sort of little 
smorgasbord of DVDs, just when 
you left dinner to go to your room. 
They were just inspirational material. 
Because I came and went quite a lot… 
It changed according to the bit that was 
being shot. I remember The Red Balloon 
being there. I remember the tapes of 
Rosamond Bernier, which were there 
when I was there. I think there was 
some Renoir – The Rules Of The Game. 
Just a little helpful atmosphere.
 
TC: The DVDs were next to an 
edition of The New Yorker, that was 
contemporary, next to an edition of The 
Atlantic, that was also contemporary. 
All sorts of reference points.

THE SHOOT
RC: We didn’t really think about how 
complex it was. I think it was kind of a 
surprise, that something that seemed 

Nescafier. He said, “You look just  
like my grandfather.” And he pulled 
up a picture of his grandfather – same 
haircut. Which must have been really 
popular, I think, at a particular time. 
And the glasses? We actually went 
through, gosh, maybe 10 pairs of 
different glasses, because he wanted  
the glasses to be picked up on black-
and-white film. And the one that 
eventually I wore came from Germany. 
He spares no expense. He will find 
exactly what he’s looking for and he’ll 
go anywhere.

MATHIEU AMALRIC [THE 
COMMISSAIRE]: He showed me photos 
of Louis Jouvet in [1947 French film] 
Quai Des Orfèvres. He looks exactly the 
same. And it’s the same story: the 
Commissaire has a little boy that he 
has to raise alone. When you are in the 
costume room or the hair-dressing 
room, those influences, those photos, 
are on the wall. 



STOP THE PRESS 
Magazine team 
Elisabeth Moss, 

Owen Wilson, Tilda 
Swinton, Fisher 

Stevens and Griffin 
Dunne (right).

BOWL CUT 
Comedian Steve 

Park plays the chef 
Lieutenant Nescafier 

(below).

TIME FOR TEA 
Mathieu Amalric as 
The Commissaire 

(below right). 

BEHIND BARS 
Benicio Del Toro is 

prisoner Moses 
Rosenthaler, who has 

an affair with Léa 
Seydoux’s guard 
(below opposite).
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kind of simple, just being a couple of 
short films with a unifying central idea 
of this magazine, suddenly became 
rather complex. 

WA: I think there are twice as many 
sets as we ever had on another film.  
I think the key thing I can say is we had  
a plan for what we’re going for. And 
then we found this city of Angoulême. 
We went to various cities around 
France. And this one we went to and  
we thought quickly we can make 
this work, and it gave us so many 
opportunities of spaces that we could 
transform. And that was the key.

MA: The whole city was part of the 
film. And when we weren’t filming in 
the real streets, they had invested in a 
tobacco factory…

SP: It was a felt factory. They made 
slippers, right?

MA: Yeah! It was abandoned. And  
you have to imagine that place with,  
I think, 350 people working on the set 
decoration. They were so happy. There 
were so many setups in this film that 
sometimes they would construct a 
piece of the setup just for one scene 
and then destroy it. 

SP: Adam Stockhausen, the production 
designer, is brilliant. And I remember 
when he first introduced me to my 
kitchen, I was like, “This is too much 
visual information!” I walked in there 
and there’s, like, rabbits hanging down. 
Nothing’s fake, it’s all real, like the 
fowl. All the stoves and the pots are 
taken from some other era. It was just 
amazing, everything that they found 
to create this kitchen. So it took me a 
while to feel like this was my kitchen, 
because somebody else created it. 

TS: The thing is, and this is true not 
only of Wes, but many filmmakers: 
the film is in his head. But Wes has…  
I was going to say a disease! But he 
has an issue. It’s in there but he has 
to somehow pull it out of his ear, 
and go, “OK, it’s coming now. I need 
your help because I can’t get it out by 
myself. But it’s in there and I think 
this is how it sounds.” [By that] I mean, 
the rhythm and the atmosphere and 
the environment of the film. So he’s 
exacting in the kindest way… because 

he does know what he wants. But he 
also loves to be delighted. So when 
one does do something that he didn’t 
expect, he’s like, “Wow, great. I’m 
sharing this load.” Must be incredible 
having a brain like that. 

AB: The normal technical way of 
covering the film is usually with some 
degree of pushing into close-up or 
some other coverage, so that you can 
cut around performance, timing, etc, 
in the editing room. And what Wes 
creates is this environment. You’re 
interacting with each other with  
such a specific degree of timing.  
I remember I had all these volumes  
of words to get across, and [I’m feeling] 
the pressure of Tilda having just  
done something impeccably well,  
or three other actors before me, and 
then the camera swoops to me, and 
then I have to nail it, or else I dropped 
the ball for everyone else – it was an 
enormous challenge!

TC: There’s a certain rhythm and 
dialogue. When you hear yourself  
doing it, it’s bad. If Wes says “cut”,  
and you haven’t noticed, then it’s 
usually right. Thank God he’s not 
precious about the number of takes 
he does. If we get something right in 
two or three takes – boom. “Hey, Wes, 
can we do another one?” No, we got it! 
Which is awesome because no one’s 
kicking his butt but himself.

LYNA KHOUDRI [JULIETTE]: It’s  
not hard [getting used to the acting  
style] because [Wes] drives you, so  
you just have to follow him. It’s  
really about the rhythm and the tempo 
– like, he’ll say, “OK, can you do it 
faster and faster?” Or, “Don’t pause 
between this word and that word.” 
Or, “Take a breath between this  
word and that word…” It’s so  
precise and detailed, but, at the  
same time, you can do what you  
want. It’s just fun.

GRACE NOTES
ALEXANDRE DESPLAT 
[COMPOSER]: The 
interesting thing about 
Wes is that it’s always an 
exploration. It’s always 
something that we 
haven’t done before. 
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That’s somehow the goal. With Wes, 
the great thing is that every story is 
bonkers. This movie is so eccentric, 
and so unpredictable, that to me, it’s 
Dadaist! The character of Timothée 
Chalamet – with his hair! – and the 
erotic relationship between Benicio 
and Léa Seydoux are totally Dada 
to me! For the score… we just tried 
to keep it with pace, momentum, 
and with an orchestra, which is not 
too big. There’s a lot of dialogue, lots 
of images, lots of information that 
your eye has to capture and process… 
if the music had been all over the 
place, it could have been horrible. 
Too much. There’s always light in 
the music that I write for Wes. So it’s 
never taking the music to a dark place.

A LOVE LETTER  
TO JOURNALISM
WA: If I step back and look at it, yes, 
I can say this is about a version of 
this magazine that never existed, but 
also a version of the magazine that 
doesn’t exist any more. It’s a different 
magazine now. Still a very good and 
interesting one. But so much has 
changed. I mean, the thing with The 
New Yorker was, it was often filled with 
things you knew absolutely nothing 
about during a certain period. The 
pieces that were the most interesting 
could often be the most esoteric 
piece about people who like to sit 
and watch trials as sport. There was a 
whole series about Oxford dons that 
Ved Mehta wrote; often the profiles 
were about somebody who you knew 
nothing about. 

TS: For me, the most moving moment 
of the entire film – which is a moving 
film – is that last moment with that 
list of writers. It’s so important, 
and so sincere. It’s dedicated to that 
particularly honourable tradition of 
international American journalism, 
which is under threat, as we know, 
and it always was and certainly 
was two years ago when we made 
this film. And we need to remind 
everybody, particularly people in 
America, how incredibly important 
it is to not only know that it exists 
but know how we rely on it. 

THE FRENCH DISPATCH OPENS IN CINEMAS 
ON 22 OCTOBER.



Don’t hide your talent, ever. Ever!’” Jonathan Majors is 
recounting some advice he got from Spike Lee, his friend, 
mentor and former director (Da 5 Bloods). Chatting to Total Film 
over Zoom, a lamp pierces the darkness of the room he’s in, 
illuminating his features. “That’s one of the things he would 
say. I remember him telling me: ‘Don’t give me this humble 
shit… Shine, little brother, shine!’’’ Sage words, which the 
laid-back 32-year-old actor has taken to heart, both in his 
personal life and his work. 

Majors has the kind of talent that is hard to miss. He 
wouldn’t have been able to hide it even if he tried. In just 
a few years, he has emerged as an unstoppable force, a 
magnetic actor with real gravitas, who is capable of the kind 

AFTER CONSISTENTLY IMPRESSING IN 
POWERHOUSE DRAMAS, JONATHAN MAJORS IS 
GEARING UP FOR WORLD DOMINATION IN THE 
MARVEL CINEMATIC UNIVERSE AND CREED III. 
AHEAD OF THE RELEASE OF REVISIONIST 
WESTERN THE HARDER THEY FALL, TOTAL FILM 
MEETS THE EFFORTLESS CHARISMATIC 
MEGASTAR-IN-WAITING.

of on-screen alchemy that leaves you completely transfixed. 
Since graduating from Yale School of Drama in 2016, he 
has won acclaim for his breakthrough role in The Last Black 
Man In San Francisco, picked up an Emmy nomination for 
his performance in HBO’s Lovecraft Country, and landed a 
massive part in the Marvel Cinematic Universe as Kang   the 
Conqueror (but more on that later...). 

His latest film, The Harder They Fall, is a Netflix Western 
by first-time director Jeymes Samuel that reinvigorates the 
genre with snarling glee and visual aplomb. Majors plays Nat 
Love, the real-life Black cowboy who roamed the Wild West 
under the nickname Deadwood Dick. With the help of his 
old gang, including his former love, Stagecoach Mary (Zazie 
Beetz), he sets out to avenge his parents after learning that 
their killer, Rufus Buck (Idris Elba), has broken out of prison.

Samuel got in touch with Majors after seeing him give an 
interview about White Boy Rick. The gritty true-crime thriller 
hadn’t been released yet, but there was something about 
the way he spoke about his character, a drug kingpin, that 
made Samuel think he had found his Love. After their first 
conversation about The Harder They Fall, the actor was so 
inspired that he wrote two poems about the famous cowboy 
and sent them to the filmmaker.

“Love is an orphan, who lives in a circus with a horse and 
guns,” says Majors, who is in London shooting Ant-Man And 
The Wasp: Quantumania when we talk. Dressed in a red beanie 
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and grey hooded sweatshirt, he’s a thoughtful and engaging 
presence. “You know, he’s the ringmaster… Something has 
been done to him that is extremely violating and unfair. This 
10-year-old boy then spends the rest of his life trying to 
make things fair. The ultimate act of doing that is executing 
his own bully.” 

Majors grew up in Texas and has always had a soft spot 
for westerns. He made his feature-film debut in one - Scott 
Cooper’s brutal drama Hostiles in 2017. While The Harder 
They Fall is not a biopic, the actor turned to history to try to 
glean as much as he could about Love. He read the cowboy’s 
impressively titled autobiography, Life And Adventures Of Nat 
Love, Better Known In The Cattle Country As ‘Deadwood Dick,’ By 
Himself, over and over again. “I really treated the film like a 
missing chapter from that book. Anyone who’s familiar with 
it, understands how extraordinary and hyperbolic that book 
is because he really mythologised himself, which is crazy.”

T
he film shines a light on the existence of Black 
cowboys in the Old West and how their stories have 
been ignored by Hollywood. Majors hopes that The 
Harder They Fall will inspire more authenticity when it 
comes to onscreen diversity. “We don’t have any stoic, 

hardened western archetypes,” he says. “We have human 
beings living in the West, who are moving through the world 
with Black bodies. Adding that to the canon is important. 
Hopefully we can usher in even more projects in that way. 
Black astronauts, Black scuba divers… We can open it all up 
once we say: ‘Hey, it’s OK to tell the truth.’”

Majors, who was born in Lompoc, California, discovered 
acting during a troubled period in his life. His father had 
left when he was a child, leaving his mother, who is now a 
pastor, to fend for him and his two siblings. As a teenager, 
he was caught shoplifting Christmas presents for his family. 
Soon after, he was suspended from high school after getting 
into a fight with a classmate who had teased him about his 
dad. A teacher suggested he try theatre. It promptly set him 
on a new path.

“It served as a refuge in moments, but ultimately it’s 
more of a deep drive,” he says. “Acting serves as a compass 
for me. It gives me purpose. When I first came into contact 
with this compass, I had a tank full of gas and a heavy 
foot with no direction. Acting said: ‘Go that way!’ It always 
demands the best and the worst part of you, and mixes it 
up. With each role, it allows me to express something in 
myself that I didn’t know I needed to work out or I’ve been 
afraid to.” 

He bagged his first big role as a gay rights activist in 
ABC’s powerful miniseries When We Rise when he was still at 
Yale. But it was his astonishing performance as Montgomery, 
a sensitive aspiring playwright, in The Last Black Man In San 
Francisco that singled him out as one to watch. Joe Talbot’s 
soulful indie film delivers a tender portrayal of Black male 
friendship as it explores the city’s gentrification. “I was 
very blessed to be invited to that party,” says Majors. “It 
emboldened me to really express my artistry.”

A lot of the actor’s work grapples with the complexities 
of Black masculinity. Along with The Last Black Man In San 
Francisco, he has also appeared in Da 5 Bloods, helmed by 
his mentor Lee, playing David, the son of a Black Vietnam 
War veteran. As Lovecraft Country’s Atticus, a former soldier 
travelling around racially segregated America in the 1950s, he 
battles against the injustice of racism as well as supernatural 
monsters. “I’m Black,” he says. “I’ve been Black for the 
last 32 years. It’s my perspective. I will say, I’m not just 
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wicked. I can’t wait for people to see it. Come on, bring it!” 
he laughs. Were you daunted by the multi-film possibilities 
of joining the MCU? “You can only do one film at a time.”

He’s far more forthcoming about Creed III, another one 
of his upcoming projects. It will be Michael B. Jordan’s 
directorial debut, with Sylvester Stallone bowing out of the 
third part of the Rocky spin-off. Majors’ role is yet to be 
announced, but he’s rumored to be playing Adonis Creed’s 
next opponent in the ring.

“I signed on after a FaceTime with Michael,” he says. 
“What I felt from speaking with him was a willingness to 
collaborate, to make something special, to sacrifice our 
bodies, our time, our energy, to tell a story that would add to 
the sports genre. But to really work hand-in-hand to build 
this thing, to show that two, quote unquote, leading men can 
get together and there is no competition, just cooperation 
- that is something I want to be an advocate for in my 
generation. We’re still working on the script.”

As the buzz grows around him, Majors is keeping his  
head down, concentrating on what matters - that’s the 
acting, always the acting. “One of the things that I’ve really 
tried to do for myself is avoid a comparative mind. I don’t 
look at other cats my age and go: ‘What they doing?’ That 
would make me crazy and probably contaminate my work.  
I know it would.”

A huge part of staying focused is maintaining a nomadic 
lifestyle free from unnecessary distractions. “A lot of times, 
a good acting scene is subtraction,” he explains. “I don’t 
have a home. I don’t participate in a lot of things. That’s by 
design. That subtraction allows me to be more myself, allows 
me to use myself to make other people.” Majors leans back 
with a grin, the relaxed smile of someone shining brightly on 
his own terms. “I mean, that’s just my take on it.” 

THE HARDER THEY FALL PREMIERES AT THE LONDON FILM 
FESTIVAL ON 6 OCTOBER, COMES OUT IN SELECT CINEMAS FROM  
22 OCTOBER AND STREAMS ON NETFLIX ON 3 NOVEMBER.

LOVE-LY GUY 
Majors plays real-life 
Black cowboy Nat 
Love in The Harder 
They Fall (above).

RAPID ASCENT 
Majors’ career has 
taken off quickly 
since is 2017 debut, 
with roles in Spike 
Lee’s Da 5 Bloods, 
MCU series Loki, 
Joe Talbot’s The Last 
Black Man In San 
Francisco and HBO 
series Lovecraft 
Country (across left, 
top to bottom).

advocating for my culture, which I am, or [just] advocating 
for fighting against racism, which I am. My agenda and my 
mission is to tell the truth from my perspective.”

Majors’ profile is set to get even bigger with Ant-Man 
And The Wasp: Quantumania, the third instalment of Marvel’s 
miniature hero franchise. Kang the Conqueror, a time-
hopping tyrant, is being lined up as the MCU’s next major 
supervillain after Thanos finally got his comeuppance 
in Avengers: Endgame. Loki, the Disney+ series about our 
favourite Asgardian trickster, introduced Majors in the 
pivotal role of one of Kang’s many variants, He Who 
Remains, whose introduction – and death – in the finale 
unleashes multiversal chaos. 

The actor reveals he was cast as He Who Remains/Kang 
the Conqueror without an audition. Although he’s not 
entirely sure which of his performances sparked the studio’s 
interest. “I guess after The Last Black Man In San Francisco,” 
he speculates. “I can’t say it was that film at all. The Marvel 
team have their ways. It’s very much like getting a role in 
drama school. They’re just watching. You don’t audition for 
roles. You get into drama school, then the dean will watch 
what you’re doing. If they wanted you, you get tapped. That’s 
kind of what happened.”

As talk turns to Kang, a friendly yet guarded smile goes 
up, with Majors batting away further questions with the 
dexterity of a nimble tennis pro. How different is Kang to He 
Who Remains? “Every character is different.” What has it 
been like shooting Ant-Man And The Wasp: Quantumania? “It’s 

‘WITH EACH ROLE, IT ALLOWS ME TO 
EXPRESS SOMETHING IN MYSELF THAT  
I DIDN’T KNOW I NEEDED TO WORK OUT 

OR I’VE BEEN AFRAID TO’
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G A N G S T E R ’ S
With prequel movie The Many Saints  

Of Newark about to hit cinemas,  
Total Film pays respect to modern TV 

classic THE SOPRANOS, and how  
a hit show changed the mob genre, 
long-form storytelling and audience 

expectations forever.

WORDS LEILA LATIF

O
n 10 January 1999, Tony 
Soprano walked into 
a psychiatrist’s office 
and changed television, 

irrevocably. The mobster, seeking 
help for his panic attacks, was a barrel 
of contradictions, kicking a man’s 
already broken leg then lovingly 
asking a group of ducks if they’d like 
a second ramp into his pool. The 
era of prestige television - of the 

complicated narratives, antiheroes and 
moral ambiguity in Mad Men, Breaking 
Bad and The Wire - had commenced 
and there was no going back.

 Creator David Chase hacked apart 
the conventions and limitations of what 
a mobster story could be. The sharp 
glamour of The Godfather was stripped 
away, leaving complicated men wearing 
fluffy robes in suburban New Jersey who 
fundamentally know that this mafia 
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P A R A D I G M
thing ain’t all it’s cracked up to be. In 
his first session Tony says as much, 
telling Dr Melfi (Goodfellas’ Lorraine 
Bracco), “The morning of the day I got 
sick I’ve been thinking it’s good to be 
in something from the ground floor. I 
came too late for that, I know. But lately 
I’ve been getting the feeling that I came 
in at the end. The best is over.”

Tony’s wife Carmela winks at the 
comparison a few minutes later, telling 

her priest, “Tony watches Godfather II 
all the time.” Part of the brilliance of 
The Sopranos is how it subverts every 
mobster film that came before it. 
Michael Corleone’s world is filled with 
grandeur, dark feudal morality and high 
stakes, tied to obligation and loyalty. 
Those are expectations Tony Soprano 
places on himself - he is a ruthless but 
honourable man operating within a 
code of ethics - but, as the show would 

remind us time and time again, self-
awareness was not Tony’s strong suit. 
Many networks passed on The Sopranos, 
before HBO picked it up. “I think they 
were afraid of it,” Chase later reasoned. 
“Because how could you like this guy?”

Tony’s conflicted existence plays out 
in his marriage to Carmela, portrayed 
with voluminous hair and long French 
manicured nails by the incredible Edie 
Falco. “Carmela’s fiercely loyal, a good 
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mother, a good wife, in denial, high-
maintenance, street-smart,” says Falco 
of the multifaceted character. In Season 
2, Carmela asks Tony what happened 
to Richie Aprile and he lets her know 
without being explicit, saying, “After 
18 years of marriage, don’t make me 
make you an accessory after the fact.” 
Carmela is surprised, but lets out a long 
sigh, and the ensuing scene - tense, 
comic, familiarly domestic - has more 
layers to it than mobster wives were 
afforded in the decades previous.

Carmela, as much as we loved her, 
was complicit in the unspeakable acts 
her husband committed. She was 
aware, just as Adriana (Drea de Matteo), 
engaged to Tony’s ‘nephew’ Christopher 
(Michael Imperioli) was aware, but they 
enjoyed the power and lifestyles their 
partner’s sins afforded them.

The Sopranos proved indubitably that 
the gangster genre wasn’t just male 
terrain; the female characters, from 
Carmela and Adriana to Tony’s mother 
Livia and sister Janice, were among 
the show’s most compelling. “Tony is 

afraid of one, possibly two people in the 
world: his mother and his wife - and 
his daughter… Actually, those are the 
three people Tony probably fears the 
most,” Gandolfini once said. But the 
show takes a more complicated look 
at their complicity and their suffering: 
the threat of violence, the constant 
betrayal with a series of mistresses (or 
“goomahs”) and, in the case of Adriana, 
eventually paying the ultimate price. In 
one of the most upsetting moments of 
the six (and a half, or seven, depending 
how you slice it) seasons, she is 
betrayed by Christopher and executed 
in the woods. She is dragged out of her 
car seat by Silvio, normally played with 
comic absurdity by a toupeed Steve Van 
Zandt. In a moment Silvio becomes 
terrifying: violent, abusive, cold. He 
shoots her twice as she crawls through 
the autumn leaves.

NO SAFE PLACE
The show’s way with violence was 
often devastating. Big Pussy’s death at 
the end of Season 2 set the standard. 

Tony, Paulie and Silvio execute their 
beloved friend on Tony’s boat. The man 
they considered a brother lies riddled 
with bullets, they pull the jewellery off 
his fingers and throw him overboard 
in chains to rot at the bottom of the 
sea. That moment made it clear no 
character was safe, and asked bigger 
questions of the audience. We didn’t 
want Big Pussy or Adriana to die, but 
we also didn’t want their betrayal to 
succeed. Like Dr. Melfi, we cared about 
Tony but are reminded of the cost of his 
success, making the audience feel just 
as complicit as Carmela.

Even in cases where a hateful 
character like Phil Leotardo or Richie 
Aprile dies, the show makes it so 
sad and disgusting that any form of 
catharsis is denied. The detestable 
Ralphie Cifaretto (Joe Pantoliano) 
commits some of the show’s most 

made. The Sopranos expected 
you to confront difficult ideas 
within yourself and watch 
with determined focus. Its 
uncompromising vision 
and refusal to pander to the 
audience kept it fascinating 
and unpredictable. As a fan 
this could feel exasperating; 

so many Chekhovian guns refuse to 
fire: Carmela never sleeps with Tony’s 
tempting associate Furio; the FBI plant 

actually died 

The Sopranos 

‘THERAPY DIDN’T 
MAKE TONY  

A BETTER MAN,  
IT MADE HIM  

A BETTER 
CRIMINAL’ 
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wasn’t interested in neatly tying up 
loose ends and was as unpredictable in 
tone as it was in plot. Things that should 
have been fun were awful, and scenes 
that should have been awful were fun. 
Christopher’s intervention for his heroin 
addiction in Season 4 is side-splittingly 
hilarious. It’s hard to believe Adriana 
and Silvio, with their exquisite deadpan 
comic timing reading their intervention 
speeches, are the same two people out 
in the woods. 

That fractured nature exists not 
just in the show, but also within our 
central character. As much as this 
was a powerhouse ensemble, with 
even the name suggesting a family 
collective, the focus is determinedly 
on Tony. If anything, ‘The Sopranos’ 
alludes to his plurality. Tony is a man 
in pieces. Even with the people he is 
closest to, he is never more than a 
fragment of his whole self. The show 
played around with those fractures, 
and even outside of its captivating 
dream sequences it has moments 

chokes his protégé to death, confronts 
oedipal monsters in dreams, and 
proposes heart-warming toasts about 
appreciating the “little moments”. 
But we don’t root for Tony because he 
sticks to a code of ethics or is a great 
father or friend; it’s Gandofini that 
kept us with him. “I could tell you a 
million reasons [people sympathised with 
Tony], but one of them, I’m pretty sure, 
is that Jim Gandolfini was a magnet,” 
Chase later said of the star who died in 
2013, aged 51. Gandolfini was an actor 
of innate charisma and warmth, and it 
shone through even in the depths of 
Tony’s depravity.

Gandolfini himself ascribed the 
success of the show to the fact “it 
deals with family… then you have 
to put certain things in to escalate 
it – that’s the Mafia part, but in a way 
that’s about family too.” When Dr. 
Melfi’s friends label Tony Soprano a 
sociopath, it seems laughably reductive. 
Gandolfini was doing more than that. 
The Sopranos was much more than that.

Prequel film The Many Saints of 
Newark is already being boxed in 
too; people going in expecting a 
straightforward Tony Soprano origin 
story will not find it. And while 
the sharp suits of The Godfather 
have returned, the film promises 
the psychological turmoil, humour 
and unpredictable payoffs of its 
predecessor. And it will be undeniably 
lovely to see Gandolfini again, in the 
sad eyes and radiant smile of his son 
Michael, playing his father’s role. James 
Gandolfini was taken from us too soon, 
but his legacy continues. As does that 
of the greatest TV show ever made.

ALL SIX SEASONS OF THE SOPRANOS 
ARE AVAILABLE ON DVD, BLU-RAY AND 
DIGITAL DOWNLOAD, AND ARE CURRENTLY 
STREAMING ON SKY AND NOW TV. THE 
MANY SAINTS OF NEWARK OPENS IN 
CINEMAS ON 22  SEPTEMBER.

THE BLUE COMET S6E20
The penultimate ep has a more 

typically mobster narrative and is 
a reminder The Sopranos did 
thrilling action. The war with 

New York finally happens and 
the result is scary, devastating 

and unforgettable. LL

WHITECAPS S4E13
An acting masterclass from Falco 

and Gandolfini sees the 
marriage crumble. Carmela’s 
desperation to get away is 

heart-wrenching, made worse by 
the sight of the beach house and 

the happiness that never was.

PINE BARRENS S3E11
Christopher and Paulie get lost 
in the woods with an unkillable 
Russian and three shoes. It toys 

with the supernatural and 
contains Tony at his most 

oblivious, blind to his oedipal 
dynamic with goomah Gloria. 

UNIVERSITY S3E6
One of the darkest eps explores 

the depths of human cruelty. 
Meadow’s college roommate 

drives a wedge between her and 
her boyfriend while Tony tries to 
protect Tracee, a naïve pregnant 

stripper at Bada Bings. 

COLLEGE S1E5
While Meadow sits her entrance 
interview, Tony garrottes an FBI 

informant with brutality 
previously unseen on TV. 

Meanwhile, Carmela confronts 
her complicity in a flirty evening 

with Father Phil. 

of almost magical realism, with 
characters he encounters seeming 
to be manifestations of the many 
versions of Tony Soprano he inhabits.

OUT OF CRIME
Part of the beautiful unpredictability 
of The Sopranos is the assumption 
that by going to therapy Tony will be 
able to heal those fractures, and go 
about the world as a more complete 
person, unable to dismissively 
compartmentalise the horrific things 
he does. Perhaps the biggest rug pull 
for the audience, and for Dr. Melfi, 
is the realisation that seven years of 
therapy didn’t make Tony a better 
man, it made him a better criminal. 
Gandolfini astutely compared the 
scenes with Melfi to a “Greek chorus”, 
allowing you to experience what Tony  
is feeling and get into his head.

It’s hard to imagine anyone but 
Gandolfini in the role, not least because 
so few actors would be capable of such 
complexity. Tony Soprano convincingly 

FIVE ESSENTIAL EPISODES If you don’t have time for a full rewatch, try these…

MENTOR MOMENT
Tony Sirico’s Paulie 
with Gandolfini’s 
Tony (top left).

BAD EGGS
Michael Imperioli’s 
Christopher and Joe 
Pantoliano’s Ralph 
had better taste for 
crime than good 
fashion (top centre).

NOT SO SAINTLY
The star-studded 
The Many Saints Of 
Newark will be a 
prequel to the 
events of The 
Sopranos (above).
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WORDS MATT MAYTUM 

MICHAEL WINTERBOTTOM IS ONE OF BRITAIN’S MOST PROLIFIC 
FILM DIRECTORS, BUT IN HIS NEW BOOK HE LIFTS THE LID ON WHY 

IT’S SO HARD TO GET FILMS MADE IN THE UK. HAVING USED THE 
FIRST COVID LOCKDOWN TO INTERVIEW A WHO’S WHO OF THE 

COUNTRY’S AUTEURS, WINTERBOTTOM TELLS TOTAL FILM WHY THE 
INDUSTRY OFTEN FAILS TO NURTURE ITS MOST PROMISING TALENT.

Winterbottom had been planning a hiatus to take stock. 
“Coincidentally, the six-month break [from working] started 
about two weeks before lockdown,” he laughs of the timing. 
Turns out one of the few upsides to the world grounding to 
halt at the mercy of a pandemic is that a lot of people are 
grounded and available for a chat. “I think that probably was 
one of the benefits of lockdown,” considers Winterbottom 
when we chat in August 2021. For a filmmaker with a 
reputation as something of a firebrand, he’s surprisingly 
softly spoken. “Most people got back really quickly and said 
yes. I’m sure part of that was because obviously everyone 
was stuck at home, so they couldn’t think of a good excuse 
why they didn’t have time to do it.”

Winterbottom was initially motivated by a “selfish desire” 
to step back and think about the way he was working. “I 
wanted to talk to other directors, to get a sense of how 
they’re working. That kind of connected to one of the 
problems. Maybe other people are different, but for me,  
I hardly ever see another director. I don’t really talk to other 
directors. You know producers, you know writers, you know 
actors and crews and so on. But you don’t really have much 
of a social network of other directors.”

If you scan Michael Winterbottom’s filmography, it’s 
clear he’s no slouch. He’s racked up 45 film and TV 
credits in his 32-year career thus far, dabbling in broad 
and varied genres, often with an experimental angle. 

Jude), an era-
spanning musical biopic (24 Hour Party People), sci-fi 
(Code 46), docudrama (The Road To Guantanamo) and 

head-scratching meta-fiction (A Cock And Bull Story).
Steve Coogan is a regular collaborator; together the pair 

have made four films, and four series of The Trip (edited down 
and released internationally as films). Winterbottom’s films 
are often grounded in reality on one level or another, from the 
thinly fictionalised versions of Coogan and Brydon’s travelling 
dining companions, to In This World’s non-professional cast of 
Afghan refugees, to 9 Songs’ unsimulated sex.

His most recent project is not a film at all, but is still 
seeking a certain truth. During the first Covid lockdown in 
spring 2020, Winterbottom used the lull to interview an 
incredible array of British directors, including Danny Boyle, 
Steve McQueen, Edgar Wright, Lynne Ramsay, Ben Wheatley 
and Mike Leigh; the Q&As are collected in his new book, Dark 
Matter: Independent Filmmaking In The 21st Century.
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Looking at his list of interviewees, Winterbottom was 
struck by how few British independent films a number of 
them had made: many had instead pivoted to the US, studio 
films and/or television. It’s become a well-trodden path. 
While he acknowledges many of the directors he speaks to 
are happy with their lot, he laments that we haven’t had, 
say, any more independent British films from Lynne Ramsay 
since Morvern Callar; Steve McQueen hasn’t made a British 
film (excluding TV anthology Small Axe) since Hunger in 2008.

Winterbottom points towards “something to do with the 
structure of the way British cinema is organised that perhaps 
leads to quite a lot of people not making that many films… 
It’s that sense of maybe thinking about it more collectively 
as well, [rather] than in relation to individual directors.”

According to Winterbottom, those holding the purse-
strings at funding bodies are more interested in supporting 
first-time filmmakers than second- or third-timers. “It’s 
looking at one of those specific areas of British cinema,  
what loosely could be thought of as independent,” explains 
Winterbottom of his book/investigation’s remit. “And if you 
look at probably all the directors, their first films are in that 
area, and they’ve had a lot of success with those films. And 
then for whatever reason, they haven’t made that many 
films in the same area over the course of the years. All those 
sorts of films – the films that are £1m or £2m or whatever 
– do require the support of the institutions that administer 
public money, whether it’s BBC Films or Film4 or BFI.”

Spreading the wealth
He’s hopeful the book might have an influence on those with 
the power to commission those budgets. “They might look at 
it and think, ‘Maybe it would have been better to have more 
films from Lynne Ramsay, from Paweł Pawlikowski.” They 
might think, ‘Perhaps there are some things that we do that 
[aren’t] encouraging that to happen.’”

In particular, Winterbottom highlights a funding disparity 
at the BBC and Channel 4, where films are commissioned 
on a lower budget per minute than dramas. It’s highlighted 
in the book, and Winterbottom calls it an “obvious” 
change that could help more filmmakers work on modestly 

When we took The Road To Guantanamo

when they’re on Netflix.”

The result, as Winterbottom sees it, means there’s an 
expectation that directors move on to higher-budget projects 
(often US-funded), which in turn demand certain levels 

for] 
Ratcatcher. She would 

Ratcatcher for the rest of 
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there should be an equivalent of that where you could get 
enough money from a platform to make your film.”

Winterbottom’s first directing gig was a documentary 
about Swedish auteur Ingmar Bergman, and he was inspired 
by his unflagging work ethic. Throughout his interviews in the 
book, Winterbottom’s disdain for the development process 
frequently comes to the fore. “So much time is wasted in 
development meetings,” he sighs. “So much time is wasted in 
trying to find finances, and putting stuff together. All that stuff 
can be avoided. It’s finding ways to avoid wasting all your time, 
and just actually spending your time making the films. I think 
development is a huge waste of time, normally!”

Part of the problem is the stifling of creativity by 
committee. “The problem is that for the people who are 
administering the money, they love development, because 
if they’re only financing four or five films a year, then they 
want to have lots of meetings. They want to spend a lot of 
time chatting about things. A lot of them come from script-
development backgrounds. They’re not really coming from 
directing backgrounds. So for them, they want to do it all 
on paper. It’s a process that I found – and that other people 
found –  frustrating over the years. It was interesting to see 
how many other directors had the same feeling.”

It certainly helps if you have your own production 
company where you can thrash out ideas; Winterbottom 
founded Revolution Films with producer Andrew Eaton 27 

years ago. “If you’ve got your own space where you can do 
that yourself, it’ll save you the hassle,” he says matter-of-
factly. “So I do think it’s not coincidental that people like 
Ben Wheatley and Mike Leigh and Ken Loach, who have been 
really successful, have their own base. They’re not freelance 
directors. They’re able to get their projects quite a long way 
down the road before they need anyone else to get involved.”

As for whether Winterbottom’s worried that by drawing 
attention to these practices in the book his chances of getting 
funding from these bodies are further diminished… “No,” he 
laughs. “No is the short answer. I mean, look, to be honest, 
we don’t get much money from the BFI or BBC Films, and 
not very often from Film 4. I don’t care that much.”

It’s not like Winterbottom has ever been one to mince his 
words. In 2019, he went to the Guardian to whistleblow on 
Sony’s decision to remove end cards on Greed pointing out 
the wealth disparity between fashion-brand owners and the 
factory workers that make their garments. His next project - 
TV miniseries This Sceptred Isle, which he has co-written and 
directed episodes of - focuses on Boris Johnson (Kenneth 
Branagh) amid the Covid crisis. Provocative subjects are par 
for the course for him, and he laughs off the suggestion he’s 

making powerful enemies. “It’d be flattering 
to think there’s a target on my back,” he 
says. “But I don’t think there is...”

DARK MATTER: INDEPENDENT FILMMAKING  
IN THE 21ST CENTURY IS PUBLISHED ON  
7 OCTOBER.

SERIES REGULAR 
Steve Coogan (left, 
below centre) has 
worked with 
Winterbottom on 
several films and TV 
series.

REAL TOUGH 
Docudrama The 
Road To 
Guantanamo (below 
top) was nominated 
for a Bafta in 2007.

STATE OF CRISIS 
Winterbottom 
directs Kenneth 
Branagh as PM Boris 
Johnson in upcoming 
Covid-crisis 
miniseries This 
Sceptred Isle 
(bottom).

‘traditionally, there’s 
the idea that if it’s been 

out in the cinema, it 
has less value on TV’
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DRACULA has been terrifying readers  
ever since Bram Stoker first created the ultimate 

vampire. As Bela Lugosi’s screen turn as  
the bloodsucker celebrates its 90th birthday, 

Total Film examines the appeal of one of  
horror’s most enduring icons.

WORDS JAMES MOTTRAM

decades earlier, fellow Irish writer 
Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla 
told of a young girl preyed upon by the 
titular character – revealed to be the 
lesbian vampire Mircalla, Countess 
Karnstein. And yet Stoker’s work 
somehow dug deep into the collective 
psyche. Only this year, staff at Whitby 
Abbey were forced to put up a notice 
that said: “Please do not ask staff where 
Dracula’s grave is as there isn’t one.”

No doubt, the permanence of 
Dracula has been aided by his multiple 
incarnations on the silver screen. This 
year marks the 90th anniversary of 
Tod Browning’s Dracula, starring Bela 
Lugosi in a striking performance in the 
title role. Lugosi had already starred 
in a stage version four years earlier, 
alongside Edward Van Sloan, who 
portrayed vampire hunter Abraham  
Van Helsing. Both reprised their roles 
for the Browning film, which stamped 
its authority on the vampire movie like 
no other movie ever would. 

At the time, like Stoker’s novel, it 
was enthusiastically received. “This 
picture can at least boast of being the 
best of the many mystery films,” wrote 
Mordaunt Hall in the New York Times 
when the film was released. The critic 
noted how enraptured, or even mildly 
terrified, the audience was. “There was 
a general outburst of applause when 
Dr. Van Helsing produced a little cross 
that caused the dreaded Dracula to 
fling his cloak over his head and make 
himself scarce.”

hen Bram Stoker’s novel 
Dracula was published 
in 1897, the critics were 
intrigued, if a little taken 
aback by the mordantly 

powerful nature of this sinister tale of 
a vampiric count. “It is, however, an 
artistic mistake to fill a whole volume 
with horrors,” noted the Manchester 
Guardian. “A touch of the mysterious, 
the terrible, or the supernatural is 
infinitely more effective and credible.”

‘Less is more’ may well be a good 
maxim for writers, but a “whole volume 
of horrors” never did Stoker’s novel 
of Gothic terror any harm. For a book 
that has never been out of print since 
it first hit shelves, it seems apt that a 
story about the undead should remain 
eternal, sparking appeal for each new 
generation. Second only to the character 
of Sherlock Holmes, Dracula has been 
re-animated for the screen more than 
200 times. 

Told in epistolary form, Stoker’s 
tale of Count Dracula, a Transylvanian 
nobleman who feasts on the blood of 
others and meets his demise in the 
English seaside town of Whitby, hit 
a nerve. “Stoker’s myth is powerful 
because it allows evil to remain 
mysterious,” wrote critic A.N. Wilson. 
And yet it’s so much more than that: a 
book that, in late 19th-century England, 
touched on fears of immigration, sexual 
promiscuity and moral degeneration.

Dracula was not the first to deal 
with vampiric myth and folklore. Two 
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THE OG COUNT
Bela Lugosi turned 
the undead 
character into an 
immortal screen icon 
(top left).

HAMMER TIME
Christopher Lee 
took the torch from 
Lugosi in Hammer 
Studios’ retooling of 
the Count (above).

UP TO DATE
(Across right, top to 
bottom) Gary 
Oldman’s portrayal  
in Bram Stoker’s 
Dracula in 1992 
added contemporary 
relevance; Claes 
Bang oozed visceral 
energy in BBC’s 
2019 series.

Browning’s version was not afraid to 
toy with Stoker’s story. In the original, 
it is English solicitor Jonathan Harker 
who first visits Dracula in his castle to 
settle some legal matters. In the film, 
it is Renfield who takes on the role 
of the visitor, although his fate is the 
same as Harker’s – driven mad after he 
accompanies Dracula back to England, 
where the Count will stalk Mina, fiancée 
to Harker, who appears much later in 
the film. 

Textual changes aside, there was 
something mesmeric about Lugosi 
in that role. The hypnotic stare, the 
unnerving almost alien-like presence, 
and that haunting voice – one that 
utters the immortal line: “I never 
drink… wine.” Is it any wonder that 
Lugosi was typecast from the moment 
he first donned the Count’s cape? It’s 
an indelible performance, every bit 
as memorable as, say, Sir Anthony 
Hopkins licking his lips over f-f-f-fava 
beans as Hannibal Lecter.

Released by Universal, 1931’s 
Dracula not only inspired sequels (yes, 
Hollywood was at it even then, with 
1936’s Dracula’s Daughter), but a whole 
raft of monster movies, including The 
Mummy, Frankenstein and The Invisible 
Man. Horror became big business and 
Lugosi was even drawn to reviving 
his most famous character in the 
1948 comedy Abbott And Costello Meet 
Frankenstein. When he died in 1956, he 
was buried in a replica cape. 

By this point, Christopher Lee 
was about to take up the mantle in 
Hammer’s 1958 film Dracula – albeit 
after a long legal tussle with Universal 
over the rights to the character. The 
film received an X certificate in Britain. 
“Do Not See It Alone!” screamed the 
Gaumont Haymarket’s advertising 

hoarding for the London premiere. 
It was Lee’s portrayal, all in glorious 
Technicolor, that introduced fangs  
and red contact lenses, firmly 
cementing the modern-day image  
of the bloodthirsty count. 

As the film’s director Terence Fisher 
noted, “My greatest contribution to 
the Dracula myth was to bring out the 
underlying sexual element in the story. 
He [Dracula] is basically sexual. At the 
moment he bites it is the culmination 
of a sexual experience.” Indeed, as he 
told Melissa Stribling, who played Mina, 
for the scene where she returns after an 
encounter with Dracula, “You should 
imagine you have had one whale of a 
sexual night.” 

Over the years, Stoker’s novel 
has been interpreted in many ways, 
notably as a reading of the Irish 
Land War that began in 1879, as the 
British government imposed Land 
Acts, clashing with Irish farmers. 
Dracula was even dubbed “an absentee 
landlord” by some. Others read an 
even more ominous subtext; as critic 
Judith Halberstam wrote, Dracula’s 
“peculiar physique, his parasitical 
desires, his aversion to the cross and 
to all the trappings of Christianity, 
his blood-sucking attacks, and his 
avaricious relation to money, resembled 
stereotypical anti-Semitic 19th-century 
representations of the Jew”.

BLOODY DESIRE
Racism and oppression were also 
strong themes mined from Dracula. 
The 1972 blaxploitation movie Blacula 
re-imagined an 18th-century African 
prince who seeks help from the Count 
to stop the slave trade, only to succumb 
to him. But let’s face it, the socio-
political dimensions of Stoker’s creation 
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are not what’s remembered now. The 
erotic quality of the Dracula story is 
what’s turned a Victorian novel about 
the fear of the other into a sizzling story 
of sexual abandon. 

In the Stoker novel, the men and 
women who come face-to-face with 
Dracula are repressed, as all good 
Victorians were. “There was a deliberate 
voluptuousness, which was both 
thrilling and repulsive,” writes Harker 
as he encounters three vampiric women 
in Dracula’s castle. Those females who 
have been bitten are wild and frenzied 
– their sexuality seen as a threat. It’s 
a theme that harks back to Adam and 
Eve, and the theme of temptation.  

When Francis Ford Coppola released 
1992’s Bram Stoker’s Dracula, starring 
Gary Oldman in the title role, the 
film arrived in the shadow of the 
HIV and AIDS epidemic. No longer 
seen as a disease confined to the gay 
community, AIDS was nevertheless 
linked to unprotected, promiscuous 
sex. Tapping into these newfound 

fears with a sense of contemporary 
relevance, Coppola’s take sees Mina’s 
friend Lucy – played by Sadie Frost 
– bitten by Dracula in a sexually 
charged encounter before her health 
deteriorates due to a blood disease 
“unknown to all medical theory”.

As Oldman’s Dracula puts it, “Blood 
is too precious a thing in these times.” 
The metaphor is further deepened 
with depictions of transfusions and the 
obsession with curing blood diseases 
harboured by Professor Van Helsing. 
Certainly, it sunk its teeth into public 
fears, grossing $216m at the box cinema 
– with a release that as the New York 
Times wrote, “was as brilliantly, if as 
unintentionally, timed to ride a wave 
of public trauma as that of War Of The 
Worlds in 1938.”

Since the Coppola version, there’s 
been precious little let-up in the lust  
for the Count. “He’s iconic for a 
reason,” explains Claes Bang, the 
Danish actor who played Dracula in a 
three-part BBC drama made in 2019. 
“Because there’s something in that 
whole thing with living forever, feeding 
off other people, living off their blood, 
that whole thing that really… I don’t 
know why, but three-year-old kids 

know Dracula. He’s got his own emoji, 
for fuck’s sake! He’s that iconic!” 

While the show’s co-creator Mark 
Gatiss said Bang was cast because he 
looked like a lovechild of Bela Lugosi 
and Christopher Lee, the truth is that 
Bang’s suave sexuality oozes through 
his visceral take on the character. 
Presenting the Count as a dangerous 
object of carnal desire seems the  
norm now; when Hollywood tried  
to sell us a more historical version, 
exploring the origins of the character  
in 2014’s Dracula Untold, with Luke 
Evans as Vlad the Impaler, the film 
stank like rotten garlic. 

When Neil Jordan made 1994’s 
Interview With The Vampire, an 
adaptation of the Anne Rice novel , 
it wasn’t by chance that he cast Tom 
Cruise and Brad Pitt opposite each 
other, two of the sexiest movie stars 
of the day. Likewise, the more recent 
Twilight franchise’s exploration of 
adolescent sexuality (based on the 
Stephenie Meyer novels) through the 

prism of the vampire culture required 
two of Hollywood’s hottest teen stars of 
the day, Robert Pattinson and Kristen 
Stewart. The same goes for True Blood, 
the HBO show that examined the 
undead with a hell of a lot of bonking. 

Is unbridled lust why the Dracula 
story has survived over 120 years? 
Perhaps, yes. The idea that a passionate 
neck nuzzle can turn into something, 
well, deadly – the chances are it’s a 
fantasy that more than just those on 
the fetish scene have had. It’s not about 
drinking blood, or sinking your teeth 
into flesh, but about the psychology 
of losing control in the moment, of 
abandoning yourself to desire. 

As critic Leonard Wolf wrote in his 
essay A Dream Of Dracula, Stoker’s book 
“squirms with [...] primordial, dark or 
forbidden news from the abyss” with its 
“configuration of sex, blood and death”. 
It may be the ideal story, both on the 
page and on the screen, to express 
human sexuality with all its perversions 
and passions. The archetypal tall, dark 
stranger… no wonder we can still count 
on Dracula. 

DRACULA IS AVAILABLE ON BLU-RAY, DVD 
AND DIGITAL DOWNLOAD.

TERENCE FISHER
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He has worked with titans like Fincher and Scorsese, and 
played Spider-Man. Yet nothing in Andrew Garfield’s 

remarkable career so far can prepare us for the range of 
talent displayed in three upcoming movies: Mainstream, 

tick, tick…BOOM! and The Eyes Of Tammy Faye…

ANDREW 
GARFIELD

I LOVE MOVIE STARS. 
I LOVE THE ROCK.  

I LOVE TOM CRUISE.  
I’M JUST SAYING THAT  

IT’S NOT FOR ME…

IN T E R V IE W J A MIE GR A H A M P OR T R A I T S J A S ON BE L L 
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n 2008, Andrew Garfield won an acting 
Bafta for his debut feature Boy A, playing 
a rehabilitated child murderer who is 
trying to escape the shadow of his ghastly 
formative years. Given the storyline’s 
similarities to the James Bulger case, 
Garfield became something of a name, and 
two years later attained a whole new level 
of fame by starring in sci-fi drama Never 
Let Me Go and David Fincher’s birth-of-
Facebook masterpiece, The Social Network.

It’s hard to believe, then, that Garfield 
has, to date, only appeared in a dozen 
films – or 15 if you count the Red Riding 
trilogy, which debuted on Channel 4. But 
all that’s about to change as he has not 
one, not two, but three movies queuing up 
to hit our screens, with social-media satire 
Mainstream soon to be followed by a pair of 
biopics: Lin-Manuel Miranda’s musical 
drama tick, tick…BOOM!, based on the 
creative struggles of Rent creator Jonathan 
Larson, and The Eyes Of Tammy Faye, 
charting the rise and fall of televangelist 
couple Tammy and Jim Bakker (Jessica 
Chastain and Garfield).

Total Film was sent all three movies by 
Garfield’s agent the evening before the 

interview, so we kick things off on Zoom 
by explaining that a Garfield triple bill 
went down the night before. “Jesus 
Christ!” exclaims the 38-year-old actor, 
who’s nestled next to a pot plant in his 
temporary digs in Calgary, where he’s 
shooting Mormon crime drama miniseries 
Under The Banner Of Heaven for FX. Yep, 
says TF, three years of Garfield’s life has 
just been squeezed into six hours. “Wow,” 
he sighs. “You can reduce a life to that. 
That’s crazy.”

Crazy is as good a word as any to describe 
both Garfield’s rapid ascent and the level 
of commitment he brings to each role. No 
sooner had he graduated from the Royal 
Central School of Speech and Drama than 
he was winning various Most Promising/
Outstanding Newcomer awards for his 
stage work, and he made his television 
debut in Channel 4 teen drama Sugar Rush, 
in 2005. The next breakthrough came in 
2007, when he appeared in two episodes of 
Doctor Who, starred in both Boy A and 
Robert Redford’s war-on-terror drama 
Lions For Lambs, and was named one of 
Variety’s ‘10 Actors to Watch’. 

Variety was spot on. The banner year of 
2010 – Never Let Me Go, The Social Network – 
we’ve already mentioned, but still giddier 
heights awaited: starring as his boyhood 
hero in The Amazing Spider-Man and its 
sequel; undertaking spiritual odysseys for 
Mel Gibson and Martin Scorsese in, 
respectively, Hacksaw Ridge and Silence, 
with the former bagging him an Oscar 
nomination for his soulful portrayal of 
WW2 army medic Desmond Doss; and 
playing another inspirational true-life 
figure, Robin Cavendish, an advocate for 
disabled people who was himself paralysed 
from the neck down, in Breathe. And if 
those last three titles all sound rather 

sombre, don’t forget his bewitchingly 
bamboozled turn in Under The Silver Lake, a 
surreal LA noir that makes Inherent Vice 
look positively straightforward.

Garfield might have made fewer films 
than you’d think, but that’s a lot to get 
through. Better get cracking…
 
The character in Mainstream is very 
different for you. He’s loud and brash 
and cocky and crass…
It was an opportunity to get loose and 
wild, and see what came out. Gia [Coppola, 
director] is a friend of mine, and she had 
this vision of telling a specific kind of 
story. And I started working on it with 
her. I started to just concoct, with the help 
of her and my other friend, Tom [Stuart], 
the writer – we were like, “What’s the 
kind of character I’d like to play within the 
boundaries of, or break the boundaries of?” 
It became an exercise in accessing the parts 
of the human psyche and id and ego that we 
try to not show people.
 
You seem reserved and modest. Was it 
hard for you to play someone so 
confident and narcissistic?
Again, that was what was exciting – busting 
out of any self-consciousness that I may 
have around expressing those aspects. 
There’s a great story about Marlon Brando. 
He did these secret acting classes towards 
the end of his life. Sean Penn was there. 
He’d invited a bunch of actors of the 
younger generation of the time to come. 
The first class, everyone was gathered in 
this black-box theatre. He comes out with a 
bag, and he doesn’t say a word. He gets out a 
sundress, and he changes into it, and starts 
applying makeup. This is a 30-minute 
improvisation. He starts dancing around. 
He moons them. At the end of it, he says, 
“That’s the end of the first class. If you 
want to be an actor, you have to be willing 
to look like an absolute fool, and you have 
to be willing to be totally humiliated – and 
then continue.”
 
Link, as his social media persona No One 
Special, speaks some truth, but he’s also 
a raging sociopath…
A broken clock is right twice a day. But also, 
I think that’s what makes him interesting to 
me. I look at someone like Kanye West as an 
example. There’s brilliance there, evidently. 
And then there’s arguably some misguided 
ideas and egotism. But I think the beauty 
of Kanye West is that he’s all of it. He 
doesn’t shy away from his vanity. But he 
also doesn’t shy away from his profundity. 
Because he has access, evidently, to a lot of 
profundity in his artistic endeavour.

BROADWAY BLUES 
As Rent composer Jonathan 
Larson in tick, tick…BOOM!, 
with Alexandra Shipp.
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I HAVE A DEEP 
FRUSTRATION THAT 
I’M AS ADDICTED AS 

ANYONE ELSE

You’re not on social media. What do you 
make of it?
I think a lot of the people that we find 
ourselves following, for better or for worse 
in our culture, are the ones that are the 
loudest, the most shameless, and maybe 
have the least amount of wisdom. Or maybe 
are the most enticing because they have  
access to that pure id. Occasionally, they’ll do 
something really profound, but for the rest 
of the time, it’s just a kind of ugly morass of 
chaos and indulgence 
and self-centredness. I 
wanted to explore that 
with Gia as well. Why 
do we follow? Why do 
we keep sanctifying 
the wound? Why do 
we keep blessing the 
mistake over and over 
and over again?
 
You have a ‘Finstagram’ account that 
allows you to get news and follow people 
without anyone knowing it’s you. That’s 
an interesting relationship to have with 
social media…
I wish I could embrace it. It’s not something 
that I… [pause] It’s hard to say. I think the 
question is better asked to someone like Bo 
Burnham or Michaela Coel, who’ll have a 
much more profoundly connected answer 

because they engage with it in a way that is 
much more real, and they’re just smarter, 
and they’re able to express the complexity of 
it better. If you watch Bo Burnham’s movie 
Eighth Grade, or you watch his most recent 
special, Inside, you get a lot of answers.

For me, personally, yeah, I have an 
appreciation of the amount of news I can get, 
and I also have a deep frustration that I’m as 
addicted as anyone else. What’s exciting and 
terrifying – and I believe this to be true – is 

that the chickens 
will be coming 
home to roost at 
some point in the 
near future in terms 
of the people who 
have invented these 
technologies being 
held to account, and 
regulation actually 

coming in. I think it’s common knowledge 
that the reality is that we are all guinea pigs, 
and they are doing addiction research upon 
us – and, even worse, upon teenage and 
preteen girls and boys around the world. 
They are doing it consciously. There’s a real 
darkness to that. There’s a real awareness.
 
You don’t think that that’s a 
conspiracy theory?
If you look at any of the big tech people, 

they don’t allow personal devices anywhere 
near their children because they know what 
they do, because they design them to do 
what they do. And what they’re designed 
to do is to create addicts out of all of us. 
And it’s to occupy our time, and occupy 
our self-esteem… to give us a semblance 
of connection while actually starving us of 
true connection. That is maybe my most 
dystopian, Charlie Brooker, Black Mirror 
view and understanding of what it is. And 
yet my phone is right here [picks it up] and 
I’m on a laptop with you. I have an iPad two 
yards away, and I have two sets of EarPods. 
I’m as addicted as anybody else. I’m 
resentful of it, and at the same time, it gives 
me great soothing every day.
 
Mainstream is also about how fame can 
change you. Did you experience that in 
2010, when Never Let Me Go and The Social 
Network made you a star?
There’s a really great chapter in a book 
called The Soul’s Code by James Hillman, 
a psychologist and a philosopher. The 
chapter is called ‘Growing Down’, and he 
talks about people who don’t grow down, 
and people who do. [US gymnast] Simone 
Biles is a really great example of this. She 
just did a very visible growing down. People 
have a very narrow view: “This is who you 
are. You have to hold all of our dreams. You 

NO ONE SPECIAL 
With Maya Hawke in the 
upcoming Mainstream.
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have to be more, because that’s how you’ve 
set yourself up.” She said, “No, no, no, no. 
I have to be here in order to keep doing 
these flips. And I may not be here because 
I’m getting the bends. Do you want me to 
carry on doing these flips? Because I want to 
carry on. But the only way I’ll do that is by 
honouring that I’m just a human being, and 
that sometimes I can’t do it.”
 
She kicked away her own pedestal?
There was a real beauty to that. It was a 
growing-down moment – honouring the 
ordinariness, honouring the limitation, 
honouring the shit. And then you look 
at someone like Marilyn Monroe, and 
obviously she symbolises the kind of person 
that doesn’t find the opportunity to grow 
down. For whatever reason, she allows the 
projections to burn her up. So for me, I’ve 
always had a healthy awareness of my own 
ordinariness, and just being a person. 
 
Going back to The Social Network... Many 
now feel it’s Fincher’s masterpiece. Do 
you think that too?
It’s not for me to define. I just feel lucky 
that I get to be a part of something that 
has a lasting impact. 
And working on it, 
it felt like high art. 
We were a group 
of young actors, 
predominantly, who 
were just incredibly 
eager and hungry, 
and got to chew on 
Aaron Sorkin’s words, 
and got to do 100 takes with David Fincher. 
It was like being paid to go to the greatest 
acting workshop ever.
 
How was it being on the awards circuit 
with the film?
I remember, me and Jesse [Eisenberg] were 
just neurotic, nervy kids, who suddenly 
had a bit of light thrust upon us, and we 
were struggling with that in our own ways. 
We were each other’s brothers through 
that, keeping each other on the straight 
and narrow. I remember, we were at these 
random parties. We were talking to Alec 
Baldwin, and he was like, “Hey, just so you 
know, you should enjoy the hell out of this, 
because this shit doesn’t happen very often. 
You maybe get one every 10 years. So just 
make sure you’re savouring every single 
moment.” I think we were both like, “Yeah, 
whatever, Baldwin.” [laughs] But there’s a 
truth to it. It was a very, very special moment.
 
You mentioned Fincher doing 100 takes. 
You actually enjoyed that?
What I love about Fincher is that he’s 

all about leaving it all on the field, and 
squeezing every last drop of juice out. And, 
again, man, whatever allows me to keep 
working on things that I feel passionate 
about, I fall to my knees. I’m like, “Yes, 
thank you.” And the same goes for 
something like Spider-Man, which I know 
has afforded me to keep doing what I love 
to do, at a level that I want to do it at, with 
the people that I want to do it with. The 
fact that I got to go and work with Scorsese 
and Mel Gibson straight after the second 
Spider-Man film…
 
Playing Spider-Man must have been a 
huge decision for you – the fame it 
would invite. Was it your love of Spidey 
as a boy that made you take the plunge?
That was absolutely it. I don’t know about 
reincarnation, and if there is one opportunity 
for me to be alive, and I get offered the 
opportunity to do a prolonged dress-up as  
my favourite character of all time, there’s no 
way I can say no. And, yeah, the only thing 
that I knew was going to be a challenge was 
the fame aspect, and I knew that a lot of 
good would come with that as well. I knew 
it was going to provide a gilded prison… As 

a creative person, I 
knew I would have 
to balance it out with 
theatre [Garfield 
appeared with Philip 
Seymour Hoffman in 
Mike Nichols’ 2012 
revival of Death Of A 
Salesman], and with 
waiting for the right 

movies to come along that would make sure 
that I stayed an actor, rather than this idea 
of a movie star. I love movie stars. I love The 
Rock. I fucking love Tom Cruise. This is in 
no way a detriment to them.
 
But you don’t want to be one?
I’m just saying that it’s not for me, 
personally. What turns me on is… You 
know, I look at Sidney Lumet movies. I look 
at Network, Dog Day Afternoon, Serpico. I’m 
like, “Who directed those movies?” You 
can’t tell it’s the same person. There’s an 
artist that is serving the story. You come 
away talking about the story, and talking 
about the character. And the same goes 
with a Mike Nichols movie. You go, “Oh 
my God, the people, and the dynamics, and 
the relationships.”
 
Talking of serving a story, you signed up 
for The Amazing Spider-Man with very 
serious intentions. You talked about 
bringing wisdom to the character. 
Looking back, did the movies match 
your desires?

IT WAS LIKE BEING 
PAID TO GO TO THE 
GREATEST ACTING 
WORKSHOP EVER
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NEVER LET ME GO 2010
Harrowing drama Boy A won Garfield a 
Bafta TV Award and a starring role opposite 
Keira Knightley and Carey Mulligan in this 
low‑key sci‑fi drama, adapted by Alex Garland 
from Kazuo Ishiguro’s novel. 

THE SOCIAL NETWORK 2010
Garfield auditioned for Zuckerberg in David 
Fincher’s Facebook movie, but the director 
felt he was too heart on sleeve to play such 
a guarded character. No matter – he mightily 
impresses as moral compass Eduardo Saverin.

THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2012
“I couldn’t gag the five‑year‑old inside me,” 
said Garfield, who worshipped Spidey as a boy. 
“He was like, ‘DO IT! DO IT! DO IT!’” The actor 
gave us a grounded take on the webslinger and 
returned for the 2014 sequel.

HACKSAW RIDGE 2016
Garfield was Oscar‑nommed as Desmond 
Doss, the Seventh Day Adventist who went 
into battle in WW2 without a gun. “It was vital 
to me that we communicated that Desmond’s 
faith is deeper than any dogma,” he said.

SILENCE 2016
Scorsese’s long‑cherished project finally got 
made with Garfield and Adam Driver as the 
17th‑century Jesuit missionaries who travel to 
Japan to search for their missing mentor 
(Liam Neeson). JG

FIVE  
STAR TURNS
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My intention… I started studying myth, 
which is the basis of comic-book films 
and comic books generally. And you go, 
“Oh, right. The responsibility of modern 
filmmakers is the same as the person 
telling the story around the campfire.” 
Stories are the things that remind us of who 
we are as human beings, and we actually 
have an opportunity to provide deep 
wisdom and medicine and a guidance. So 
for me, it was like: How do I help to infuse 
this with as much soul and universality as 
possible, knowing that millions of young 
people are going to be watching? So it’s 
not an exercise in selling t-shirts and 
mugs and Happy Meals, but it’s giving 
young people the opportunity to feel their 
own extraordinariness, and their own 
ordinariness, and seeing someone who’s 
just like them struggle with those two 
things living inside of themselves. So for 
me, it was about that. And then, you know, 
there’s everyone else that’s serving their 
own masters.
 
You sound dissatisfied with the movies.
I’m very rarely satisfied with how 
something turns out. I suffer from that 
kind of queer, divine dissatisfaction that 
most creative people have. I remember 
watching The Social Network for the first 
time, and me and Jesse were like, “Oh, we 
hate this shit. We hate it.” Everyone around 
us was going, “What the fuck is wrong with 
you? It’s incredible.” We were like, “No. I 
ruined it. They should have cast someone 
else.” There’s a healthy version of that, 
which is the growing down thing. But then 
sometimes it turns into an indulgence.
 
The upcoming Spider-Man: No Way Home 
explores the multiverse, so we have to 
ask: are you in it?
“Are you in it?” [Cracks up] Oh, God. It’s a 
cool idea. I’ll say that. It’s a really, really 
cool idea. I… [pause] You know, I didn’t get 
the call, and, you know, it is what it is. I’m 
definitely excited to watch it. Let me say 
that. I really want to see what they’ve done 
when it comes out. Whatever it is, it’s a 
great marketing campaign. They’re talking 
about it in a way that is really… to the point 
where I’m like, “Am I going to see myself in 
it?” It’s to the point where I’m convinced 
that I’m… Do you know what I mean? It’s 
confusing me [laughs]. 
 
As a Spider-Man fan, have you watched 
the MCU movies? What do you think of 
Tom Holland in the role?
I have watched Tom’s ones, and they’re 
wonderful. And you know, Into The 
Spiderverse was just the best. God, I just 
love it all, you know? I get to just be a fan 
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ANDREW GARFIELD

ANDREW 
GARFIELD 
IN NUMBERS

Age he moved to Britain from 
Los Angeles. He moved back 

to LA aged 24.

3

Number of big-screen 
credits to date.

12

Number of Oscar 
nominations (for 
Hacksaw Ridge)

1
$758m
Box office of his biggest 

hit, The Amazing 
Spider-Man.

Number of men saved in 
battle by Desmond Doss  

in Hacksaw Ridge.

75
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again, which I love. And, yeah, Tom is a 
remarkable actor. He’s such an emotionally 
open, funny, charming, charismatic, 
lovable, playful presence in the character. 
It’s evidently perfect casting. And I love 
what the director, Jon Watts, has done with 
them. Again, there’s that John Hughes 
feeling to them. There’s that kind of Back To 
The Future, Michael J. Fox feeling to them, 
which I absolutely love, of course, because 
Michael J. Fox is my hero. So, yeah, I’m very 
much into it.
 
After the Spider-Man films you did 
Hacksaw Ridge. That must have been 
another huge decision, opting to work 
with Mel Gibson…
It’s the thing that happens whenever we 
actually sit in a room with someone, and 
actually look at them eye to eye, and we’re 
not going off of, you know, the greatest hits 
or the worst moments of someone’s life 
told through the lens of the media. It was 
very, very easy to see the human being. I 
said, “Hey, I’m Jewish.”

And he was like, “Great. I’m not an 
anti-Semite.” We had this very frank 
conversation about addiction, alcoholism, 
recovery, time, forgiveness, hitting rock 
bottom, and about art and creativity and 
storytelling, and about life, and second 
chances. For me, I’m someone who can get 
to forgiveness only if sincere apologies and 
amends have happened. I will hold off until 
I can feel something has really shifted. I’ve 
lost friends because I’m a stickler for truth 
in that way.
 
So you felt Mel Gibson was truly 
remorseful and had repented for his 
anti-Jewish tirade?
I spoke to Mike Nichols about it. I was like, 
“What do you think?” He was like, “Well, 
I love Mel, and I’m a Jew.” And he’s one 
of the great filmmakers, and he’s one of 
the great men. I was like, “OK, interesting 
that someone that I admire and trust so 
much would have that perspective.” So for 
me, I was looking at a man who had been 
in recovery, who had been sober for a long 
period of time, who had had a long time in 
the wilderness and soul-searching, and was 
longing to tell stories again.
 
You grew up in a secular household. Did 
making Hacksaw Ridge and Silence give 
you a spiritual dimension?
I think it enhanced something that was 
already there in me. I always had a spiritual 
longing. I think it’s what ultimately led me 
to theatre and to storytelling, because it 
feels like church to me. It’s one of our oldest 
human impulses of reminding ourselves of 
who we are, and our interconnectedness, 
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PREACHER MAN 
Playing real‑life evangelist 
Jim Bakker in biopic The 
Eyes Of Tammy Faye, with 
Jessica Chastain as Tammy.
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and the universality of all of our 
experiences. And, yeah, working on Silence 
and Hacksaw definitely just deepened or 
allowed me to explore those interests, 
and that cosmic pull that I feel towards 
spirituality, towards that other realm.
 
You lost 40lb for Silence, and trained to 
become a Jesuit priest, and stayed at a 
silent retreat. Was it all really necessary?
I would definitely not change it. It was 
exactly what I wanted to do. Whether it was 
essential for playing the part, I’m not sure. 
But it furthered the material, because it was 
one of those experiences that transcended 
making a film. I had a whole two years 
of studying spirituality, and studying 
Catholicism and Christianity in a way I had 
never done before.
 
De Niro used to go to extremes for 
Scorsese, but now says it’s not 
necessary. Maybe he feels he’s 
sharpened his tools, or maybe he’s just 
got lazy…
No comment on that! Mr. De Niro’s career 
speaks for itself. But, yeah, it’s whatever 
floats your boat, really. I’m doing a thing 
now [Under The Banner Of Heaven] where 
I’m playing a Mormon detective. I decided 
to go to Salt Lake City for a long weekend, 
and to talk to people. And actually just 
because it’s fucking fun. And with tick, tick...
BOOM!, I’ve always 
wanted to learn 
piano. I’ve always 
wanted to learn to 
sing. So fuck yeah, I 
would love to dedicate 
a year to that.
 
In tick, tick…BOOM! you play Jonathan 
Larson, and in The Eyes Of Tammy Faye 
you play the evangelist Jim Bakker. Does 
playing real people add to the pressure?
Yeah, I think so. It activates me in a way. It 
makes me even more like a dog with a bone, 
because I’m like, “Oh, God, now I’m not just 
playing around here. This is someone’s life. I 
have a responsibility to reflect it truthfully, 

and elevate it, and make it universal.” And 
I know how much Jon’s work means to 
millions and millions of people. So, yeah, that 
creates a different kind of pressure. But it’s 
the pressure that makes the diamond, right?
 
Your portrayal of Jim Bakker is more 
empathetic than some might expect…
I was coming in with certain preconceived 
notions of what I’ve heard through the 

media. But there’s 
always deeper to 
go. So for me, it’s 
immersion. How 
do you immerse 
yourself so that 
the essence of 
the person just 

starts to seep in? The way I work, it has to 
be personal. It can’t be a caricature. It can’t 
be an SNL skit. So how do I find myself 
in Jim Bakker, and find him in myself? 
That was the challenge, for sure. I’m not 
really interested in doing this if he’s going 
to be portrayed as a villain and a two-
dimensional foil to [his wife] Tammy. It has 
to be complex.

Jonathan Larson felt that he had to break 
Broadway before he turned 30. You’re 
38, so the big 4-0 is looming. What do 
you still want to achieve?
I think the longer I’m here, the closer I 
am to understanding that it’s fleeting, 
and the closer I get to just spending my 
time near to the things, the people, the 
pursuits, the places that make me feel most 
alive. That can be anything from surfing 
on the Pacific Coast, to falling in love, to 
spending time with my goddaughter, my 
nephews and my godchildren, my father 
and my brother, or with a new group 
of brilliant actors. Who are we, if not the 
connections we make? So I think more 
and more, I’m understanding, for me, 
what makes me feel most alive, and most 
happy, is just connecting with as many 
people as possible. In a true way, in a deep 
way. You know?
 
MAINSTREAM IS ON DIGITAL DOWNLOAD 
8  NOVEMBER. TICK, TICK…BOOM! OPENS IN 
CINEMAS 12 NOVEMBER AND COMES OUT ON 
NETFLIX 19  NOVEMBER. THE EYES OF TAMMY 
FAYE OPENS IN CINEMAS JANUARY 2022 TBC.

WHO ARE WE, IF NOT 
THE CONNECTIONS 

WE MAKE?

ANDREW GARFIELD FAN CLUB

“It’s like a dream to work  
with him. He’s obviously one of 
the greatest actors alive today, 
and he’s also just a remarkable 

human being.”
Emma Stone

“I thought his  
acting was 

remarkable.”
Kazuo Ishiguro

“I put two  
cameras on him and 

he just took off.”
Martin Scorsese
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Director Destin Daniel Cretton’s 
film – not only the first MCU feature 
with an Asian-American lead, but also 
the first to boast a majority Asian cast – 
won’t solve Marvel’s diversity problem 
by itself. But it’s certainly a step in the 
right direction, not to mention a tacit 
acknowledgement of the work still to 
be done as the studio moves from a 

universe almost exclusively inhabited 
by white guys named Chris into 
something slightly more reflective  
of the larger world beyond.

That’s the world in which Shang-Chi 
begins, one in which its underachieving 
hero – a San Francisco valet driver who 
uses the deliberately nondescript alias 
Shaun – can happily exist beneath 

the radar with fellow slacker Katy 
(Awkwafina). Not for him is the life of 
crime his father Wenwu (Tony Leung) 
has pursued as the head of the Ten 
Rings, a nefarious syndicate that has 
“toppled governments and changed the 
course of history” with the aid of the 
superhuman strength-creating, eternal 
life-bestowing bracelets he sports on 
his forearms. 

MARTIAL RESTART
Having fled from his widower dad’s 
military compound as a teenager, 
Shang-Chi (Simu Liu) wants little more 
than regular karaoke and the occasional 
joyride in a client’s motor. Until, that 
is, he encounters some heavies on the 
bus who oblige him to break out the 
devastating martial-arts prowess he 
has hitherto been hiding under the 
most unassuming of bushels.

The thrilling action sequence that 
follows not only kicks the film up a 
gear with its Speed-recalling havoc but 
also reveals its true colours as well: 
as a kick-ass chopsocky blockbuster 

A
lways bet on Asian!” cackles a cocksure comic character on the 
periphery of Shang-Chi And The Legend Of The Ten Rings who has just 
won big off the back of such a wager. It is notable, though – and 
more than a little shaming – that it has taken Marvel 25 films to 

make a similar gambit, having spent the previous 24 keeping Asian characters 
on the sidelines or, worse, having Caucasian performers play them. 
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ring it on
SIMU LIU KICKS THE MCU INTO FRESH TERRITORY…

SEE THIS  
IF YOU 
LIKED... 
DOCTOR 
STRANGE 2016
Marvel’s man of 
mystery paved the 
way for some of 
Shang-Chi’s bolder 
flourishes.

THE FAREWELL 
2019
Awkwafina also 
shines in this moving 
tale of a Chinese 
family keeping 
painful secrets.

MULAN 2020
Niki Caro’s live-
action remake is a 
stirring complement 
to Disney’s animated 
original.

SHANG-CHI AND  
THE LEGEND OF  
THE TEN RINGS 12A
FILM
OUT NOW CINEMAS 
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That’s the last time anyone 
offered him a pamphlet on 
public transport.

IN HIS ELEMENT 
Simu Liu’s Shang-Chi 
finds purpose and 
supernatural powers 
(above, across left).

‘IN AWKWAFINA, MEANWHILE, THE 
AUDIENCE HAS A PERFECT PROXY’

with stylistic links to Crouching Tiger, 
Kung Fu Hustle and the collected works 
of Jackie Chan. (The film is dedicated 
to stunt coordinator Bradley Allan, a 
former member of Chan’s Sing Ga Ban 
team.) A trip to Macau finds Shang-
Chi reuniting with estranged sister 
Xialing (Meng’er Zhang) for vertiginous 
fisticuffs on some skyscraper-clinging 
bamboo scaffolding that Chan himself 
would be proud of. The multiple 
training montages, meanwhile, 
celebrate dogged, sweaty-browed 
persistence as keenly as any Karate Kid.

One thing Shang-Chi doesn’t seem 
particularly beholden to is the MCU 
itself. Indeed, with the exception of 
a poster offering advice for those 
afflicted with ‘Post-Blip Anxiety’ and 
the obligatory handful of fan-pleasing 
cameos, Cretton’s film feels almost 
deliberately separate from its own 

lineage, most notably when the  
story shifts to a mythical domain 
called Ta-Lo, populated by a 
phantasmagorical array of outlandish 

America: Civil War

first Avengers  
 

 

up to  

the studio hasn’t lost 
its own appetite for 
gargantuan effects- 
laden spectacle.

IN THE MOOD  
FOR LEUNG
As much as the visuals divert, though, 
it’s the cast that proves the film’s most 
eye-catching element, Cretton wisely 
surrounding his likeable yet slightly 
anonymous lead with a line-up of 
top-notch talent. Leung, in his first 
English-speaking role, brings a lifetime 
of gravitas to the unusually complex 
Wenwu, a man whose devotion to 
his late wife (Fala Chen) provides the 
impetus for his world-endangering 
ambitions, while Michelle Yeoh exudes 
both warmth and strength in her role 
as Ta-Lo’s chief protector. 

In Awkwafina, meanwhile, the 
audience has a perfect proxy, her 
slack-jawed bemusement at the 
craziness her workmate introduces 
her to providing a constant source of 
pomposity-puncturing humour. That 
their relationship remains staunchly 

 

Shang-Chi doesn’t feel part  

 
, firmly steers the  

Neil Smith
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Much of the film plays like a 
straight-from-the-page adaptation 
of a gritty graphic novel. Take, for 
example, the neon-lit, ’50s-style diner 
that serves as neutral territory for 
various spies and killers, or the magical 
library/assassins’ lair where most 
of the reckless gunplay ensues. The 
stylistic flourishes are all-consuming. 
It is always raining. A hot pink strobe 
light is always flashing somewhere, 
and everyone is dressed in impeccably 
tailored, retro-inspired outfits.

Yet the story was conceived 
whole cloth by writer/director Navot 

Papushado (Big Bad Wolves), with 
co-writer Ehud Lavski. Papushado 

As over the top as all the 
blood and glitter might 
be, however, there 
is a very human story 
underneath. Gillan’s Sam 
is both a ruthless assassin 
and a tragic, unmoored 
figure, still smarting after 

her mother vanished from her life 
following a botched assignment years 
ago. When her latest gun battle leaves 
an eight-year-old girl in jeopardy, 
Sam’s traumatic past comes back to 
haunt her, and she is determined not 
to repeat her mother’s mistakes.

It might not be easy to wedge a 
coming-of-age drama into the middle 
of an orgy of kinetic ultra-violence, 
but Gunpowder Milkshake somehow 
manages it. Gillan does an admirable 
job of balancing vulnerability with 
her sociopathic tendencies, while her 
supports are dynamite, particularly 
Sam’s trio of ass-kicking, gun-toting 
protectors (Angela Bassett, Carla 
Gugino, Michelle Yeoh) and her hard-
as-nails mother, Scarlet (Lena Headey). 

 

 or  

 

A
lthough the opening of the film features a man being shot point 
blank in the head, Gunpowder Milkshake isn’t the bloody massacre 
you might expect. The story follows Sam (Karen Gillan), the star 
hitwoman in a murky ‘deep-state’ corporation named The Firm, 

who inadvertently sparks off a gang war against a small army of bloodthirsty, 
armed-to-the-teeth maniacs. It’s partly a comedy, partly a tear-jerker about a 
mum and daughter torn apart by decades of bloodshed. But mostly, it’s a high-
velocity, hyper-stylised bullet ballet.

SEE THIS 
IF YOU 
LIKED… 
EVERLY 2014
Salma Hayek 
murders everybody 
who crosses her path 
in this intemperate 
bloodbath.
ATOMIC BLONDE 
2017
Another ass-kicking, 
femme-fatale bullet-
fest for the whole 
family to rally behind.
JOLT 2021
Bad-tempered and 
potty-mouthed, 
a wired-up Kate 
Beckinsale goes  
on a raging  
revenge bender.

There was one copy of The Da 
Vinci Code left in the library, 
and neither of them was giving 
it up without a fight.

GUNPOWDER 
MILKSHAKE 15
FILM
OUT 17 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS, SKY CINEMA

all shook up
BRUTALITY, COMEDY, CHILD PROTECTION. IT’S ALL IN THE BLENDER…
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OLIVER SACKS:  
HIS OWN LIFE 15 
FILM
OUT 29 SEP CINEMAS 4 OCT DIGITAL HD

Ric Burns directs this thorough 
yet conventional documentary 

portrait of Oliver Sacks, the British-
born neurologist and best-selling writer 
whose pioneering work with catatonic 
patients inspired the Hollywood film 
Awakenings. Alongside a lengthy 
interview with Sacks in his New York 
apartment, conducted just months 
before he died of cancer in 2015, the 
film includes testimonies from friends, 
editors and colleagues, who address the 
setbacks and psychological obstacles 
overcome by this remarkably empathetic 
and curious scientist. Tom Dawson

GAGARINE 12A 
FILM
OUT 24 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS, DIGITAL HD

There is much to admire about Gagarine, a dreamy French 
coming-of-age fantasy drama that centres on the 

impending demolition of a rundown housing project on the 
outskirts of Paris. The story’s told from the perspective of 
space-obsessed Black teenager Youri (Alseni Bathily) who, 
together with pals Diana (Lyna Khoudri) and Houssam (Jamil 
McCraven), embarks on an imagination-fuelled plan to save 
the housing project. First-timer Bathily is superb, while 
directors Fanny Liatard and Jérémy Trouilh layer in magical 
realism, social commentary, an ice-cool soundtrack and 
beautifully realised relationships between. Leila Latif

OASIS KNEBWORTH 
1996 TBC  
FILM
OUT 23 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS

T he landmark Knebworth House 
gigs where Oasis played to 250,000 

revellers over two zeitgeist-defining 
nights are the stuff of Britpop legend. 
The problem with Jake (son of Ridley) 
Scott’s doc is the emphasis it puts 
on the mostly insipid fan memories 
introducing the gig and interjecting 
throughout. Intended to intensify 
the nostalgia, the commentary adds 
little, and the reconstructed interludes 
distract further. “The music did the 
talking for them,” recalls one attendee. 
If only this film allowed the songs 
the same courtesy. Matt Maytum

SWEETHEART TBC

OUT 24 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS

Until, that is, she claps eyes on 
lifeguard Isla (Ella-Rae Smith), at 
which point this unasked-for sabbatical 
becomes an intoxicating oasis of 
romantic possibilities. We’ve stayed 
in these chalets before to be honest, 
most recently in last year’s equally 
lo-fi Make Up. Yet there’s a warmly 
inviting glow to proceedings that keeps 
us fully invested in AJ’s awkward rite 
of passage, much of it coming from a 
supporting cast of hangers-on who win 

us over with their benevolent tolerance 
of her adolescent stroppiness.

Loki’s Sophia Di Martino is a hoot 
as preggers sister Lucy while Samuel 
Anderson exudes cuddly machismo as 
her put-upon partner Steve. Yet it is 
Hartley who proves most affecting as 
Barlow’s fretting mother, a troubled 
soul who manages to find a touch of 
romance herself during this sweetly 
enjoyable excuse for a stay-cay 
getaway. Neil Smith

W
ith her bucket hat, tinted shades and baggily asexual attire, 
17-year-old AJ (Nell Barlow) is a picture of teenage disaffection in 
Marley Morrison’s appealing debut feature, a product of the same 
Film London-backed Microwave scheme that gave us Shifty and 

Ill Manors. Dragged along with single mum Tina (Jo Hartley) and the rest of her 
brood to a drab resort in Dorset, this sullen misfit could scarcely feel more out of 
place in a dead-end destination where the weather is as grotty as the caravans, 
and the nightly cabaret belongs to a different century.

hat’s amore
LESBIAN ROMANCE IS A WARM-HEARTED WINNER…

FILM

The big question: go see the 
Queen tribute band or the 
ABBA tribute band?
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PRISONERS OF 
THE GHOSTLAND TBC

OUT 17 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS, DIGITAL

Cage plays Hero, a felon imprisoned 
since a bank robbery gone wrong. He is 
sprung by The Governor (Bill Moseley), 
who holds Samurai Town under an iron 
grip and offers Hero a deal – rescue his 
beloved Bernice (Sofia Boutella) from the 
Ghostland and walk away free. There’s 
one catch: to stop him from absconding 
or hurting Bernice, Hero is rigged with 
explosives, his nuts on the line.

Cage has made plenty of odd movies 
in recent years, but in Sono he may have 
found a filmmaker on his wavelength. 
While debts are owed to Mad Max and 

Escape From New York, the pairing 
produces a uniquely barmy apocalyptic 
vision. Japan’s nuclear history is reflected 
in the forsaken Ghostland, wrapped in a 
spirit of unabashed B-movie madness.

There’s much that might be 
considered flaws, like non-existent 
character development, obvious stunt 
doubles, flowery dialogue and a just-go- 
with-it fusion of Eastern and Western 
cultures, but typical criticisms scarcely 
apply. Prisoners exists outside the norms 
of moviemaking. Really there’s only one 
word to describe it: nuts. Jordan Farley

T
here’s a moment in Japanese director Sion Sono’s gonzo East-
meets-Western where Nic Cage gets his nuts blown off, noteworthy 
because it’s only about the 17th-strangest thing to happen in a film 
so unhinged it makes Cage’s average fare look like regency drama.

rocks off
NIC CAGE LOSES A BALL, FINDS A SOULMATE…

REDEMPTION OF A ROGUE 15 
FILM
OUT 1 OCTOBER CINEMAS, DIGITAL HD

Taking inspiration from the New Testament’s Parable 
of the Prodigal Son, this jet-black Irish comedy is the 

first film from award-winning playwright turned writer-
director Philip Doherty. Aaron Monaghan (Assassin’s Creed) 
is mesmerising as the tragic Jimmy, a suicidal outcast who 
returns home with hopes of to putting right his many 
wrongs. The film is a little amateurish in places, and some of 
the humour borders on childish, but any shortcomings are 
compensated for by the slick, acerbic wit at the story’s heart 
and the visual flair in Doherty’s flights of fancy. The end 
result is an impressive, confident debut. Matt Looker 

A BRIXTON TALE TBC 
FILM
OUT NOW CINEMAS, DIGITAL HD

Leah (Lily Newmark), a middle-
class white filmmaker, falls for her 

latest subject Benji (Ola Orebiyi), a shy 
young Black man from a nearby 
housing estate. This stylishly shot, 
portentously scored drama fancies itself 
a parable on privilege, exploitation and 
fame in the internet age, but despite 
two fine central performances its script 
is too slender to support its ambitions. 
Directors Darragh Carey and Bertrand 
Desrochers strive for authenticity, but 
the central romance is so thinly 
sketched that it’s hard to understand 
what Benji sees in the sulky, self-
absorbed Leah. Chris Schilling

FILM

At least the 
helmet was 

still intact.

MY LITTLE SISTER TBC 
FILM
OUT 8 OCTOBER CINEMAS

The younger sister in question is 
middle-aged playwright Lisa (Nina 

Hoss), whose beloved twin brother 
Sven (Lars Eidinger), a theatre actor 
in Berlin, has been diagnosed with an 
aggressive form of leukaemia. Moving 
between the German capital and the 
Swiss Alps, where Lisa lives with her 
husband and children, this naturalistic 
drama from writer-directors Véronique 
Reymond and Stéphanie Chuat 
avoids the easy sentimentality that 
can afflict films concerning terminal 
illness. Hoss and Eidinger excel 
as the emotionally intimate and 
creatively driven twins. Tom Dawson
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After a short talk, he agreed 
to change his approach to 
painting the nursery.

FROM THE VINE 12A 
FILM
OUT NOW CINEMAS, DIGITAL HD

Ahandful of off-kilter choices –  
not least the casting of Joe 

Pantoliano as the lead – just about 
rescue this otherwise routine midlife-
crisis drama. A wealthy executive 
returns to his Italian hometown to 
reopen his grandfather’s vineyard. 
Can he earn the trust of the locals, and 
win back the affection of his wife and 
daughter at the same time? Join-the-
dots plotting means the result is never 
in doubt, while Pantoliano seems to 
be visibly grimacing at some of the 
dialogue. Still, it proceeds from A to 
B amiably enough, and the scenery is 
predictably gorgeous. Chris Schilling

ESCAPE FROM EXTINCTION TBC 
FILM
OUT 17 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS 18 OCTOBER DIGITAL HD  
25 OCTOBER DVD

Anew mass extinction is upon us,” warns narrator Helen 
Mirren as she soberly reveals that more than 680 

species have gone extinct over the last six centuries (mostly 
due to human influence). It’s not all doom and gloom in 
this pro-conservation documentary, however, its true focus 
being the work that (accredited) zoos and aquaria are doing 
to stop more critters joining that number – work the film 
provocatively argues is itself in danger from ill-informed 
activists calling for their closure. It’s propaganda, Jim, but 
not as we know it. Neil Smith

TRUE CALLING TBC 
FILM
OUT 24 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS

On the eve of an election debate, 
government minister Josh Joseph 

(David Smith) returns home to visit 
Maddy (Eliza Marsland), a friend he 
hasn’t seen for 17 years. Unfolding via 
a series of long takes as the pair walk 
and talk through nature, with birds 
singing and a stream burbling nearby, 
Erik Knudsen’s intriguing drama has 
a hint of Linklater’s Before trilogy and 
Nuri Bilge Ceylan’s The Wild Pear Tree 
as it observes its protagonist working 
through his moral and spiritual 
crisis. True Calling swings big and 
doesn’t quite hit, but remains quietly 
riveting throughout. Jamie Graham

NINJABABY TBC

OUT NOW CINEMAS, DIGITAL HD

Kristine Kujath Thorp is endearingly 
unforced as Rakel, a good-time 23-year- 
old and would-be comic artist shocked 
to find herself pregnant from a one- 
night stand. She’s more surprised still 
when a trip to the abortion clinic reveals 
her to be seven months pregnant, by a 
different father than the likeable aikido 
instructor (Nader Khademi) she first 
thought issued the sperm. 

Unprepared for motherhood, Rakel 
pinballs between former lovers and 
prospective foster parents in confusion, 
taunted by her conscience manifested as 

a cartoon baby. While co-writer/director 
Yngvild Sve Flikke handles Rakel’s inner 
and outer conflicts with an easy, none- 
too-whimsical comic touch, she also 
weaves in the feels to stealthy effect. 
The shift to a tenderly introspective tone 
is delicately handled and heart-rending; 
even the inevitable pop-song montage 
disarms. Resisting glib resolutions for 
something more bittersweet and 
believably open-ended, the result is a 
warm-hearted crowd-pleaser that never 
has to strain for effect. Look Who’s 
Talking it is not. Kevin Harley

N
ot to be mistaken for a Prevenge sequel, this rude, winning and 
deceptively affecting Norwegian charmer resembles a dressed-down 
Knocked Up couched in an appealing mess of tricky human feelings. 
Based on a graphic novel, Ninjababy opens with playful cartoonish 

sketches but gradually develops into a modest, yet persuasive portrait of a young 
woman facing tough adult choices, packing a crafty emotional kick.

boss baby
ACE NORWEGIAN COMEDY LISTENS TO MOTHER…

FILM
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EVERYBODY’S  
TALKING ABOUT JAMIE TBC

OUT NOW PRIME VIDEO

A moving flashback sequence, 
meanwhile, affectingly connects its 
hero’s fight to open minds at his local 
comprehensive with earlier struggles 
by the LGBTQ+ community to win 
acceptance and social justice, giving 
some It’s A Sin-style heft to a story that’s 
basically a gay spin on Billy Elliot.

Not all of Dan Gillespie Sells’ pop 
numbers land as surely as they do in 
the West End, while Richard E. Grant, 
in wig and heels as Jamie’s mentor Loco 

Chanelle, struggles with the accent. 
Yet newcomer Harwood is a delightful 
find, while Sarah Lancashire nails every 
scene as his super-supportive mother. 
(Her aching ballad ‘He’s My Boy’ is a 
tear-jerking stand-out.)

ETAJ was headed into cinemas before 
Amazon picked it up, depriving it of 
the collective elation it generates in the 
theatre. But with enough bodies on the 
sofa, it should muster a comparable 
exuberance at home. Neil Smith

I
want to be a boy who sometimes wants to be a girl!” states Jamie New 
(Max Harwood), a 16-year-old from Sheffield whose dreams of being a 
drag queen propel this joyous stage-to-screen transfer. Inspired by a TV 
doc about a real-life Jamie who wore a gown to his high-school dance, 

Jonathan Butterell’s feature debut gives his own stage musical a glossy 
makeover while retaining the original’s cheeky, scrappy charm. 

wonder boy
CROWD-PLEASER GOES TO THE MAX…

Jamie’s mum savours  
a rare moment  
of non-talking.

SWEET THING 15 
FILM   
OUT NOW CINEMAS, DIGITAL HD

Amainstay of the ’90s indie 
Sundance scene, writer/director 

Alexandre Rockwell (In The Soup) is back 
with this charming lo-fi tale. Starring 
the director’s own children, Lana and 
Nico, this (mostly) black-and-white 
coming-of-ager sees a sister and 
brother escape their difficult home 
life, dominated by a drunken, abusive 
father (Will Patton), and hit the road. 
Like a boy’s (and girl’s) own adventure, 
the result is as sweet-natured as the 
title suggests – a sort of modern-
day Huckleberry Finn full of fantasy, 
possibility and grim realities.  
James Mottram

I AM BELMAYA 12A 
FILM   
OUT 11 OCTOBER CINEMAS, DIGITAL HD

Aformer journalist turned 
filmmaker and women’s rights 

advocate, Sue Carpenter directs this 
wonderful documentary about a 
young Nepalese woman who finds 
strength through the camera lens. 
Belmaya Nepali has been silenced 
and undermined her entire life, but 
she yearns for independence and the 
freedom to express herself. A chronicle 
of Belmaya’s journey from first picking 
up a camera to becoming a fully fledged 
documentary filmmaker, the film pays 
moving testimony to the power of 
cinema and self-expression.  
Leila Latif

FILM

THE STORY OF LOOKING 15 
FILM
OUT NOW CINEMAS, VIRTUAL CINEMAS

The prospect of eye surgery to remove a cataract and 
prevent macular degeneration inspired filmmaker 

Mark Cousins to embark on this typically idiosyncratic and 
digressive meditation on the role of looking in our lives. 
Restricted by Covid-enforced lockdown conditions, the 
writer/director draws on images he has personally shot  
from around the world over several decades, together with 
clips from countless films and stills of paintings, to illustrate 
powerful and sometimes rapturous feelings which are elicited 
through the simple act of observation.  
Tom Dawson
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THE MAN WHO  
SOLD HIS SKIN 15 
FILM   
OUT 24 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS

The first ever Tunisian film to be 
Oscar-nominated, Kaouther Ben 

Hania’s provocative drama comes 
inspired by a real-life art project, when 
Belgian artist Wim Delvoye tattooed his 
subject’s back and exhibited/sold the 
work. Ben Hania takes that idea as the 
springboard for the tale of a wealthy 
painter (Koen De Bouw) who convinces 
a Syrian refugee (Yahya Mahayni) 
to become his canvas. So begins an 
intriguing work about politics, freedom 
and the price of art, rendered with  
bold cinematic brushstrokes.  
James Mottram

NOTORIOUS NICK 12 
FILM   EXTRAS
OUT NOW DVD, DIGITAL HD 
EXTRAS None

The story of one-armed MMA 
fighter Nick Newell is an 

inspirational one, battling not just 
opponents but prejudice to rise to the 
top of his profession. Sadly, this glossy 
biopic starring Cody Christian (MTV’s 

) turns decades of struggle into 
a cliché-ridden sports flick that favours 
peppy training montages and rousing 
speeches over any of the scarred soul 
that Darren Aronofsky brought to 
The Wrestler. Still, the energetic fight 
sequences have punch (and kick), and 
there are lots of them.  
Jamie Graham

THE ALPINIST 12A 
  
OUT 24 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS

From Yosemite origin story Valley Uprising to the epic  
Reel Rock series, filmmaker Peter Mortimer often 

unearths interesting tales in the rock-climbing community. 
In The Alpinist, he tracks a thrilling and poignant journey for 
his most intimate film yet. This biographical documentary 
charts the life of the late, unsung adventurer Marc-André 
Leclerc, who completed ascents that even filled Free Solo 
subject Alex Honnold with envy. The inscrutable subject 
often seeks distance, but the director’s shrewd approach 
ensures the film remains compelling.  
Musanna Ahmed

COME PLAY 15 
FILM   
OUT NOW DIGITAL HD

Adapted from his own effective short film, writer/ 
director Jacob Chase’s supernatural horror lacks the 

substance to justify a more fleshed-out treatment. Gillian 
Jacobs and John Gallagher Jr. play parents to an autistic 
boy, Oliver (Azhy Robertson), whose communication app 
manifests “misunderstood monster” Larry from a creepy 
book. The story plays like a cyber Babadook, and while Chase 
delivers expert horror tension and an imaginative monster 
design, his good work is undermined by an inconsistent 
script that fails to hide the utter absurdity at hand.  
Matt Looker 

FATHER OF  
THE CYBORGS TBC 
FILM   
OUT 24 SEP CINEMAS 25 OCT DIGITAL HD

Exploring the career of controversial 
neurologist Phil Kennedy, who 

experimented on his own brain, this 
doc is a fascinating, visually interesting 
study of science and ethics, even if 
it fails to draw any real conclusions. 
From Kennedy’s first newsworthy 
breakthrough – connecting the brain 
of a paralysed man to a computer – to 
continuing his research on himself at 
huge risk, the film strongly suggests 
that future developments in brain 
enhancements are inevitable. It merely 
hints, however, at their potential 
benefits and dangers. Matt Looker

THE DJINN TBC 
FILM   
OUT 24 SEP CINEMAS 27 SEP DIGITAL HD

Restraint is a virtue in David 
Charbonier/Justin Powell’s thin 

yet focused chamber-chiller, a (mostly) 
one-handed horror that knows its 
limitations and navigates them 
resourcefully. Ezra Dewey holds the 
attention as Dylan, a mute kid with a 
history of trauma who invokes demons 
when left alone (or not…) in a new 
apartment while Dad’s at work. That’s 
it plot-wise, but the directors utilise 
space, sound and shadows fluently, 
with PTSD subtexts and a tingly synth 
score adding texture to a steady-
handed exercise in contained tension. 
Kevin Harley

FILM                      
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Well, Copshop is an improvement 
on the string of leaden, charmless 
action-thrillers that came in the five 
or six years leading up to Greenland, 
but it doesn’t, sadly, complete a one-
two gut-punch to confirm that Butler 
is indeed the charismatic star we all 
thought he was when he clenched 
his six-pack and bellowed, “This is 
Sparta!” in Zack Snyder’s 300.

Directed and co-scripted by 
Joe Carnahan, who himself knows 
something about starting with verve 
(Blood, Guts, Bullets And Octane, Narc) 
then becoming a Hollywood player (The 
A-Team) then losing his way (Stretch, 
Boss Level), Copshop opens in the Nevada 
desert as con artist Teddy Murretto 
(Frank Grillo) hatches a desperate plan 

to escape hitman Bob Viddick (Butler). 
He strikes rookie officer Valerie Young 
(Alexis Louder, stealing the show from 
her seasoned co-stars) to get himself 
banged up in clink, only for Viddick 
to follow suit, orchestrating his own 
arrest to land in the cell opposite. 

Now it’s a case of the pair talking the 
talk until they get a chance to escape 
their cages and walk the walk… or 
rather, beat each other senseless 
and shoot holes in one another.

For 30 minutes or so, Copshop is 
chock-full of mystery and edge, and 
manages to be what so few films can  
be – cool. It almost plays like one of  
the many Tarantino rip-offs that 
cluttered the market in the ’90s, only 
good, with its sharp visuals and moody, 
leftfield song choices complemented 
by vivid dialogue. “You look like Tom 
Cruise in that Samurai picture no one 
watched,” is a choice way to ridicule 
someone’s man-bun.

What a shame, then, that 
Carnahan’s explosively entertaining 
and hip start to his thriller slowly 
descends into standard shoot-’em-up 
material, losing its firepower once the 
guns come out. Not even the arrival of 
a second hitman, this one played by 
Toby Huss as a colourful psychopath, 
can prevent audience engagement from 
dwindling away. An epilogue plays it 
cool again, and we can’t help but wish 
for what might have been – but then 
Copshop’s director and star know just 
how tricky it is to keep your edge.  
Jamie Graham

W
ith the release of Greenland on Prime Video earlier this year, the 
most peculiar thing happened: so urgent and thrilling and sick-
to-the-stomach-making was this eco-disaster action movie, 
suddenly the thought of a new Gerard Butler picture was not 

something to induce shudders.

SEE THIS 
IF YOU 
LIKED… 
THE TERMINATOR 
1984
If you want to see 
how a shootout in  
a copshop should  
be done.
GO 1999
Doug Liman’s 
energetic follow-up 
to Swingers wore its 
QT inspirations on  
its bloody sleeve.
SMOKIN’ ACES 
2006
Carnahan directs 
Jeremy Piven, Ryan 
Reynolds and Ray 
Liotta in a crazed 
crimcom actioner.

Extreme measures were 
needed to keep Gerry away 

from the hair gel.

COPSHOP 15
FILM
OUT NOW CINEMAS

all shook up
GERARD BUTLER STARTS STRONG, STUMBLES. AGAIN…
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It was clear that 
Yahya was avoiding 
mirrors at all costs.

HANDSOME 12A 
FILM
OUT NOW DIGITAL HD

This documentary follows two 
brothers: Alex, who has Down’s 

syndrome, and Nick, who cares for 
him. The bond between the two is 
soaringly lovely and fortified by their 
journey around the world to meet 
other siblings with similar experiences. 
While the film asks some interesting 
questions about sibling bonds, biases 
and prejudices about people with 
Down’s syndrome and the frustrations 
that come with being a carer, it stops 
short of going much deeper than that. 
But despite its shortcomings, it will 
certainly warm even the coldest  
of hearts. Leila Latif

THE HITMAN’S WIFE’S 
BODYGUARD 15 
FILM   EXTRAS
OUT NOW DVD, BD, 4K UHD, DIGITAL HD 
EXTRAS Featurettes, Gag reel, TBC

On sabbatical in Capri, Ryan Reynolds’ smart-mouth 
bodyguard is settling down for some R&R when Salma 

Hayek’s mad-as-a-brush Sonia implores him to rescue 
her hitman hubbie (Samuel L. Jackson). The trio soon help 
Interpol tackle Antonio Banderas’ slippery billionaire in an 
amped-up-to-11 sequel, which would get samey without 
the relish our leads take in the lively, zinger-filled script. 
If you can stomach the bone-crunching violence, consider 
the dumb-fun summer-movie box ticked. James Mottram

ROSE PLAYS JULIE 15 
FILM
OUT NOW CINEMAS

Adopted as a child, Irish veterinary 
student Rose (Ann Skelly) decides 

to make contact with her birth mother, 
actress Ellen (Orla Brady). The dark 
secrets she unearths in her mission 
see her spinning into the orbit of 
a successful archaeologist (Aidan 
Gillen), putting both herself and her 
entire self-identity at risk. Christine 
Molloy and Joe Lawlor, aka Desperate 
Optimists (Helen, Mister John), are 
masters at generating unease and  
do so in spades with their latest 
psycho-thriller, a formally austere 
suspenser with a foreboding Stephen 
McKeon score. Neil Smith

CANDYMAN 15

OUT NOW CINEMAS

Yet it is technically still a sequel. 
We pick up the story in real time, with 
Chicago’s Cabrini-Green housing project 
consumed by luxury flats, home to 
frustrated artist Anthony (Yahya Abdul-
Mateen II) and his partner, Brianna 
(Teyonah Parris), a museum curator. 
When Anthony discovers the Candyman 
lore, his artwork gets a new creative 
hook, but the mythos consumes him.

Director Nia DaCosta co-writes with 
Jordan Peele, who also produces. As in 
Peele’s Get Out and Us, Candyman makes 
for a fitting vehicle to explore the Black 
experience in the US, and this take feels 
timely, but often offers more in terms of 

ideas and atmosphere than a satisfying 
plot or lasting scares.

A shadow-puppetry primer 
offers one of many impressive visual 
flourishes, while DaCosta sustains a tone 
of considerable dread, staging inventive 
kills. Splashes of icky body-horror recall 
Cronenberg’s The Fly, although – like 
the way the film expands the existing 
mythology - they don’t quite make 
narrative sense. And when the internal 
logic’s questionable, it’s hard to feel 
invested or scared. Despite the sharp 
social commentary and slick genre 
trappings, this Candyman seems unlikely 
to linger in the memory. Matt Maytum

L
ike the 2018 revival of Halloween, Candyman (2021) is that unusual 
sequel/reboot hybrid: a follow-up that discards the continuity of 
existing sequels, while retaining the title of Bernard Rose’s beloved 
1992 original. 

buzz killer
BEE AFRAID. BEE MILDLY AFRAID…
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REMINISCENCE 12A

OUT NOW CINEMAS

Using a bath-like device called ‘the 
tank’, Bannister and business partner 
Watts (Thandiwe Newton) access 
clients’ formative experiences and 
project them as 3D holograms for those 
wishing to wallow in the past. Yet when 
Nick meets and falls for archetypal 
femme fatale Mae (Rebecca Ferguson), 
whose memories reveal involvement 
in murders, things change. As she 
disappears, Bannister begins to comb 
through her past using ‘the tank’.

Making her feature debut, Joy 
assembles an ambitious mix of science 
fiction and old-fashioned detective noir. 

True, plenty of moments feel snatched 
from better movies – The Matrix, 
Memento. Yet with Jackman providing  
a robust lead, Reminiscence remains  
a mystery rich in atmosphere, thanks 
to DoP Paul Cameron’s moody lensing. 
The Miami-under-water scenes also 
provide a stark expression of climate 
change – science fact, essentially.

The film falters with its one-note 
female characters: Mae is a male 
fantasy figure, while Newton gets little 
to do. It’s a shame, for Reminiscence has 
some impressive ingredients floating 
in its murky mix. James Mottram

N
othing is more addictive than the past,” mutters Nick Bannister 
(Hugh Jackman), the morally questionable gumshoe at the heart of 
Lisa Joy’s engaging, if flawed future-noir. Living in Miami, at a time 
when rising oceans have left large portions of the city submerged, 

Bannister plunders people’s memories for the lucrative nostalgia market.

past imperfect
FLAWED SCI-FI OFFERS TANKS FOR THE MEMORIES…

“Hugh, I love you, but it’s 
time to stop wearing the 

Wolverine top now.”

TOGETHER 
TOGETHER 15 
FILM   
OUT 20 SEPTEMBER DIGITAL 

Hot on the stirrupped heels of The 
Surrogate comes another tale 

of parenthood-by-proxy, this time 
instigated by a single man (Ed Helms) 
who wants to raise a kid by himself. To 
do so he needs Anna (Patti Harrison), 
a directionless twentysomething who 
finds there’s more to this oddball than 
meets the eye. Writer-director Nikole 
Beckwith draws a fetching sketch of 
an unconventional friendship in an 
amiable indie that finds time between 
trimesters to skewer the age gap 
between characters in Woody Allen 
films. Neil Smith

THE BALLAD OF 
BILLY MCCRAE TBC 
FILM   
OUT 24 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS

Returning from a failed business 
venture in Canada, burly 

construction worker Chris (Ian Virgo) 
is warned that new boss Billy (David 
Hayman) is not to be trifled with – only 
to fall in love with his daughter Elen 
(Sianad Gregory). This low-budget 
Welsh noir is dramatically inert, 
focusing on an unconvincing, apathetic 
romance. As the film ambles towards 
a risible late twist, Hayman remains 
watchable, if hardly overstretched – 
Billy is no more than a variation on 
the hardman role we’ve seen him 
do better elsewhere. Chris Schilling

FILM

MY NAME IS PAULI MURRAY TBC 
FILM
OUT 1 OCTOBER CINEMAS, PRIME VIDEO

ABlack, gender-non-conforming lawyer, poet and priest, 
Pauli Murray was energetically attacking US segregation 

and sexist laws decades before the ’60s Civil Rights struggle. 
Determined to pull them from obscurity, directors Betsy 
West and Julie Cohen paint a thoughtful if slightly earnest, 
archive-rich portrait of Murray’s wide wanderings (from ’30s 
train-hopping hobo to respected ’70s academic and feminist 
activist, they were a fearless trailblazer). Most fascinatingly, 
Murray’s historic arguments about LGBTQ+ rights are used 
by trans and queer activists today, potent weapons in another 
generation’s fierce cultural battles. Kate Stables
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THE BOMBING 15 
FILM   
OUT NOW AMAZON PRIME VIDEO

Xiao Feng’s Chinese war epic 
recruits Bruce Willis as a 

grizzled general in a story based on 
The Bombing of Chongqing. Wildly 
jingoistic, it’s bloated with redundant 
storylines (including a blink-and-
miss Adrien Brody) aiming for – and 
missing – emotional resonance. It 
also struggles for pace, although the 
air-based action occasionally thrills. 
Refreshingly though, Willis seems up 
for it, however superfluous his role is, 
while the ensemble of young Chinese 
airmen gives a spirited if unsuccessful 
fight against the Bayhem-level barrage 
of CG explosions. Erlingur Einarsson

GETTING AWAY  
WITH MURDER(S) 15 
FILM   
OUT 1 OCTOBER CINEMAS

Released to coincide with the 75th 
anniversary of sentencing at the 

International Military Tribunal at 
Nuremberg, this epic doc asks some 
troubling questions. Why did so few of 
those who participated in the Holocaust 
face justice after WW2? And why were 
perpetrators of Nazi war crimes allowed 
to live unpunished in the UK? British 
director David Nicholas Wilkinson 
travels across Europe where massacres 
took place and interviews survivors, 
former prosecutors and historians in an 
understandably gruelling yet thought-
provoking film. Tom Dawson

SNAKE EYES:  
G.I. JOE ORIGINS 12A 

  
OUT NOW CINEMAS

For the third film inspired by the toy line, Henry Golding 
takes up the role of Snake Eyes, a cage fighter whose 

pursuit of vengeance for his father’s murder leads him to 
join a Japanese yakuza boss’ posse. Spirited away to Tokyo, 
Golding’s fighter must undertake three trials to prove 
himself. While director Robert Schwentke delivers solid 
martial-arts action, a muscled-up Golding makes for a 
charismatic lead. Though the same can’t be said for Samara 
Weaving’s wooden Scarlett, Snake Eyes is a serviceable 
improvement on its predecessors. James Mottram

LA CHA CHA 15 
FILM   
OUT NOW CINEMAS, DIGITAL

One of the many lockdown-related films to have 
emerged of late, Twin Town director Kevin Allen’s 

comedy was shot on iPhones in Wales, telling the story 
of an eccentric retirement community struggling to keep 
afloat. Despite sporting a decent cast (Rhys Ifans, Alfie 
Allen, Dougray Scott), some bawdy humour and tonnes  
of nudity, La Cha Cha is an utter bore and feels like some 
sort of performance art, challenging the viewer to sit 
through it. At least those involved alleviated some of  
their lockdown boredom making it.  
Leila Latif

FREAKSCENE:  
THE STORY OF 
DINOSAUR JR. TBC 
FILM   
OUT 1 OCTOBER CINEMAS

Alt-rock pioneers Dinosaur Jr. 
helped define the sound of a 

generation with their blend of melody 
and noise. This doc recounts the volatile 
group’s rise, fall and resurrection, with 
undiluted access to core trio J. Mascis, 
Lou Barlow and Murph. Their story is as 
scrappily exhilarating as the music, at 
least until it reaches the far less 
compelling post-reunion second act, at 
which point director Philipp 
Reichenheim (J. Mascis’ brother-in-
law) settles for simply hanging out with 
the now-harmonious band. Simon 

MANDIBLES TBC 
FILM   
OUT 17 SEPTEMBER CINEMAS  
20 SEPTEMBER DIGITAL

Deerskin writer-director Quentin 
Dupieux returns with this oddball 

yet sweet-natured comedy: think a 
Gallic E.T. meets Dumb And Dumber on 
a sunny Côte d’Azur. Manu (Grégoire 
Ludig) and Jean-Gab (David Marsais) 
are the particularly dim-witted slackers 
and best buddies who, upon discovering 
a giant fly in the boot of their stolen 
Mercedes, decide to train the insect 
into carrying out drone-style bank 
robberies. Some of the verbal humour 
gets lost in translation, but the film’s 
warmth towards its lead characters is 
palpable. Tom Dawson
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JOHNNY GUITAR PG

1954 OUT NOW BD 
EXTRAS Commentary, Introductions, Interview, Video essays, Limited edition book

Johnny Guitar does draw on some 
generic conventions: there are shoot-
outs and chases on horseback, outlaw 
gangs and vengeful posses. Yet Ray  
and screenwriter Philip Yordan also  
tear up the rulebook by making the 
traditionally male hero a gun-toting, 
cross-dressing woman named Vienna 
(an imperious Joan Crawford), who 
incurs the fury of locals led by the 
jealous Emma (Mercedes McCambridge). 
Riding into town to assist Vienna is her 
nomadic former lover (Sterling Hayden), 
the titular guitarist.  

A baroque, dreamlike atmosphere 
is achieved via oversaturated colours, 
stylised interiors and painted backdrops, 
alongside the mannered dialogue and 
deliberately excessive performances. 
Plentiful extras pay tribute to the 
film’s visual and thematic richness, 
with an array of interpretations, be 
they psychoanalytical, socio-political, 
mythical or proto-feminist. Nearly 
seven decades on from its original 
release, the fundamental strangeness 
of Ray’s extravagant fable still blazes 
brightly. Tom Dawson

D
igitally restored for Blu-ray, this delirious mid-’50s western-
cum-melodrama is directed by Nicholas Ray, a filmmaker with a 
fascination for anguished misfits and disillusioned outsiders. Made 
for the minor Hollywood studio Republic, it emerged in an era 

when the McCarthyite anti-Communist witch-hunts had rocked the industry. 

highly strung
OATER WITH THE MOST STILL DAZZLES…

“Again, I’m very sorry 
I put our sheep in 
that hot-air balloon.”

PROPHECY 15 
FILM   EXTRAS
1979 OUT NOW BD 
EXTRAS Commentaries, Featurettes, 
Galleries, Booklet

There’s a fascinating eco-horror 
setup at the heart of John 

Frankenheimer’s revenge-of-nature 
flick. Unfortunately, it ends up 
squashed by the unintentional hilarity 
of Prophecy’s goofy rubber monster 
antics; including the notorious scene 
where the mutant bear swats a child in 
a sleeping bag, causing him to explode 
into a cloud of feathers. As screenwriter 
David Seltzer tactfully puts it, “What 
John filmed is exactly what was on the 
page, and yet very different in tone and 
substance.” Anton van Beek

THE SERVANT 12 
FILM   EXTRAS
1963 OUT NOW CINEMAS, 4K UHD, BD, DVD 
EXTRAS Interviews, Featurette, Video essays, 
Booklet

Joseph Losey’s chilling classic 
gets a 4K restoration to mark the 

centenary of Dirk Bogarde, who here 
plays manservant Hugo, hired by 
aristocratic bachelor Tony (James Fox). 
Soon Hugo’s girlfriend (Sarah Miles), 
masquerading as his sister, is employed 
as a maid, and positions of class and 
sexuality mutate amid voluminous 
shadows and skewed camera angles. 
Scripted by Harold Pinter, this ruthless 
but far from mirthless gem influenced 
Performance, Parasite and more, but 
remains a singular work. Jamie Graham

FILM EXTRAS

CYBORG 18 
FILM
1989 OUT NOW BD 
EXTRAS Commentaries, Featurettes, Gallery, Poster, Art cards

In a post-apocalyptic future populated by people named 
exclusively after guitars, bounty hunter Gibson 

Rickenbacker (Jean-Claude Van Damme) battles steroidal 
punk pirate Fender Tremolo (Vincent Klyn) over the key  
to humanity’s survival. Born out of the ashes of a failed 
Masters Of The Universe sequel, the clunky Cyborg feels every 
bit like a film hurriedly written over a weekend to make use 
of pre-existing sets to save on budget. Pure ’80s action 
cheese, then, but popular enough to kickstart two separate 
film trilogies. Anton van Beek

EXTRAS
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JUST A GIGOLO 12 
FILM   EXTRAS
1978 OUT NOW BD  
EXTRAS Commentary, Featurette,  
CD soundtrack, Booklet

Dismissed by David Bowie as being 
“my 32 Elvis Presley movies rolled 

into one,” this tonally uneven, but still 
enjoyable, comic melodrama casts the 
chameleonic singer as a Prussian WW1 
veteran who returns home to Berlin 
and ends up working as a high-class 
gigolo. As is often the case with curios 
such as this, the most interesting 
stories come from the other side of the 
camera. But what else would you expect 
from a film whose extraordinary cast 
also includes Kim Novak and Marlene 
Dietrich? Anton van Beek

THE GOONIES 12 
FILM   EXTRAS
1985 OUT NOW STEELBOOK, 4K UHD 
EXTRAS Commentary, Making of, Deleted 
scenes, Music video, Enamel pin, Poster

Undervalued on release, Richard 
Donner’s adventure flick is now 

firmly cemented as a kids’ classic. 
Christopher Columbus’ treasure-
seeking story is textbook stuff, but 
with indelible characters, memorable 
set-pieces and a still-stirring rich 
vs. poor subtext. Donner directs with 
assurance, capturing the Goonies’ 
delightfully coarse, naturalistic banter 
in agile, empathetic takes. The cast 
is one of cinema’s best adolescent 
ensembles, making this a gang every 
kid wants to join. Simon Kinnear

THE BIG FIX 15 
FILM   EXTRAS
1978 OUT NOW BD  
EXTRAS Commentary, Featurettes, Galleries, Booklet

Acomic sibling of sorts to Altman’s The Long Goodbye 
(1973), this similarly shaggy 1970s neo-noir stars 

Richard Dreyfuss as a “would-be Marxist gumshoe” caught 
up in a labyrinthine case involving an old flame, a missing 
student radical and a political smear campaign. A compelling 
mystery as well as an astute study of the failures of the 
flower-power generation (“Being a revolutionary in America 
is like being a spoilsport at an orgy…”), this criminally 
underrated gem is perfectly ripe for rediscovery.  
Anton van Beek

ALL ABOUT EVE 12 
FILM   EXTRAS
1950 OUT NOW BD 
EXTRAS Commentaries, Featurettes, Interviews, Essay

Fourteen Oscar nods and six wins, including Best Picture, 
Director and Screenplay – Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s 

searing showbiz tale is one time the Academy got it spot-on. 
Bette Davis bristles as Broadway legend Margo Channing, 
gradually undermined by Eve Harrington (Anne Baxter), 
the fangirl she hires as an assistant. Acerbically scripted 
by Mankiewicz (younger bro to Herman, lately of David 
Fincher’s Mank), this meditation on fame, jealousy, ageing, 
and gender is one of the great studio films. Criterion extras 
are suitably lush. James Mottram

MR. KLEIN 12 
FILM   EXTRAS
1976 OUT NOW BD 
EXTRAS Interview, Featurette

Alain Delon stars as the eponymous 
art dealer desperately hunting  

the man who has stolen his identity  
in this moody and ambiguous thriller 
from The Servant’s Joseph Losey, set  
in 1942 in occupied Paris. Delon’s 
unscrupulous Klein, who buys paintings 
from those desperate to flee the 
country, must prove his heritage in  
a film that brings home the horrors 
faced by Jewish citizens during WW2. 
As it heads towards its disturbing 
climax, Mr. Klein still works supremely 
as a film of mounting paranoia  
and fear. James Mottram

PARANORMAL 
ACTIVITY 15 
FILM   EXTRAS
2007 OUT NOW BD 
EXTRAS Commentaries, Featurettes, Alt 
ending, Deleted scene, Booklet

Made for just $15K, Oren Peli’s 
Blair Witch-style chiller wound up 

taking almost $200m worldwide and 
sparked a renewed craze for found-
footage horrors. A decade on though, 
it’s hard to see why we all went loopy 
for this tale of a young couple haunted 
in their beds by a sinister demon, or 
why it went on to spawn five sequel/
prequels. If you fancy revisiting it, you 
may want to skip over the scare-free 
downtime that punctuates its  
nocturnal shivers. Neil Smith

FILM                      
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new hope
 EAST MEETS WEST IN ANIME 
ANTHOLOGY STAR WARS: VISIONS…

Indeed, it’s not just anime. As 
any self-respecting Star Wars fan 
knows, Japanese cinema – specifically 
Akira Kurosawa’s work – was a huge 
inspiration when George Lucas put 
the first building blocks in place 
for 1977’s A New Hope. So now, as a 
certain black-clad villain might say, 
the circle is complete. Or as producer 
Kanako Shirasaki puts it, “These 
creators in the Star Wars: Visions 
[anthology] can pay homage back 
to George Lucas and Kurosawa.”

Even so, Kurosawa’s The Hidden 
Fortress and other Samurai works are 
hardly the sole source of inspiration 
here. Take ‘Tatooine Rhapsody’, a rock 
opera from Studio Colorido. “That 
is a story about friends and family,” 
explains Waugh. “It’s a story about a 
band that sticks together through thick 
and thin and is willing to sacrifice for 
each other. And that’s an incredibly Star 
Wars story that’s rich and has heart.”

With promised appearances 
from bounty hunter Boba Fett and 

F
rom a galaxy far, far away – well, Japan – comes Star Wars: Visions, 
a new and very unique animation anthology. Nine short stories, 
produced by seven different Japanese anime studios, each reaching 
into the furthest corners of the Star Wars universe. In truth, it’s 

not quite as out there as it sounds. “I say this all the time, we love Japanese 
animation at Lucasfilm,” says Visions executive producer James Waugh. “If 
you’re a fan of Clone Wars, I’m sure you’ve seen the influence.”

For the most part, the anime studios 
all reached into the more off-kilter 
parts of the galaxy towards aliens and 
droids you might not instantly know. 
In Geno Studio’s  ‘Lop And Ochō’, the 
anime partly follows the adventures 
of a space-bunny named Lop, who 
rather resembles smuggler Jaxxon, 
the anthropomorphic bunny seen in 
various Star Wars comics. When it came 
to Lop, “It just seemed like a perfect 
fit,” says Waugh. “There was some 
heritage there with Star Wars and it just 
perfectly suits the story.” 

Ghost In The Shell and 

FULL CIRCLE 
The Kurosawa-
inspired world of 
Star Wars gets the 
anime treatment.

BIG DREAMS 
T0-B1 is a droid who 
longs to become a 
Jedi (below).

gangster-slug Jabba the Hutt, it’s also 
the only one of the nine cartoons with 
characters that casual fans will know. 
Waugh claims that there were no rules 
against using original characters. “We 
didn’t stop people. We didn’t say, ‘Don’t 
use that character.’ But if you’re going 
to use the character, it would have to be 
earned. It has to not be that character 
for the character’s sake. It would have 
to organically fit into the storytelling.”

So while you shouldn’t go into 
Visions expecting Yoda or Luke to pop 
up, there’s plenty of recognisable 
hardware. Well, sort of. In Trigger’s 
‘The Twins’, which imagines a story 
of siblings born to the Dark Side, fans 
will even get to see a co-joined Star 
Destroyer, a “mind-blowing” concept 
says Shirasaki. “In anime, they use very 
exaggerated expression all the time. So 
they just push their imagination to the 
maximum. OK, let’s do this. I’m sure 
they were like, ‘Let’s see if Lucasfilm 
say no to this. But Lucasfilm was very 
open to ideas.”
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As you would expect, some shorts 
are heavily inspired by Japanese 
(as well as Star Wars) culture. Like 
‘The Duel’, a short centred on the 
theme of selflessness that features 
a Samurai-esque Jedi and Sith and 
an astromech droid with, er, a straw 
hat. Created by the studio Kamikaze 
Douga, it’s rendered in black-and-
white, with splashes of colour, such as 
swishing lightsabers. “Visually, it’s just 
stunning,” adds Shirasaki. “I’m sure 
this will create a lot of sensation.” 

As for the score, each short will 
feature original music, but how much 
of John Williams’ triumphant fanfare 
is being featured? “There are moments 
that aspire to emotionally do what John 
Williams did,” says Waugh. “But there 
are definitely scores that take complete 
swings and really lean into kind of 
traditional Japanese instruments. 

There is even a rock song for ‘Tattooine 
Rhapsody’ that’s definitely not John 
Williams. It’s more Ramones than  
John Williams!”

If this suggests just how off-the-
wall Visions is, it will likely prove a fan’s 
delight, with Waugh promising there 
will be “all sorts of Easter eggs”. With 
all the shorts available with a choice of 
an English dub or the original Japanese 
dialogue recording, depending on your 
preference, the watchword, it seems, 
is inclusivity. “All Star Wars stories, 
we feel, should be for everybody,” 
the executive producer says. “We’re 
making a franchise that’s broad – one 
that tells human stories that are very 
mythic, and people can relate to.”  
James Mottram

STAR WARS: VISIONS IS AVAILABLE ON 
DISNEY + FROM 22 SEPTEMBER.

SEE THIS 
IF YOU 
LIKED… 
THE 
MANDALORIAN 
2019-PRESENT
Jon Favreau’s space 
western, starring 
Pedro Pascal, re-set 
the bar for all Star 
Wars spin-offs. 

THE HIDDEN 
FORTRESS 1958
Kurosawa’s tale of 
two peasants on a 
mission that Lucas 
took inspiration from 
for A New Hope.

STAR WARS: THE 
CLONE WARS 
2008-20
The grandaddy of 
Star Wars animation 
shows, one that 
inspired various 
spin-offs.  

‘WE DIDN’T STOP PEOPLE. WE DIDN’T 
SAY, “DON’T USE THAT CHARACTER.”’ 
JAMES WAUGH
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compassion project
STEPHEN GRAHAM AND JODIE COMER ON COVID DRAMA HELP…

MAKING 
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How did Help come about?
STEPHEN GRAHAM: I was at some 
awards thing with Jack and asked 
him to write something for me and 
Jodie. He told me he’d been speaking 
to Jodie about doing something set 
in Liverpool, so that was where it 
began. Later on, we workshopped a 
few things, then Jack had this other 
idea about Covid and a care home. It 
was a real collaboration between the 
three of us, because Jodie and I are 
executive producers on this as well. 
It’s nice to sit at the grown-ups table!

This story will feel personal for a lot 

of people. Did that mean added 
pressure for you?
SG: We’re fortunate to be a part 
of something that gives a voice to 
people who wouldn’t be able to put 
their case forward normally. There’s 
a duty of care we have as storytellers 
to treat this matter with care and get 
it right, and the attention to detail 
here was exceptional. I spoke with 
people suffering from different types 
of dementia, and we had a wonderful 
nurse who showed us what to do and 
how to do it, which gave all the cast the 
freedom to play and find the characters. 
JODIE COMER: The timing makes 

it even more important we shed 
light on this, because care homes 
weren’t spoken about enough for me 
– I hope this might start some new 
conversations. I’d never done a project 
tackling something so serious and 
relevant, and it’s been really fulfilling. 
I spoke to a lot of care workers because 
I needed to grasp the emotional 
journey of these people. It was striking 
how matter-of-fact they were about 
these harrowing experiences. Their 
resilience and courage were humbling, 
but we needed to capture the joy and 
love in these care homes as well. 
SG: That black humour is the only way 
to cope, sometimes. I got to understand 
the frustrations of dementia patients. 
Like Covid, it’s a horrible, unfair 
disease. I spoke to a lovely Irish fella, 
a lorry driver who stayed in his own 
house but set fire to his kitchen by 
mistake, so I made Jack write that in 
with the social worker going, “No, 
that’s gone too far now.” So Tony’s  

T
he latest drama from Jack Thorne (His Dark Materials, Enola  
Holmes) unites Liverpool acting royalty Stephen Graham and  
Jodie Comer in state-of-the-nation single drama Help, assessing 
how British care-home residents and workers were failed so 

catastrophically during the early months of the pandemic. Graham plays 
Tony, who’s living with Young Onset Alzheimer’s, and Comer is Sarah,  
his committed but inexperienced carer. Here they talk about the pressures 
and importance of the project. 

SEE THIS 
IF YOU 
LIKED… 
TOGETHER 2021
Warring couple 
James McAvoy and 
Sharon Horgan are 
forced to endure 
each other a little 
longer in lockdown.

THE VIRTUES 2019
Graham, Thorne and 
Shane Meadows 
unite to 
unforgettable effect 
as Graham’s abuse 
survivor confronts 
buried trauma.

GOOD COP 2012
Comer and Graham 
share the screen 
briefly in this BBC 
miniseries; the 
chemistry’s 
unmistakeable.
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Help looks at the lighter 
moments of care-home 

work as well.

How odd was it to film a story about 
inadequate PPE [personal protective 
equipment] provision when  
you had all the on-set protection  
you needed?
JC: We were shooting through different 
periods, so we were constantly 
going: what was the advice they 
were being given at this point? It all 
felt so contradictory: we felt like our 
characters should be wearing PPE 
but at that point they were told they 
didn’t need it. Even acting it, you 
realise how laser-focused you have 
to be in care work. Other people’s 
lives are dependent on you doing 
this correctly and being careful.

 

been in the care home for eight to  
12 months. 

Why do Tony and Sarah bond?
JC: She has a lot of heart, but her family 
have low expectations of her and she 
has low expectations of herself. Then 
she finds herself in this space where, 
she feels like she’s good at something 
and can give and receive so much from 
it. She makes a connection with Tony 
that she’s been missing in her life.
SG: He sees a mirror image of himself, 
someone slightly mischievous, and 
she also reminds him of his sister who 
passed away when he was young. He 
hasn’t met anybody like her since then, 
so that Pandora’s box gets opened. 

‘I HOPE THIS MIGHT START 
SOME NEW CONVERSATIONS’ 
JODIE COMER

DOWNTIME
Stephen Graham 
and Jodie Comer’s 
characters bond 
over a game of cards 
(above left). 

MASKED UP
The PPE shortage is 
a factor in the story 
(above).

EARLY DECLINE
Graham’s Tony 
suffers from Young 
Onset Alzheimer’s 
(right).
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power shift
ELIZA CLARK’S Y: THE LAST MAN ADAPTATION NAVIGATES A NEW WORLD…

As a playwright, how did you come to 
adapt the comic and why?
ELIZA CLARK [EXEC PRODUCER]: 
I read this comic book 10 years ago 
and fell in love with it. I think it is a 
beautiful story about survival, and it 
examines characters in a landscape 
that is constantly pressing on really 
interesting ideas about power and 
about systems of oppression. But the 
comic book is also 20 years old. One 
of the things I was most interested in 
doing with this adaptation was taking 
all the things I love so much about 
the comic book, [while] also updating 
it. Our show is gender diverse. We’ve 
made the representation of this 
world, in some ways, very different 
from the way it is in the comic book. 
And Yorick’s maleness is not what 
sets him apart in this world; it’s his Y 
chromosome that sets him apart. In 
the world of the television show, every 
living mammal with a Y chromosome 
dies. Tragically, that includes many 
women; it includes non-binary 
people; it includes intersex people; 
but that’s also true of the survivors.

Yorick isn’t particularly special,  
so how did you dial into his 
predicament as saviour?
BEN SCHNETZER [YORICK]: I think a 
lot of it was keying into everything that 
Yorick is unaware of. Yorick discovers 
a lot about the world, post-Event, as 
the audience does. And I don’t know if 
anyone would say that he’s the saviour. 
That’s certainly up for debate. [laughs]

Diane, what was it that especially 
attracted you to this project?
DIANE LANE [PRESIDENT JENNIFER 

BROWN]: I wanted this opportunity 
to work with an ensemble that was 
going to bring an iconic piece of writing 
to life. I remember speaking with 
various people in my life, and I was 
always so surprised at who was a fan 
of the graphic novel. So, I found that 
intriguing, and that made me think, 
‘Huh.’ I just found it surprising, and it 
made me want to lean in and take the 
risk on a new type of format.   

Kim is a brand-new character for the 
series. Talk about her dilemma.
AMBER TAMBLYN [KIMBERLY 
CUNNINGHAM]: Kimberly is a 
conservative. She is a woman who 
cares deeply about family values, and 
her entire identity is carried through 
her relationship to, and with, men, 
through her husband, her three sons, 
her father, who is the President of 
the United States. And, obviously, 
given the circumstances of the show, 
all those people die in the pilot. So, 
something happens to her, and within 
her, and her quest for power, which 
I think in her entire life she’s never 
had because it’s always been adjacent 
to the power that the men around her 
have had. Tara Bennett

Y: THE LAST MAN STARTS ON DISNEY+ ON 
22 SEPTEMBER.

SEE THIS 
IF YOU 
LIKED… 
THE WALKING 
DEAD 2010–
PRESENT
The reigning champ 
of post-apocalyptic 
comics-to-TV 
adaptations peaked 
in Season 5. 

UNDER THE DOME 
2013-15
Vaughan was the 
showrunner and 
writer for this 
Stephen King adap. 

SWEET TOOTH 
2021-PRESENT
Jeff Lemire’s comic 
inspired the series 
about hybrid 
children in the 
aftermath of a virus.

I
n the early 2000s, Brian K. Vaughan and Pia Guerra’s Y: The Last Man 
comic became a bestselling thriller about an event wiping out all male 
mammals on Earth but one: everyman Yorick Brown. Two decades later, 
the story is now a series for FX on Hulu (Star on Disney+ in the UK) 

starring Ben Schnetzer, Diane Lane and Amber Tamblyn.

DI
SN

EY
 

Diane Lane’s Jennifer 
Brown becomes US 
President at the start 
of the series.
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under siege
THE CHALLENGES BRITAIN’S FACING IN COBRA S2… 

THE BIG BANG(S)
Having just about steered the nation 
through a solar storm in the first series 
of Cobra, Conservative PM Robert 
Sutherland (Robert Carlyle) is already 
facing a reduced majority and a divided 
country when a Ukrainian oligarch is 
assassinated on British soil and a sunken 
munitions ship explodes, taking out the 
Kent coastline. With Sutherland piecing 
together a response, a cyberattack then 
hits the nation’s critical infrastructure, 
putting the nation on a collision course 
with global superpowers as the culprits 
are hunted. “You need a big disaster, 
but not one that gets cleaned up and 
goes away,” explains showrunner Ben 
Richards. “It has to have consequences 
and has to get worse. Ships can explode 
and suns can bombard the Earth, but 
what I’m really interested in is the 
degree to which you can maintain core 
values and a coherent society under 
tremendous stress.”

TROUBLES AT HOME
While Andrew Buchan’s resurgent 
Labour leader is making waves and 
the crises bring long-time rival Archie 
Glover-Morgan (David Haig) back into 
the fold, Sutherland’s biggest threat is 

his newest Home Secretary. “Joseph 
Obasi’s from a humble background,” 
explains Richard Pepple, who plays 
him. “He wants to change how the 
Conservatives are seen and how the 
country is run, without trying to step on 
anyone’s toes. He’s very clever in how 
he puts his ideas over and how he wants 
to steer the party. But does he have his 
eye on the top job? No doubt about it!”

BREAKING POINT
Sutherland’s rock-solid working 
relationship with chief of staff Anna 
Marshall (Victoria Hamilton) is shaken 
when the pressure starts to tell on 
them both. And as if that’s not enough, 

 
MR. FREEZE

who gets trapped in his vehicle 
after the explosion. “It was 

horrendous!” shudders Dormer. “They 
made a replica of my Land Rover, 
hollowed it out and put rubber and 
plastic in to stop it leaking, then filled 
it with gallons of freezing water. It was 
one of the hardest scenes I’ve ever 
had to film. Very claustrophobic, very 
cold – not much acting involved! I was 
pretty frightened.”

SCARE FARE
“Nobody does it quite like Ben,” laughs 
Hamilton. “He starts with a disaster 
that you think is the worst it could be, 
then it becomes a paranoid nightmare 
that takes us to the verge of World War 
3. It’s a really frightening and precise 

Gabriel Tate

 

SEE THIS 
IF YOU 
LIKED… 
COBRA S1 2020 
Carlyle’s government 
faces the fallout of a 
solar storm. Could’ve 
been far-fetched, but 
felt all too plausible.

SPOOKS 2002-11 
Ben Richards was  
a regular writer on  
a series which often 
tackled geopolitical 
crisis management.

HOUSE OF CARDS 
1990 
The Brit original 
focused on a similarly 
volatile era, with  
a more venal Tory  
at its heart in  
Ian Richardson’s 
Francis Urquhart…

SK
Y

Robert Carlyle’s PM Sutherland 
faces another terrible, horrible, 
no good, very bad day.
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dark ages
HOW MOORDALE GETS MOODY IN SEX EDUCATION S3…

WINTER’S COMING
Returning for a third season at 
Moordale Secondary, Netflix school-set 
comedy Sex Education is maturing. “The 
characters have obviously grown up,” 
says Asa Butterfield, who plays Otis – 
now shorn of his virginity after S2’s 
party episode. “This season has quite  
a lot of weight to it,” adds Ncuti Gatwa, 
returning as Otis’ best friend Eric. “I 
feel like you see the shadow side of 
certain characters. Eric, you definitely 
see his shadow side this year.” Due 
to Covid-related delays, Sex Education 
was also shot over winter for the first 
time, compounding this darker theme. 
“It gives the show this season a visual 
change,” promises Butterfield.

CLASHING HEADS
After Mr. Groff’s departure, Moordale 
has a new leader: Hope Haddon. “We 
knew we wanted to have a new head 
teacher that wasn’t that much older 
than the students,” says Sex Education 
creator Laurie Nunn. Brilliantly 
embodied by Girls star Jemima Kirke, 
Hope is compassionate one minute, 
cruel the next. “Her method of 
teaching is oppressing certain student’s 
identities, and that really is the conflict 
at the heart of the series,” says Nunn. 

“I found it exciting to have this 
conservative, right-wing voice sitting 
in the space of Sex Education,” adds 
Gatwa, “which is obviously such an 
accepting and inclusive world.”

ODD COUPLE
WTF?! Otis Milburn is going with mean 
girl Ruby Matthews (Mimi Keene), 
who took his virginity in S2. “If you 
told me after shooting Season 1 that 
this is where Otis’ storyline goes, I’d 
have been like, ‘Yeah, right!’” laughs 
Butterfield. But Nunn realised the 
value in pairing them. “There’s more 
to Ruby, this mean-girl character,” 
she says. “I wanted to explore that.” In 
this season, more of her difficult home 
life with an ailing father is explored. 

BOYS’ ZONE

down… he just really needs a hug.” 
Doing the hugging – and a bit more – is 
Eric, who has long since come to terms 
with his own sexuality. “Eric is now on 
an equal footing to Adam,” says Gatwa. 
“And so that’s quite interesting to see 
how they iron out all these creases now 
that they’re at a place where they feel 
quite equal in status.”

KEEPING MUM
Naturally, Gillian Anderson is back  
as Otis’ sex therapist mother Jean.  
“I feel the great love story for me has 
always between Jean and Otis,” says 
Nunn. “It’s that real mother-son 
[bond].” Relationships shift, of course, 
and in S3, Otis must deal with Jakob, 
the father of Jean’s unborn child, and 

  

SEE THIS 
IF YOU 
LIKED… 
SKINS
2007-13
Bristol sixth-formers 
navigate the 
trickiness of their 
teenage years in  
this cult show.

THE END OF THE 
F***ING WORLD
2017-19
Two very mixed-up 
teenagers take a 
road trip odyssey  
in this darkly comic 
Netflix show.

EUPHORIA
2019-PRESENT
Rebellious 
high-schoolers  
get, well, high.
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Ncuti Gatwa and Asa 
Butterfield continue to lead 
the Sex Education cast in S3.
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PLAYMOBIL 
STARSHIP 
ENTERPRISE
TOY/COLLECTIBLE OUT NOW

There are no Klingons on the starboard 
bow, but everything else you could 
possibly want from an original-series 
Enterprise is featured in this one-
metre-long AR-app-compatible model, 
including figures of the main crew, 
authentic lights/sound FX/dialogue, 
a revolving captain’s chair and even 
the option to simulate a warp-core 
shutdown. Also comes with a wire for 
ceiling-based display. See playmobil.
co.uk and you’ll be beaming.

EXTRAS

LEGO HOGWARTS 
ICONS COLLECTION
COLLECTIBLE OUT NOW 

It’s 20 years since Harry Potter became 
both a movie icon and a minifigure. 
Lego is celebrating with 3,010-piece 
display set stuffed with objet d’(Hogw)
art(s), including Harry’s specs ‘n’ 
wand, a chocolate frog, potions tray, 
Golden Snitch, Tom Riddle’s diary and 
customisable school scarf. And in the 
centre, who(ooo) else but Hedwig, 
clutching an epochal letter. Dig your 
talons into lego.com. ML

MARVEL SOUND 
EFFECTS MACHINE
DESK TOY OUT NOW 

Hulk smashing. Thor hammering. Cap, 
um, tossing (his shield). Plus five more 
signature super-sounds from across the 
Marvel universe. All at the nudge of a 
button. Relieve work stress. Enliven 
Zoom calls. Drive your Marvel-loathing 
other half to distraction and possibly 
divorce by messing with the machine 
day and night. We’re kidding - who 
could possibly hate Marvel? Available 
from all Groot retailers.  
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LEADING MEN  
POP ART
PRINTS OUT NOW

With The Servant hitting 4k (see p106), it 
might be time to give your walls some 
extra definition with a pop-art print of 
Dirk Bogarde. Or how about other Brit 
thesps Alan Bates, Michael Redgrave or 
Laurence Harvey? Produced with 
Studiocanal, Art & Hue’s new collection 
comprises 12 pop-art designs, available 
in three sizes and 19 colours. You’ll be 
the (matinee) idol of all your guests. 
Your prints await at artandhue.com.



fresh 
spin
TF scores the  
latest soundtracks…

annette

After Edgar Wright’s 
docu-celebration, 
the brothers Sparks 
maintain momentum 
with their pop-
operatic Leos Carax 
musical. Though the 
mood gets dour, 
‘We Love Each 
Other So Much’ and 
vaudevillian new- 
waver ‘So May We 
Start’ are nagging 
delights. And while 
Marion Cotillard 
and a Bowie-ish 
Adam Driver 
acquit themselves 
solidly, ‘She’s Out 
Of This World!’ 
pays exclamatory 
testimony to Sparks’ 
peerless art-pop 
midwifery. 

the suicide 
squad

After a decade-long 
big-screen hiatus, 
composer John 
Murphy mobilises on 
all-fronts for a full-
bodied return. After 
a punk-swaggering 
opener, Squad’s score 
is defined more by 
delicious deviation 
than consistency: 
a military march 
here, a Morricone 
moment there. Even 
if the results are 
inevitably tangential, 
the melancholy 
‘Ratcatcher’s Story’ 
and King Shark’s 
dreamy bucolic 
reverie land on- 
target beautifully.
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1 ‘Pale Blue Eyes’  
ADVENTURELAND, 2009 
Director Greg Mottola fell for the 
“longing and unhappiness” in the 
Velvets’ desperately plaintive song 
of doomed, adulterous love. So good, 
he indulges its sweet bummer beauty 
twice: once for the kiss, next for the 
comedown, both to be lingered on. 

2 ‘Stephanie Says’  
THE ROYAL TENENBAUMS, 2001 
Song of regret or realisation? Sorrow 
or sweetness? Either way, the VU’s 
achingly pretty lament flutters 
into earshot with the graceful 
lilt of the homecoming hawk in 
Wes Anderson’s tender comedy 
of emotional befuddlement. 

3 ‘Heroin’ THE DOORS, 1991 
“I feel just like Jesus’ son…” Val 
Kilmer’s Jim Morrison meets Crispin 
Glover’s Warhol in a close-to-divinity 
drug haze, astutely backed by the 
double-mallet thump and dark 
seduction of the VU’s slow-building 
hymn to opiated self-dissolution. 

4 ‘Venus In Furs’ LAST DAYS, 2005 
Nirvana covered ‘Here She Comes 

Now’; Kurt Cobain included ‘New 
Age’ on a famous mixtape. But it’s 
the Velvet Underground’s piercing 
S&M drone-song that accompanies 
Gus Van Sant’s Cobain quasi-
portrait, alight with fitting sorrow 
and severity. “Taste the whip…”

5 ‘All Tomorrow’s Parties’  
THE LORDS OF SALEM, 2012 
“I locked down the rights to it in 
advance,” said director Rob Zombie. 
Good move: Salem’s climactic demonic 
ascension wouldn’t rise without the 
sulphurous insistence of the VU and 
Nico’s incantatory masterpiece.  

6 ‘Oh! Sweet Nuthin’’ 
ZOMBIELAND, 2009 
Not for the last time in 2009 (see also 
Adventureland), Jesse Eisenberg has a 
Velvets-based romantic epiphany on 
a night-time car ride. Here, Loaded’s 
forlorn hymnal accompanies his 
decision to stick with Emma Stone.  

7 ‘I’m Sticking With You’ 
MORVERN CALLAR, 2002 
Director Lynne Ramsay drops in the 
Velvets’ doleful sing-song devotional 
to smartly counter-intuitive effect in 

her mixtape-enriched film. Samantha 
Morton slices up her dead boyf’s body 
to the playful, proto-twee tune. 

8 ‘Here She Comes Now’ 
ADVENTURELAND, 2009 
Greg Mottola flaunts deep Underground 
love upfront in his summer romance. 
Adventureland drifts into view 
accompanied by the shortest, simplest 
song on White Light/White Heat: a 
dream-haze delight for die-hards. 

9 ‘Sweet Jane’ FEAR STREET: 1978, 2021 
In a cute double-era grab, director 
Leigh Janiak used the Cowboy Junkies’ 
dreamy VU cover in 1994 then steered 
back to the source. Shadyside “weird 
girl” Sadie Sink and cop-to-be Ted 
Sutherland flirt to Reed’s indelible riff. 

10 ‘I’m Waiting For The Man’  
MEN IN BLACK 3, 2012 
Even the hokiest on-screen ’60s 
happening demands The Velvet 
Underground’s input. As Tommy 
Lee Jones’ K encounters an Andy 
Warhol impersonator, MIB3 scores 
with the lean proto-punk urgency 
of Lou Reed’s jonesing trip to 
Lexington 125 for drugs. Kevin Harley

the velvet underground 
TEN OF THE NEW YORK ALT-ROCK PIONEERS’ FINEST FILM TRIPS… 

Adventureland features not 
one, but two Velvet 

Underground tunes on our list.CLASSIC 
SOUNDTRACK
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two 
more
Recent thumb-
twiddlers…

THE FORGOTTEN 
CITY

OUT NOW |  
PC, PS4/5, SWITCH, 
XBOX ONE/SERIES
An underground 
settlement in Ancient 
Rome is bound by 
a single rule: should 
anyone commit a 
sin, all 22 inhabitants 
will be turned into 
gold statues. Your 
job is to locate the 
sinner before they 
doom the rest. 
This fascinating 
detective story 
handily overcomes 
its origins as a 
Skyrim mod through 
terrific writing and 
presentation. 

 
OMNO

OUT NOW |  
PC, PS4, XBOX ONE
This gentle, 
whimsical adventure 
is a remarkably 
accomplished debut 
for solo developer 
Jonas Manke. Free 
from combat or 
confrontation, it 
blends exploration 
and straightforward 
environmental 
puzzles to engaging 
effect. The 
purposeful simplicity 
and short runtime 
make it the ideal 
Sunday-afternoon 
game; occasionally 
spotty controls are 
the only irritant. 
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TWELVE MINUTES
GAME
OUT NOW | PC, XBOX ONE/SERIES

everything around this tiny apartment, 
trying unlikely combinations of items 
to prolong the next run and unlock 
another piece of the narrative puzzle. 
As McAvoy’s character repeatedly 
takes a beating – or worse – his cries of 
frustration as he finds himself back at 
the beginning often mirror your own. 

But discoveries and revelations arrive 
just often enough that it’s hard to 
resist another go-around, even when 
the way forward seems needlessly 
obscure. Yet that’s in keeping with the 
classic tradition of point-and-click 
adventures, and besides, the failures 
are often grimly funny – or sometimes 
just plain grim. In desperation, you 
might even be tempted to do the 
unthinkable – but will that be enough 
to break the cycle? Well, there’s only 
one way to find out…

True, certain story developments 
feel overly contrived, while some of 
its expository exchanges can sound 
forced, as new leads are not-so-subtly 
seeded into the dialogue. Yet Twelve 
Minutes’ unconventional structure and 
rich atmosphere make for a moreish 
interactive mystery. That’s in no 
small part down to its cast: no one’s 
going to claim that this is Dafoe’s 
finest hour, but Ridley and McAvoy are 
fully committed, the latter wringing 
every last drop of pathos and humour 
from his exasperated everyman. One 
or two technical shortcomings spoil 
the otherwise pristine presentation, 
but this is yet another winner for 
Annapurna. Chris Schilling

Naturally, your ultimate goal is 
to find a way to escape this loop of 
doom. But your first few attempts 
typically involve frantically trying to 
convince your confused wife of your 
predicament, while warning her not to 
open the door. (Locking it, it turns out, 
only delays the inevitable.) Finding the 
right proof is even trickier when you’re 
working against the clock, so you might 
instead look to prepare for the worst: 
a carving knife lying on the draining 
board suggests you should arm yourself 
for a direct confrontation, but is it a  
red herring?

For a while, the game has the flavour 
of a jet-black comedy, as you pocket 

T
he latest from Hollywood-adjacent publisher Annapurna Interactive 
is a gripping single-location home-invasion thriller starring James 
McAvoy, Daisy Ridley and Willem Dafoe. Despite all the movie stars, 
this distinctive top-down adventure could only work as a videogame. 

After Dafoe’s intruder (who claims to be a cop) brutally ruins a pleasant evening 
for this loved-up couple, McAvoy’s unnamed husband finds himself repeating 
the build-up to his arrival – but only he knows what’s about to happen next.

groundhog daze
TWISTY TIME-LOOP THRILLER WILL LEAVE YOU STUNNED...

Poor Willem almost never 
gets to play dafriend. 

Here? Dafoe, again.
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20TH CENTURY FOX
BOOK
SCOTT EYMAN | RUNNING PRESS

Disney’s buyout of 20th Century 
Fox opened a window for the 

studio’s whole story to be told - which 
Eyman does at a cracking, accessible, 
occasionally hyperbolic pace. If the final 
50 years feel especially compressed 
(seek deeper accounts of signature hits 
like Star Wars and Titanic elsewhere), 
that’s because Eyman’s key focus is 
long-time Fox boss Darryl F. Zanuck 
and his rivetingly Oedipal clashes with 
son Richard. Bonus mark for a picture 
section complemented not so much by 
captions as essays. Matthew Leyland

GHIBLIOTHEQUE
BOOK
MICHAEL LEADER AND JAKE 
CUNNINGHAM | WELBECK

If Studio Ghibli’s recent return calls 
for a newcomer-friendly primer, 

this insightful and attractive guide duly 
delivers. Merging fan obsession with 
a genial sweep through the animation 
giants’ history, Leader/Cunningham 
dive into the minutiae of distribution, 
food motifs and more, sustaining a 
crucial sense of the pure pleasure in 
Ghibli’s best. The positivity disarms: 
even recent “3DCG” misfires can’t dent 
the writers’ hopes that Ghibli’s wind 
might rise again. Kevin Harley

DARK MATTER
BOOK
MICHAEL WINTERBOTTOM | 
BLOOMSBURY/BFI

Seeking to understand the obstacles 
that even notable names face 

trying to finance a British film these 
days, Winterbottom uses the first Covid 
lockdown to interview an enviable list 
of directors, including Steve McQueen, 
Lynne Ramsay and Mike Leigh. The 
collage of Q&As can feel unstructured, 
but there’s fascinating candour (Edgar 
Wright on Ant-Man, James Marsh 
calling Man On Wire “the only film I’ve 
made that I actually like”). Eye-opening 
and addictively readable. Matt Maytum

two more
The magic in the 
mundane and the 
Muppets that made 
you move…

MIKE LEIGH  
ON MIKE LEIGH

This updated 
edition of Amy 
Raphael’s 2008 
tome coincides with 
a BFI celebration 
of its subject’s films, 
adding musings on 
Happy-Go-Lucky, Mr. 
Turner and Peterloo. 
According to Timothy 
Spall, “nobody makes 
the mundane more 
poetic” than the 
Mancunian auteur, 
but you won’t find 
much mundanity 
in a man whose 
admiration for his 
collaborators is 
only rivalled by 
his contempt for 
everything else.

FRAGGLE ROCK: 
THE ULTIMATE 
VISUAL HISTORY

Following the success 
of The Muppet Show, 
Jim Henson wanted 
to create a show that 
would “end war and 
bring peace to the 
world”. It might seem 
a lofty ambition, but 
it’s hard to argue with 
this book’s coverage 
of all the magic and 
joy that went into 
designing and filming 
Fraggle Rock. From 
technical insight to 
impassioned doting, 
Jody Revenson and 
Noel Murray’s guide 
brings to life every 
aspect of a show that 
taught kids to dance 
their cares away.

For someone best known for 
playing the popular high-
school girl on screen, actress 

Mena Suvari was called countless 
insulting names by schoolmates, 
bullies and lovers according to this 
explosive memoire, an unflinching 
record of the years of serious 
emotional, sexual and drug abuse 
she suffered even as she became 
Hollywood’s next big thing. 

American Pie, American Beauty and 
other movies are dutifully ticked off, as 
are more recent projects like American 
Horror Story. Yet Suvari’s acting credits 
largely remain in the background of 
a book that from the very beginning 
– a startling account of her chancing 
upon an old suicide note – feels like a 
harrowing, therapeutic confessional.

It’s fair to say her partners come 
poorly out of this. Indeed, from the 

high-schooler who took her virginity at 
the age of 12 to the controlling DJ who 
gave her herpes when not demeaning 
her with unwelcome sex acts, she has 
an unfortunate knack for finding rotten 
apples. Two short-lived marriages are 
testament to a life in which stability 
– until recently at least – has been 
a fanciful pipe dream. Two separate 
riding accidents in Guatemala and 
Costa Rica, meanwhile, are just two 
examples of the many other mishaps 
fate has thrown in her direction.

Some slightly indulgent, self-penned 
poetry apart, this is a powerful read 
that – much like Sharon Stone’s The 
Beauty Of Living Twice – will make you 
see its author in a different, perhaps 
more forgiving light. Neil Smith

THE GREAT PEACE:  
A MEMOIR
BOOK
MENA SUVARI | HACHETTE

BOOKS

Suvari (right) with American 
Beauty co-stars Wes Bentley 

(right) and Thora Birch (centre).
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AMMONITE, AMIRITE?
ROBOTS REAPPRAISED
PREQUEL POP QUIZ

TIMELY TOP TEN
DROP SHOT
ROMEO MUST DIE 

HAWK-WARD…
DELIVERED ON A SPLATTER
OLD RUSH
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IS IT BOLLOCKS?
Film Buff investigates the facts behind  

outlandish movie plots. 

THIS MONTH AMMONITE

Q  In Ammonite, Victorian palaeontologist Mary Anning finds 
numerous fossils in Lyme Regis. Can you really dig up dinos  
this easily?

ON LOCATION
REEL SPOTS BEHIND THE CAMERA

01 2012 2009 �������������������������������������������������������������������������$791.2M
02 300 2007 �������������������������������������������������������������������������$456.1M
03 1917 2019 ���������������������������������������������������������������������������$384.6M
04 21 2008 �������������������������������������������������������������������������������$159.8M
05 42 2013 ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $92.5M
06 1941 1979 �������������������������������������������������������������������������������$92.5M
07 10 1979 ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$74.9M
08 9 2009 ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������$48.4M
09 1984 1984 ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.4M
10 187 1997 ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $5.7M

WHAT? Alan Rickman’s dastardly sheriff has an 
impressive castle for his spoon torture, witch chats 
and evening liaisons with ladies (bring a friend).
WHERE? Carcassonne Castle, Occitanie, France
GO? Nottingham Castle’s square was built on a backlot at 
Shepperton, but the long shots were of this picturesque 
fortified town near Toulouse. Remember to cancel 
Christmas when you’re there. Thanks to Roland Robinson.

200 million years ago during the Jurassic Period, the UK was a lot closer 
to the equator and mostly covered by a warm, shallow sea – full of 
life, from giant marine reptiles like Ichthyosaurus and Plesiosaurus 
to ammonites. Organic remains of animals and even plants that died 
on land and drifted out to sea were preserved in the mud and clay 
that accumulated on the seafloor, being buried and turned into rock 
over millions of years. Mary Anning was not only a great fossil hunter 
and preparator, but also one of the first people to become an expert 
at interpreting fossils from these rocks as the remains of organisms 
that lived together in an ancient ecosystem – a true pioneer. 

While the chances of finding the spectacular skeletons of giant 
marine reptiles that made Mary Anning world-famous are probably 
low, thanks to coastal erosion, there are still a lot of great fossils to 
find at Lyme Regis and along the Jurassic Coast Tides. Hammering 
at the cliffs or places where lots of fossils are embedded in rocks 
exposed on the beach (like the famous ‘ammonite pavement’ at 
Lyme Regis) is unsafe, and in some places illegal. There are plenty 
of fossils to be found just by searching on the beach or looking at 
boulders that have fallen out of the cliffs. In this way, amateur 
fossil hunters can make significant discoveries. You don’t need 
anything more than a good pair of eyes and a bit of luck! 

JAMES WITTS
LECTURER IN PALAEONTOLOGY, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES, 
UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.A

Want us to investigate if a movie scenario is bollocks? Ask us at totalfilm@futurenet.com
Snapped yourself at a film location? Send us the details  
at totalfilm@futurenet.com

VERDICT NOT BOLLOCKS
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ALTERNATIVE  
BOX OFFICE
THE BIGGEST MOVIES…   
WITH NUMERICAL TITLES

FILM 
BUFF
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WATCHES
top timepieces…

10 OF THE BEST

LOOPER
Need to be punctual if your 
job is to show up at a specific 
time to assassinate marks sent 
from the future? Hitman Joe 
(Joseph Gordon-Levitt) carries 
a Dent pocket watch to guard 
against time-travel tardiness 
and ensure his missions 
go like, well, clockwork.

LE MANS
The iconic blue-faced Heuer 
Monaco Chronograph was 
made so popular by Steve 
McQueen’s modelling of it 
that the company renamed 
it after him. The original 
watch worn by McQueen as 
he bombed around the track 
sold for $2.2million in 2020.

ALIENS
Ellen Ripley not only knows 
her weapons, she knows her 
wristwear. The sci-fi badass 
wears a Seiko Giugiaro 7A28-
7000 for her run-ins with acid 
droolers. In 1983, it was the 
first analog quartz chronograph 
watch, and looked futuristic 
enough to be from 2179.

GLENGARRY 
GLEN ROSS
“You see this watch? That watch 
costs more than your car!” spits 
Alec Baldwin’s monstrous 
real-estate sales boss while 
flashing his gold Rolex Day-Date 
and giving his potty-mouthed 
“always be closing” speech. 
Watch and, ahem, learn, pal. JC

MOONRAKER
Though the Rolex Submariner 
6538 was 007’s favoured watch 
from Dr. No, Roger Moore’s spy 
toted the Seiko M354 Memory 
Bank Calendar for his jaunt into 
space, using its built-in bullet 
to stop a runaway centrifugal 
machine. The franchise moved 
onto Omega later in the series. 

BACK TO  
THE FUTURE
Time-travelling teens need 
to keep an eye on the clock. 
Marty McFly logs the time he 
needs to get places (Under The 
Sea dance, clock tower, 1985) 
with an ’80s classic, the Casio 
CA53W Twincept Databank. 
So good it’s on the poster.

INTERSTELLAR
The Hamilton Khaki Field watch 
that Coop gives to his daughter 
Murph before heading into 
space unlocks intergalactic 
powers when it forms a method 
of communication between 
father and daughter through 
time and space. You can buy 
the ‘Murph’ watch for real.

PULP FICTION
“Your great grandfather gave 
this watch to your grandad…” 
begins Christopher Walken’s 
’Nam vet while fondly toying 
with Butch’s ‘birthright’. That 
ticker’s been up Dad’s arse for 
five years and Walken’s for two 
before being handed over. It’s 
clearly been through some sh…

FOR A FEW 
DOLLARS MORE
A tinkling timepiece is key 
to the final shootout as a 
rapist/murderer/bank robber 
challenges a bounty hunter to 
shoot when the music ends. He 
hasn’t counted on Eastwood’s 
Man With No Name turning up 
with an identical watch…

DOCTOR 
STRANGE
The titular wizard wears  
a Jaegar-LeCoultre Master 
Ultra-Thin Perpetual when 
he hops between dimensions. 
Charting the time, day, date, 
month and moon phase, it’s 
an exacting timepiece for a 
multi-dimensional kinda guy.
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FLOP CULTURE

HUDSON HAWK
In 1991, the flop of Bruce Willis’ self-conscious caper wiped the self-

aware smirk off his face. A little self-control might have helped…

Why it was a good idea (on paper)
After The Bonfire Of The Vanities’ 
ensemble flop, Bruce Willis returned 
to what he did best: starring, 
singing, cracking wise, cracking 
heads. Alongside indie-hip director 
Michael Lehmann (Heathers), 
screenwriters Daniel Waters (also 
Heathers) and Steven E. de Souza 
(Die Hard) brought added smirk. 
This Hawk was headed skywards. 

What went wrong?
With Robert Kraft, Willis conjured 
the idea of a globe-trotting, swing-
tune-singing cat-burglar years 
previously. By some accounts, he 
wasn’t about to cede control to 
his director on set, preferring to 
improvise unscripted lines. The 
oversized, Joel Silver-produced 
project rolled out of control like an 
un-checked gurney on the Brooklyn 
Bridge. Crew and cast were changed, 
including Maruschka Detmers, who 
collapsed on set from back trouble; 
Andie MacDowell stepped in with 
the dolphin noises. Other problems 
included a strike in Budapest, 
overpriced props and, for Willis, 
Italian crew members’ preferences 
for long lunches and strict working 

hours. Mismarketed as an actioner, 
the tonally wayward result crashed 
like some other ’80s action heroes’ 
’90s vanity projects, from Arnie’s 
Last Action Hero to Sly’s Judge Dredd. 

Redeeming feature
Between frenetic chases and 
cine-literate movie nods, Hawk 
didn’t lack imagination or knowing 
energy. But did Richard E. Grant and 
Sandra Bernhard’s hyper-energised 
villains serve up camp fun or off-
the-leash mugging? YMMV. 

What happened next?
Watching the film with MacDowell, 
Grant feared he would “never work 
again”. He did, though Lehmann 
left big-budget event movies behind 
and Willis parked the smirk for a 
more sober-faced persona. 

Should it be remade?
Did The Da Vinci Code ape Hawk’s 
global conspiracies? Did Baby 
Driver remix its musical ideas? 
Perhaps, but the film flew and fell 
as a Willis vehicle: inseparable 
from its maker, the core concept 
died hard. “Hudson Hawk go 
boom-boom,” indeed. KH

NUMBERS

BUDGET (EST.) 

$65M
BOX OFFICE 

$97M
NUMBER  

OF AWARDS 

0
TF STAR RATING 

★★

ROTTEN  
TOMATOES 

SCORE 

33%

BACKGROUND ARTISTRY 
Celebrating the extras and  
bit parters stealing scenes…

DJANGO UNCHAINED 2012

WHO Dainty dinner-table glass

SPECIAL SKILLS Sitting pretty on 
slave owner Calvin Candie’s turtleshell 
table, this cut-glass vessel decided to 
up the ante by getting in the way of 
Leonardo DiCaprio’s hand during a rageful 
speech. Leo smashed the crystal, cut 
his hand and allowed his real blood to 
add menace to the scene. Pure glass.

JAMES FRANCO
YOUR HIGHNESS

APRIL 2011 “It’s Shakespearean 
but it’s all the dirty Shakespeare.”

MAY 2013 “Your Highness? That movie 
sucks. You can’t get around that.”

HINDSIGHT CORNER!
Stars eat their words…

FILM 
BUFF
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THIS MONTH PER DIEM
A daily rate given to everyone on set 

when travelling to ensure that runners 
to director are not incurring extra 

expenses outside of their pay.

PLAIN TALKING
Learn the movie lingo.
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I t shouldn’t have worked. In 
the early ’80s, toy giant Hasbro 
launched their “robots in 
disguise” via a triple threat 

of comics, a TV series and action 
figures. The leap to the big screen in 
1986 was simply the next step in a 
marketing master plan. Likewise, The 
Transformers: The Movie’s decision to kill 
half the characters was undoubtedly 
a cynical plot to introduce new toys. 
Nonetheless, it shaped the film into a 
ferocious and unflinching masterpiece 
that the franchise has yet to surpass. 

For make no mistake: ’Formers ’86 
is – in the words of uberfan/expert Chris 
McFeely – “an unrelenting death-fest”. 
Starting as it means to go on with 
megabot Unicron eating an entire world, 
it comprises 84 minutes of genocide, 
executions and straight-up murder as 

fan faves are unceremoniously taken 
out. The pièce de résistance? Autobot 
leader Optimus Prime brutally slain by 
Megatron. Following reports that some 
kiddie viewers found Prime’s demise 
overwhelming, one producer later 
admitted they went too far. 

Or did they? In reality it gave young 
’uns a lens for looking at tough topics – 
like war and mortality - in a safe space. 
At uni I bonded with a friend over our 
shared love of the film, and when he 
died a few years later it continued to 
speak to me with its heartfelt honesty. 
The story’s dramatic developments 
add much-needed weight: a quality 
too often absent from Michael Bay’s 
live-action adaps, which focus on 
carnage at the expense of character. 
Even 2018’s Bumblebee – which 
corrected many of Bay’s excesses and 

is largely considered the best of the 
bunch – can’t touch the heart-wrench 
of Judd Nelson’s Hot Rod and his 
journey to redemption. And speaking 
of the cast, any movie that also boasts 
Leonard Nimoy and Orson Welles (who 
completed his performance as Unicron 
just days before passing away) demands 
respect. Add to this composer Vince 
DiCola – of Rocky IV fame – laying down 
thick ’80s synths and you’ve got the 
perfect marriage of aesthetic fizz and 
Shakespearean gravitas.

Of course, the other ’Formers 
have their moments, but there’s an 
unblinking clarity to the ’86 version 
(which will receive a 4K UHD release  
in October) that makes it the best by  
a Cybertronian mile. Or is it just me? 
Share your reaction at www.gamesradar.
com/totalfilm or on Facebook and Twitter. 

IS THE TRANSFORMERS: THE MOVIE  
THE FRANCHISE’S PEAK?

LAST TIME IS MARGE THE COENS’ GREATEST CHARACTER?
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IS IT JUST ME…

The Transformers: The Movie 
showed us the raw power of 
trauma – and merchandising.

JACKIE S.
It’s not just you… also think that 
Llewyn Davis is an all-timer, 
though doesn’t take the crown.
 
CAMERON DAVIS
The Dude and Anton Chigurh 

feel more iconic to me, but 
Marge has greater depths.

SAMMY99
Marge Gunderson is one 
of my favourite Coen 
characters, and I’m absolutely 

happy for someone to 
anoint her as the best.

LUCINDA C.
Great character, great 
piece – love the line about 
her pregnancy making her 

stronger, not weaker.

LUCAS
Has everyone forgotten 

about the cat from Inside 
Llewyn Davis?! Greatest silent 
actor since Chaplin, IMHO.
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POINT BREAK’S SKYDIVING SCENE
THE BIG SHOT

Shit… whoa,” cries Johnny Utah 
(Keanu Reeves) as he tumbles 
out of a plane with his new BFF 
Bodhi (Patrick Swayze) and the 

rest of the Dead Presidents, a gang of surf 
dudes who rob banks for kicks. Johnny is an 
undercover FBI agent, and it’s by first riding 
waves and now somersaulting through the 
clear blue sky that he’s cosying up to his 
prey. “Whoa, yeah, yeah, yeah!”

We share his glee, for this sequence – along 
with the still-unmatched footchase – stands as 
the high point of Kathryn Bigelow’s adrenaline-
pumping ’90s action movie. A few years before, 
Top Gun had boosted applications to the Navy 
by 500 per cent; Point Break saw a surge of 
skydivers. “It was long before GoPros, long 

before the Internet and Facebook, so exposure to 
skydiving was pretty limited,” says Tom Sanders, 
who shot the wind-in-your-hair footage.

For the closeups, some movie magic was 
employed to allow for clear line readings, with  
a crane rig boasting a telescopic arm used to 
shoot the actors from below; a sense of floating 
was achieved. But everything else is real, shot  
at the California City Parachute Center and Lake 
Powell. OK, so doubles were used for insurance 
purposes – a chopper picked the stuntmen up 
when they landed, only to whizz them back to 
the airport, ready to go up in a plane again, and 
again, and again – but Swayze wanted some  
air in his lungs. With principal photography 
wrapped, he did 55 jumps at 14,000 feet to 
maximise authenticity. “With his dancing  

and athletic background, his skydiving skills 
were awesome,” said Sanders, who captured 
the footage.

“Once I saw skydiving as ballet in the 
air, or as gymnastics, it all became pretty 
easy to me,” said Swayze. “But surfing’s a 
pretty humbling experience. It’s a sport that 
would take your whole life to master.” He 
spoke from experience, having broken four 
ribs while filming in the ocean. A jet ski was 
needed to tow his board in many of the shots. 
For the foot chase, meanwhile, it is stuntman 
Scott Wilder under the Ronald Reagan mask. 
But the skydiving sequence showcases one of 
cinema’s greatest action men in one of the 
era’s defining action movies. You might say it 
took the genre to new heights. JG
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Back in October 1996, Baz Luhrmann presented his latest film to journalists – an audacious, 
modern take on Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet. Filmed in Mexico during extreme weather 

(and with crew kidnappings!), it starred 22-year-old Leonardo DiCaprio and a teenage  
Claire Danes as the titular star-crossed lovers, and had yet to be seen, let alone embraced,  

by audiences.  As it celebrates its 25th anniversary this year, Total Film looks back to the  
eve of its premiere (just as DiCaprio began work on Titanic) when the trio discussed  

language, love and lots of water...
WORDS  ADAM TANSWELL
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O N  T H E  G E N E S I S  O F  T H E  F I L M
Baz Lurhmann: The idea was to play 
the play in contemporary images. 
My thing about Shakespeare is this 
incredible pretense and this mentality 
about the rule book, about the way in 
which it is correct to do Shakespeare. 
Most of those ideas are 19th-century 
interpretations – very little to do with 
the Elizabethan stage. So I went to the 
studio and I told them the idea. [They 
said] “It’s really great, but just one 
thing; can you take the language out?” 

O N  C A ST I N G  R O M EO  A N D  J U L I E T
BL: Leonardo DiCaprio was always 
going to be Romeo. I just thought, 
‘He’s Romeo,’ and I rang up his agent. 
We met and I said, ‘Look, don’t say 
yes or no, but come down to Sydney, 
go diving on the Barrier Reef and we’ll 
work for a week. If you like it, we’ll talk 
more…’ So he came down for a week. 
He worked. I asked Don McAlpine, who 
I didn’t know and who was one of the 
highest paid DPs in the world, to get a 
video camera, and we shot three large 
sections of the film with actors and my 
little team, with everything we could 
get, and we made this little video. Once 
[the studio] saw just how clear a lot of 
the telling of the story could be, then 
there was a sense of ‘it might work’. 
Leonardo DiCaprio: We interviewed a 
lot of girls for Juliet, because we wanted 
to get a powerful Juliet instead of one 
that’s sort of really dreamy. We wanted 
someone that could be intense with the 
emotion, and once I met Claire, I said, 
“Wow, this girl’s powerful. She knows 
what she’s doing!” and Baz agreed with 
me, and then we hired her.
BL: Leo’s in this fortunate/unfortunate 
position of being a young movie 
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He’s now doing Titanic

LD:

but right now I’ve been completely 
comfortable with it. 

O N  F I L M I N G  I N  M E X I CO
BL: We looked at doing the film in 
Canada and in Miami and in Sydney. 
One day I was in Mexico and I instantly 
said, “This is the place,” because apart 
from the fact it was economically very 
good for the film, the spirit of the 
Verona Beach we created was alive 
in Mexico. Yes, we had a hurricane 
that wiped out our sets and we all got 
very sick and it’s true that [hair stylist] 
Aldo [Signoretti] did get kidnapped 
and his leg was broken… But what an 
experience. It wasn’t dull, you know?
LD: We all got sick. Every one of the 
actors got sick at one point or another 
and Baz got to the point where he had 
to have an IV of Gatorade in his arm. It 
was like weeks of time when we had to 
recuperate, but you know, with all this 
violence going on around us in Mexico 
City, I think if we would have it shot out 
in LA in a sort of relaxed atmosphere 
or somewhere else, it wouldn’t have 
been the same movie. All the stuff that 
we were hearing every day about the 
violence around us and chaos, people 
getting killed from our hotel in Mexico 
City, really fuelled all the actors.
Claire Danes: It was an amazing place 
to live in for four months. It was kind 
of like the Wild West. There were no 
rules and it was very scary to see these 
men just standing outside of grocery 
markets with huge guns in military 
uniforms, you know. There was a real 
possibility of being in serious danger 
but I would have done anything to 
make this movie. 
BL: We built all of that beach stuff 
in Veracruz and the one thing we 

neglected to get clear on is that during 
the period we were there, Veracruz is 
nothing but wind. When I was first 
going to shoot the death scene of 
Mercutio, he gets killed down at the 
beach, and the next thing a hurricane 
hits and wipes everything out. So I go 
on the beach with Don McAlpine, the 
DP, and all the actors, and we’ve all got 
plastic helmets on and goggles because 
it’s like being in Lawrence Of Arabia with 
the storm, and I think, ‘Well, what if 
he dies in the wind, you know?’ All the 
actors went, “Yes, yes, I’ll do that.” 
We do two wide shots and they’re our 
only wide shots. Everyone thinks it’s 
trillion-dollar wind machines and CGI, 
but it’s actually just these two wides 
that we shot. That would not have 
happened had I shot it elsewhere. 
LD: That was really hard, especially 
the rain. I had to sit there all night 
while they did this giant crane shot. 
The rain was coming down and I was 

different levels.

CD: It was such an 
intense experience 
and we were playing, 
you know, two of the 
most famous lovers in 
history – there was a 
lot of pressure and we 
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we didn’t act on any sort of attraction, 
which I think was the best way to 
go because it only served the work. I 
adored working with Leo. It was such a 
treat to create moments on screen with 
him. I really believe he’s a genius and I 
learned a lot from working with him.

O N  S H O OT I N G  T H AT  
SW I M M I N G - PO O L  SC E N E
CD: It was so intimidating to tackle that 
scene because it has been played for 
so many centuries and it’s ridiculously 
famous and I was really concerned that 
I wouldn’t be able to say it in a fresh 
way that hadn’t been done before. 
Ultimately I realised I couldn’t obsess 
about it and I just had to do it however 
it came naturally. 
LD: It took about two weeks to get 
right, because we were in and out of 
the pool. Baz experimented so many 
different ways, just to get it right 
because he didn’t want to take away 

from the beauty of the scene, but he 
also wanted to give it a sort of new 
twist and not make it the same old.
BL: When they’re underwater and they 
kiss it’s like, there’s a place where we 
can be free. I use water as a place that 
they disappear into and, when [Romeo] 
kills Tybalt, it rains and they’re covered 
in water. It’s if you’ve got your head 
underwater you’re not going to hear 
mum yelling, basically.

O N  S H O OT I N G  T H AT  
D E AT H  SC E N E
CD: It was extremely surreal, and in 
between takes Leonardo was checking 
his messages, lying on the deathbed 
on his cellular phone. I was extremely 
frightened of that death scene and 
I was finding all sorts of different 
excuses to avoid reaching the climax 
of the scene because it was very scary. 
You know, I was saying, “Oh, guys, 
you know, I think we have to do it 
again, because my wig is pulling” I was 
stalling, stalling, but I did eventually 
push myself and complete the scene. 
I will never forget the feeling I had 
living in Juliet’s shoes in that particular 
moment. I can’t explain to you how 
strong the silence surrounding me was, 
I felt the warmth of the candles and the 
massiveness of the cathedral, and I felt 
so completely and utterly alone. That’s 
really fun, as an actress, to be able to 

jump off of those cliffs and just see 
where you land. 
LD: I had so much emotional stuff to do 
in this movie, more than any other film 
I’d done. I mean, usually there’s some 
scenes where you’re sort of wrecked 
and crying, but here, in almost every 
other scene I was in a shambles. So Baz 
would understand that before each one 
of these things, I’d have to have like 20 
minutes alone in a corner and I would 
just visualise horrible things and try to 
make myself feel horrible.

O N  T H E  N E XT  ST E PS
BL: The studio actually wanted a  
sequel to Romeo + Juliet. I kid you not, 
they said, “So we want sequel rights 
in the deal.” I said, “Well, you know, 
they’re dead. They’re all dead. It’s 
a tragedy.” I think they settled for 
prequel rights… [laughs]
LD: I’ve been working with some great 
directors, but I want to try and work 
with a master like Scorsese, that would 
be a dream for me. I’d love to do that. I 
just want to keep doing movies. 

ROMEO + JULIET IS AVAILABLE ON BLU-RAY, 
DVD, DIGITAL DOWNLOAD, AND DISNEY+.

‘IN ALMOST EVERY OTHER SCENE  
I WAS IN A SHAMBLES’  

LEONARDO DICAPRIO

TYBALT TUMULT 
John Leguizamo 
brought verve and 
cool to this classic 
Shakespearean  
villain (top left).

END TIMES 
Claire Danes’ Juliet 
meets her tragic  
fate (left).

BIG SPLASH 
Danes and DiCaprio 
earned worldwide 
fame for their roles 
in this timeless 
romance (right).

Cast and crew on the 
set of the now-iconic 

swimming-pool scene.
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THE WITCH
To the devil a daughter…

DEATH GOAT
Orphaned teenager Thomasin (Anya Taylor-Joy) 
reaches out to Black Phillip, the devil-goat who 
tormented her family… Director Robert Eggers 
wanted three bovids for his 17th-century ‘New 
England Folktale’. He only got one: the irascible 
Charlie, whose talents stretched to “napping or 
attacking [co-star] Ralph Ineson,” says Eggers. 

INTO THE WOODS 
‘Shift’ (undergarments) removed, Thomasin 
heads for a woodsy communion, with Phillip 
following. Eggers couldn’t afford to shoot in 
New Hampshire, forcing him to visit off-map 
Canada for the right woodland spot. DoP Jarin 
Blaschke’s claustrophobic 1.66:1 aspect ratio 
helped to emphasise the height of the trees.  

A WITCH IN THE FAMILY
Thomasin conjures Phillip’s presence… Casting 
Taylor-Joy in her debut credited film role, 
Eggers was drawn to the actor’s “enigmatic 
quality,” which withstood sustained, candlelit 
attention powerfully. Though Taylor-Joy’s first 
language was Spanish, reading Harry Potter 
helped her learn English as a child.

A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES
Thomasin encounters the witches at a fire… 
Eggers and choreographer Denise Fujiwara drew 
on Japanese Butoh dancing for the witches’ 
writhing movements. Mark Korven’s dissonant 
score and the all-female Element Choir’s voices 
accentuate the unease: “I think we freaked the 
recording engineer out a little,” says Korven.  

THE DEVIL STRIDES OUT 
Offering dairy products, dresses and delicious 
living, Black Phillip reveals his human form… 
Eggers cast the “devilishly handsome” Wahab 
Chaudhry. He was costumed elaborately, using 
“cockerel feathers, a beaver hat, and jewels,”  
says Eggers. Then, with delicious perversity, he 
kept Chaudhry shrouded in darkness.

HIGH RISER 
As she rises through the trees with the witches, 
smeared in mashed baby, Thomasin’s expression 
and experience are scrupulously ambiguous. Is 
she exultant or horrified? Devilishly transformed 
or tripping on hallucinogenic fungus? Either way, 
one thing is clear: The Witch guaranteed Taylor-
Joy’s ascension to stardom. KH
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TOM SAVINI

Savini’s fascination with movie 
make-up began at the age of 12 

after watching Lon Chaney biopic 
Man Of A Thousand Faces (1957). “It’s 
not enough for me to say the movie 
sparked my interest in make-up,” he 
recalls. “Something more happened 
to me. I flipped out.” Two years later 
he landed his first ‘job’, being paid 
in chocolate milkshakes to create 
monster make-up for a travelling 
horror show touring local theatres.

As the first undergraduate ever 
offered a full fellowship in 

Carnegie-Mellon University’s acting 
and directing program, it’s hardly 
surprising that Savini also carved out  
a career in front of the camera. As well 
as appearances in films for which he 
produced FX, Savini’s standout roles 
include playing opposite Ed Harris in 
Knightriders and an unforgettable turn 
as the crotch-gun-toting biker ‘Sex 
Machine’ in From Dusk Till Dawn.

Pioneering new make-up 
techniques for increasingly gory 

slashers like Friday The 13th, Maniac and 
The Burning (“There’s no precedent for 
doing this stuff. The fun was inventing 
how to do it”), Savini quickly became a 
poster boy for the Fangoria generation. 
However, the visceral authenticity 
those fans celebrated had a traumatic 
origin in the real-world horrors Savini 
witnessed first-hand as a combat 
photographer during the Vietnam War.

Despite missing out on Night Of The Living Dead, Savini 
finally crossed paths with fellow Pittsburgh native 

George A. Romero on vampire film Martin (1978), forming 
a fast friendship. Subsequent team-ups included Dawn Of 
The Dead, Knightriders, Creepshow, Day Of The Dead, Monkey 
Shines and Two Evil Eyes.

Officially’ retired from special 
effects, Savini continues to 

act, and even helmed a surprisingly 
effective 1990 remake of Night Of The 
Living Dead – despite his claims that 
the finished film only represents 
about 40 per cent of what he originally 
had planned. Since 2000, he has also 
been passing on his knowledge to 
other aspiring FX artists through the 
Tom Savini Special Make-Up Effects 
Program. Anton van Beek

KEY MOVIES

KNIGHTRIDERS 
1981  
Excalibur meets Easy Rider in 
George A. Romero’s super-stylised 
but curiously heartfelt jousting-
bikers drama, which also gave Savini 
his finest acting role to date.

FRIDAY THE 13TH 
1980 
Savini got to create the look of young 
Jason Voorhees and memorably stab 
Kevin Bacon through the neck with 
an arrow in this iconic and hugely 
influential slasher.

CREEPSHOW 
1982  
A turning point for the make-up 
maestro, this EC Comics-inspired 
horror anthology saw Savini shift his 
focus from outright gore to elaborate 
creature effects.

DAY OF THE DEAD 
1985 
With its mix of ambitious zombie 
designs and outlandish gore gags, 
Romero’s third Dead film offers 
the ultimate showcase of Savini’s 
sublimely shocking skills.

CREEPY 
COLLABORATION

TOUR OF DUTY
TOP OF  

THE CLASS

EARLY START ON-SCREEN 
SCARES

Sultan of splatter…
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ON SALE NOW!
THE WORLD’S NUMBER ONE SCIENCE FICTION, 

FANTASY AND HORROR MAGAZINE

Subscribe at magazinesdirect.com

THE ULTIMATE
DUNE EXPERIENCE!

INCLUDESTWO GIANT POSTERS,FOUR CONCEPT ART POSTCARDS,20 PAGES OF
ACCESS!
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PREQUELS
Do you remember  
the time before the  

first time? 

EASY
1. True or false? The Phantom Menace is the 
highest-grossing Star Wars prequel to date. 
2. Which was the first X-Men prequel?
3. What was the original title of The 
Hobbit: The Battle Of The Five Armies? 
4. Which 2015 ’toon is currently the 
highest-grossing prequel of all time?
5. Orlando Oxford is a character from 
which upcoming Brit-spy prequel?

MEDIUM
1. Indiana Jones And The Temple Of Doom is set 
how many years before Raiders Of The Lost Ark?
2. Which 2000 prequel earned Joan Collins  
a Razzie nod for Worst Supporting Actress?
3. Which film comes first in the Conjuring 

Universe timeline?
4. Gaspard Ulliel played the younger version 
of which horror icon in 2007?
5. Who directed Exorcist: The Beginning and 
Dominion: Prequel To The Exorcist, respectively?

HARD 
1. Who plays the young Norman Bates in 

Psycho IV: The Beginning? 
2. There have been two Texas Chain Saw-
related prequels… name them. 
3. Which character does Anthony Daniels  
play in Solo: A Star Wars Story?
4. In which respective years are Prometheus 
and Alien: Covenant set?
5. Name the full titles of the prequels to  
these films: Ouija, Smokin’ Aces, Dumb And 
Dumber, Underworld.
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EASY 1. False – it’s Rogue One 2. X-Men Origins: Wolverine (2009)  
3. The Hobbit: There And Back Again 4. Minions 5. The King’s Man 
MEDIUM 1. One 2. The Flintstones In Viva Rock Vegas 3. The Nun  
4. Hannibal Lecter (Hannibal Rising) 5. Renny Harlin, Paul Schrader  
HARD 1. Henry Thomas 2. The Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The 
Beginning, Leatherface 3. Tak 4. 2093, 2104 5. Ouija: Origin Of Evil, 
Smokin’ Aces 2: Assassins’ Ball, Dumb And Dumberer: When Harry Met 
Lloyd; Underworld: Rise Of The Lycans

DOUBLE TAKE

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
There are 10 to find…
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FADE IN:
 

INT. ANAMIKA RESORT SHUTTLE
GAEL GARCÍA BERNAL and VICKY KRIEPS travel 
with their young SON and DAUGHTER to a resort 
they’ve never heard of for a holiday they were 
offered out of the blue.

SON
Aww, I’m not old enough to go scuba-diving!  

That’s not fair.

GAEL GARCÍA BERNAL 
Stop wishing your life away!

AUDIENCE
Yes, we get it. God, this is already getting old.

INT. ANAMIKA RESORT
The family arrive at the resort and are greeted 
with suspiciously elaborate cocktails. They  
head to the beach to introduce the film’s other 
main victims.

MYSTERIOUS MANAGER
By the way, there’s a top-secret beach here that no 
one goes near. It’s all arranged. My driver will take 

you there along with food and drinks tomorrow.

GAEL GARCÍA BERNAL 
Sure. All perfectly normal.

EXT. BEACH
M. NIGHT SHYAMALAN drives the group to the 
beach himself because of course he does. Once there, 
they meet FAMOUS RAPPER and find a dead body. 

VICKY KRIEPS
Have you seen my children?

NOTICEABLY OLDER SON AND DAUGHTER
Mum, we’re right here!

VICKY KRIEPS
Oh my God! Doctor, what’s happening?

DR. RUFUS SEWELL
In my sane and right-minded opinion… What was 
the name of that film starring Jack Nicholson and 

Marlon Brando?

VICKY KRIEPS
I have no idea, but I wish we were in that instead.

Everyone tries to leave the beach but they all 
black out from plot nonsense.

VICKY KRIEPS
Oh look, my benign tumour has grown and now  

I need surgery. You’ll have to use your bare  
hands to hold me open because knife cuts are 

apparently healing within seconds.

GAEL GARCÍA BERNAL 
Y’know, I’m starting to think that time might work 

differently on this beach.

VISIBLY OLDER EVERYONE
You think?

Now even older, the SON gets DR. RUFUS’ daughter 
pregnant despite both basically being children. 
She immediately gives birth, but the baby dies of 
time complications.

VICKY KRIEPS
The doctor just killed the rapper! Hey, wait,  

he’s mentally ill, I had a tumour, the rapper had a 
nosebleed, and someone mentioned epilepsy.  

I’ve got it! This has all been arranged by  
a pharmacy!

GAEL GARCÍA BERNAL 
It can’t be that because that is literally the 

dumbest explanation I’ve ever heard.

DR. RUFUS attacks GAEL, but VICKY kills him 
with quick-acting rust. Then GAEL and VICKY die 
of old age anyway.

EVEN OLDER DAUGHTER
Just us left then. Sure am looking forward to 

finding out how the inevitable twist makes sense 
of all of this.

EVEN OLDER SON 
In the meantime, shall we try to escape? Maybe 

to that coral within easy swimming distance that 
none of us have previously mentioned?

INT. RESORT FACILITY
M. NIGHT SHYAMALAN himself is revealed to be 
monitoring the beach, because of course he is. He 
reports back to the resort.

MYSTERIOUS MANAGER
So everyone died, but we were able to successfully 

use the beach to fast-track medical trials and, 
somehow, found a cure for epilepsy! So it was all 

worth it? Maybe?

AUDIENCE
Wait, so it WAS a pharmacy all along? But…  

how do they get these drugs to market? What 
evidence of this trial do they show? What data? Is 

it peer-reviewed?

The oldest SON and DAUGHTER yet arrive and  
tell the HOLIDAYING COP everything. Everyone 
gets arrested. There is no further explanation  
for the beach.

AUDIENCE
I feel 100 years older…
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